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1.
1.1

INTRODUCTION
CONTEXT
The A55 Junctions 15 and 16 are the only two roundabouts on the mainline of the Euroroute E22
Trans-European Transport Network (TEN-T). This causes problems to the traffic using the A55
travelling along the route, in particular in relation to resilience, delays and safety. The purpose of
the project is to remove the two roundabouts at the junctions and replace them with gradeseparated junctions.

Figure 1-1: Location of the A55 Junctions 15 & 16 Improvements Scheme

Following a 12-week public consultation in the summer of 2018, the following preferred options
were announced by the Welsh Transport Minister on the 5 April 2019:

Junction 15 Option D was selected as the preferred option to replace the roundabout at
Llanfairfechan.

Junction 16 Option A was selected as the preferred option to replace the roundabout
between Penmaenmawr and Dwygyfylchi.
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Preferred Option for Junction 15 – Option D
The preferred option provides four-way movement by utilising an overbridge with a T-junction to
the north of the A55 and a priority junction to the south of the existing roundabout. The slip roads
are raised locally to allow the bridge to pass over the A55. Access via Shore Road East would be
retained. This option requires the realignment of Penmaenmawr Road and consequently the
Sustrans National Cycle Network Route 5. As described in Section 2 improvements to active travel
routes and for Non-Motorised Users (referred to as NMU mini-schemes) are proposed as part of the
preferred option.

The following figure shows Junction Option D as displayed at the Public Information Exhibition in
June 2019.

Figure 1-2: Junction 15 Option D

Preferred Option for Junction 16 – Option A
The preferred option comprises of a four-way movement junction, replacing junction 16A. The
roundabout at Junction 16 would be removed and replaced by westbound on and off slip roads.
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Figure 1-3: Junction 16 Option A (Board 1 of 3)

A new link road connecting Junctions 16 and 16A runs roughly parallel to the A55, behind the Puffin
Café linking back into Ysguborwen Road near to Junction 16. The link road incorporates a new
active travel route which connects to the existing Sustrans National Cycle Network Route (NCNR)
5, which runs parallel to the north of the A55. As described in Section 2 active travel improvements
are proposed as part of the preferred option.

Figure 1-4: Junction 16 Option A (Board 2 of 3)

The Junction 16A arrangement consists of an overbridge, located to the north-west of Glan-y-Afon
Road. The slip roads would be constructed on raised embankments. The preferred option extends
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towards the Penmaenbach tunnels to the east of Junction 16A and encompasses the maintenance
cross over area.

Figure 1-5: Junction 16 Option A (Board 3 of 3)

1.2

PURPOSE OF THE DESIGN OPTIONS REPORT
As per the Works Information Volume 2 paragraph 4.23.2, the design development for Junctions
15 and 16 has included (not exclusively):

Works at adjacent junctions, such as Junctions 14 or 16A.

Replacement of the existing crossovers, which are located to the east of Junction 15 and
east of Junctions 16 and 16A.

Offline works on the Local Authority highway network, such as the tie-in with Penmaenmawr
Road at Junction 15, Ysgurborwen Road at Junction 16 and Glan-y-Afon Road at Junction
16A.

Traffic Management opportunities, such as the provision of signal-controlled junctions at
Junction 15, both on the A55 overbridge and where the slip roads meet Penmaenmawr
Road, and at Junction 16A.
The assessment of the benefits and impacts against the conceptual design for each of the options
considered up to the Preferred Option announcement on the 5 April 2019, is described in version
F04 of the WelTAG Stage Two Outline Business Case (OBC) [1] and the corresponding WelTAG
Impact Assessment (IAR) Report [2]. A summary of the key design variations considered for the
preferred options prior to the announcement is summarised in Section 2.2 below.
The purpose of this Design Options Report (DOR) is to record the further development of the various
design elements of the preferred options, following the Preferred Route announcement and
subsequent Preliminary Design Layout Approval Presentation on 31 July 2019. The latest version of
this report (P03) incorporates the significant changes up to the publication of the draft Line and
Sider Road Orders on 23 March 2021.
Although the DOR primarily concentrates on providing a summary of design changes and the
rationale for the decisions, the report also provides an update with regards to the benefits and
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impacts. For consistency, the DOR provides a high-level assessment of how the design decisions
for the various elements may affect the appraisal of the options against the Project Objectives,
Technical Objectives and WelTAG criteria. The DOR is not however intended to form an update to
the WelTAG Stage Two OBC Report, as this will be provided in the WelTAG Stage Three Full Business
Case Report.
The following sections describe the summary of design decisions and the Preferred Option
development for Junctions 15 and 16. For transparency the design development described in the
report has been divided into the following periods of time:

Between the June 2018 Public Consultation and the version of the WelTAG Stage Two OBC
Report issued in December 2018 (version F03).

Between the issue of the WelTAG Stage Two OBC Report issued in December 2018 (version
F03) and the Preferred Option announcement on 5 April 2019 (plus the publication of the
corresponding TR111 plan which shows the route that was protected for planning purposes).

Following the preferred option announcement, up to the Preliminary Design Layout Approval
Presentation.

Figure 1-6: TR111 Protected Route Plan

1.3
1.3.1

BACKGROUND TO THE SELECTION OF THE PREFERRED OPTIONS
Stakeholder Engagement
Throughout the development of the options, there has been ongoing engagement with both key
stakeholders and the public. In summary the stakeholder engagement during Key Stage 3 has
included (not exclusively) the following:




Consultation – Public Information exhibitions in December 2017, as part of the formal 12week consultation in June 2018 and June 2018. Meetings with local town councils, with
councillors and individual discussions with members of the public and affected
landowners.
Engagement with key stakeholders – Presentations and meetings with Conwy County
Borough Council, Technical Working Groups, Environmental Liaison Groups and other
technical meetings with bodies such as Network Rail and Dwr Cymru Welsh Water.
Meetings were also held with organisations such as Sustrans and Cycling UK.

A key element which has influenced the development of the highway design, has been the input
from Technical Working Groups (TWG), such as the Transport and Departures from Standards
TWG’s as described below. Other TWG’s such as the Structures TWG have also been held, which
are described in other reports such as the Structure Design Options Report [3].
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Transport TWG meetings
Meetings were held in February 2018 and March 2019. The purpose of the TWG in February 2018,
was to agree the Project Objectives and to discuss the long list of options, following the Public
Information Exhibition held in December 2017. A further Transport TWG was held in March 2019.
The purpose of this meeting was to review the works carried out to date, and to discuss the
preferred options for Junctions 15 and 16 put forward in the WelTAG Stage Two Outline Business
Case (OBC), prior to the announcement of the preferred option by the Welsh Minister on 5 April
2019.
Departures from Standards TWG meetings
Departures from Standards TWG meetings were held in May 2018, November 2018 and in
February 2019. A number of key geometric design parameters were discussed in these meetings,
which have been taken forward in the development of the preferred option following the
announcement of the preferred options. Examples of the principles we have applied as being
essential to overcome the main constraints (space / properties / accesses) include the following
(not exclusively):
Junction 15:

Existing alignment constraints on the mainline result in a below standard (2 steps)
minimum Stopping Sight Distance (SSD) of 160m being accepted through Junction 15.

Reduced cross sections have been used to facilitate accommodating the slips within the
spatial constraints at this junction.
Junction J16 / J16A:

A below standard minimum Stopping Sight Distance (SSD) of 215m (1 step – currently
2+) being accepted to limit the extent of pavement reconstruction

Non-standard accesses on Junction 16A eastbound slip roads to be able to maintain
existing accesses.

Non-standard lane gain/land drop arrangement adopted westbound between the junction
16A westbound on-slip and the access to Puffin Services in mitigation for below standard
junction spacing.
For both Junctions 15 and 16, the development of the geometric design layout has been based on
the aim that a TD22 grade separated layout would be achieved.
Further information regarding these constraints can be found in the Junctions 15 and 16
Alignment & Junction Strategy Reports [4] [5] and Departures from Standards Report [6].
Meetings with North and Mid Wales Trunk Road Agent
A liaison meeting was held with the North and Mid Wales Trunk Road Agent (NMWTRA) in July
2019. The purpose was to understand the current tunnels and communication system provision
in terms of infrastructure and operation and to discuss how these can be incorporated into the
proposed scheme. During this meeting, they identified items that they felt would be beneficial to
facilitate the management of the A55, and especially the tunnels.
NMWTRA also attended the Preliminary Layout Approval Presentation held on the 31st July 2019,
during which they provided feedback on the proposed layout of the preferred options1. Further

1

Feedback received from NMWTRA was based on the preliminary Junction 15 Layout Approval Drawings (A55J15J16-XX-15-DR-J-2000 and 2001
version P03) and preliminary Junction 16 Layout Approval Drawings (A55J15J16-XX-16-DR-J-2000, 2001 and 2002 version P03).
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feedback was provided in the following period. In addition to the design elements, NMWTRA
requested that the following work was undertaken (not exclusively):
 New tunnel closure plans and corresponding traffic management plans, based on the proposed
scheme layouts.
 Plans showing the limits of the trunk road and county road network, with adjacent landowners
(such as Shell) – including maintenance accesses and easement / wayleave arrangements,
rights of way and any residual hazards following construction.
Meetings with Elected Officials
A number of separate meetings were held on 17 July 2019 with elected officials, including:
 The Bryn (Llanfairfechan) Councillor
 The Capelulo (Dwygyfylchi) Councillor
 The Pant yr Afon/Penmaenan Councillor
The purpose of these meetings was to discuss provisional lists of proposals put forward by the
councillors for inclusion in the scheme design and/or community benefit. During the meetings it
was explained that the Welsh Government would consider each proposal. For each, they would
determine the proposals’ technical feasibility, financial viability and alignment with the Welsh
Governments legislative powers, and the viability for consideration as community benefit. A
summary of the provisional lists is provided below.
Ward

Provisional List of Proposals put forward by Councillors
1.

Retention of social housing or replacement within village is a priority.

2.

Shared cycle way/footway from new junction to Llanfairfechan traffic lights along southeast
side of Penmaenmawr Road, including improvements to parking and bus stops near doctor’s
surgery.

3.

Cycle way/ footway connectivity to/from Penmaenmawr Road east of junction and to Shore
Road East for access to promenade.

4.

Improved bus service to Pendalar.

5.

Solution to NCR 5 cycle route problem at Mona Terrace.

6.

Improvements to promenade car park as community benefit.

Bryn and Pandy
(Llanfairfechan)

Figure 7: Locations of Bryn and Pandy (Llanfairfechan) Councillor proposals

Capelulo
(Dwygyfylchi)

1.

20mph zone to include whole village.

2.

20mph for section of Conway Old Road from Bangor Road to Cemetery.

3.

Zebra crossing of Ysguborwen Road at Maes y Llan.

4.

Shared footway/cycle way from new junction along Glan yr Afon Road to centre of village.

5.

Cattle grids and/or other appropriate measures to prevent sheep encroaching on the A55.
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Ward

Provisional List of Proposals put forward by Councillors
6.

Improvements to bridge crossing to enable cycle/mobility scooter/pushchair access to NCR 5
and to beach.

7.

Link road to have crossings at appropriate locations. Potential for bus stops to be considered
further, to enable reinstatement of X5 service through village.

8.

Improvement or replacement of bridge will allow services on-slip to be lengthened.

9.

Prefer not to have access from services to link road due to increased traffic.

10. Football field to be reprofiled to ensure fit for community use.
11. Purchase Parish Hall land from Church as replacement open space for land lost due to
construction of link road. Build new community centre as community benefit (off the map).
12. Would like more information on visual impact of new junction from caravan park.
13. Signage package for village including directions to businesses.
14. Contribution to maintenance/upgrade of Conway Old Road in anticipation of higher traffic
flows during construction.
15. Require information on existing NO2 and other pollutant levels adjacent to A55 and potential
impacts on Maes y Llan.
16. Compensation for certain property owners on Maes y Llan due to blight.
17. Consider feasibility of connecting link road to Ysguborwen Road west of The Oasis.
18. Liaise with CCBC to ensure no conflict with plans for potential new school and housing sites
(not on map).
19. Llanfairfechan area – new bus shelter and seating near doctor’s surgery (primarily used by
Dwygyfylchi and Penmaenmawr residents) (not on map).

Figure 8: Locations of Capelulo (Dwygyfylchi) Councillor proposals (Sheet 1 of 2)

Figure 9: Locations of Capelulo (Dwygyfylchi) Councillor proposals (Sheet 2 of 2)
Pant yr Afon /
Penmaenan

1.

Gateway feature (illuminated) for Penmaenmawr in prominent location related to quarry
village heritage.
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Ward

Provisional List of Proposals put forward by Councillors
2.

Cycle/footway link from village across A55 and railway to NCR5 in vicinity of Puffin
roundabout.

3.

Shared footway/cycleway from new junction along Conway Road into village, with additional
verge parking adjacent to football ground.

4.

Updated/improved signage to village from A55

5.

Assurance that landscaping at junction will be high quality.

Figure 10: Locations of Pant yr Afon / Penmaenan Councillor proposals

Meetings with Conwy CBC
There have been ongoing discussions and meetings with officers of Conwy CBC, throughout the
development of the scheme design. A summary of the meetings is provided below:
Skype meeting held on 17th March 2020: The purpose of the meeting was to discuss the highway
alignments and departures on county roads with Conwy CBC at both Junctions 14/15 and 16/16A.
It is understood that generally Conwy were content with the proposals. However, some residual
issues remained, such as the:
 Junction 14/15 – Demarcation of Trunk and County Road assets; Layout of Shore Road East;
detailed design for the proposed cycle routes and transition features.
 Junction 16/16A – Departures associated with the arrangement of County Roads at Junction 16
and adjacent to the Puffin Services on the link road; the detailed design for active travel
routes, including linkages to the NCNR5 and/or into Dwygyfylchi and Penmaenmawr; and the
design of traffic calming in Dwygyfylchi.
Teams meeting held 25 November 2020: During this meeting the project team provided an
update regarding the proposed improvements at both Junction 14/15 and 16/16A.
Specific issues discussed in detail are summarised below.
 Junction 14/15: The design for Shore Road East; the updated design of the Junction 15
arrangement and structures; and Active Travel provision, including the replacement of
Pendalar footbridge, the closure of the bus stops on Penmaenmawr Road and improvements at
Mona Terrace.
 Junction 16/16A: The geometry and form of the Junction 16 arrangement; Access/egress to
Puffin Services; and traffic calming measures in Dwygyfylchi.
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1.3.2

The WelTAG Approach
The preferred Junction 15 Option D and Junction 16 Option A were developed and selected as
preferred options within the Welsh Transport Appraisal Guidance (WelTAG) 2017 framework.
WelTAG is a framework for examining and assessing proposed changes to the transport system.
It contains best practice for the development, appraisal and evaluation of proposed transport
interventions in Wales. The Welsh Transport Appraisal Guidance (WelTAG) process covers the
complete lifecycle of a proposed intervention in the transport system from assessment of the
problem, consideration of possible solutions and scheme design, through to implementation and
project evaluation.
WelTAG Stage
One

WelTAG Stage
Two

WelTAG Stage
Three

Strategic

Outline Business
Case

Full Business
Case

Outline Case

WelTAG Stage
Four
Implementation

WelTAG Stage
Five
Post
Implementation

A WelTAG Impact Assessment Report (IAR) is a live document which is produced to provide the
detailed evidence, data and analysis underlying each of the Welsh Transport Appraisal Guidance
(WelTAG) stages described below, as required by the WelTAG 2017 guidance. The report is written
for a technical audience and follows the structure of the HM Treasury Green Book and five business
cases. Similarly, the contents of each Stage Report are presented using the structure of the five
business cases model.
1.3.3

WELTAG Stage 2 Appraisal
The options for Junctions 15 and 16 have been assessed in accordance with the WelTAG 2017
guidance and the latest WebTAG Transport Analysis Guidance for the Transport Appraisal Process
published by the Department of Transport.
Each of the options have been appraised against the Project Objectives and additional Technical
Objectives listed below, in addition to the WelTAG environmental, social and cultural, and economic
criteria. The Project Objectives were developed through stakeholder engagement carried out over
a number of years. A further Project Objective has been suggested by NMWTRA (during the
Preliminary Design Layout Approval Presentation held on 31 July 2019), for the options to be
assessed against how they perform from the perspective of whole life cost.
OBJ1

Improve access to regional, national and international markets and improve
access to employment opportunities.

OBJ2

Improve road safety on the A55 from Junction 14 to Junction 16A.

OBJ3

Improve journey times and journey time reliability on the A55 from Junction 14
to Junction 16A.

OBJ4

Improve resilience on the A55 for strategic and local traffic.

OBJ5

Improve journey times, journey time reliability and safety for access onto the
A55.

OBJ6

Reduce severance with coastal areas for the Non-Motorised Users and enhance
provision made for walkers and cyclists.

OBJ7

To take reasonable steps to build healthier communities and better
environments.

OBJ8

Opportunities to provide integrated transport are increased.

TECH OBJ9

Minimising technical departures from standards.

TECH OBJ10

Minimising need to reduce speed limits
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TECH OBJ11

Minimising disruption during construction

The significance and scale of the impacts due to the options considered were assessed using a
seven-point scale ranging from a large beneficial (+++) impact to a large adverse (---) impact.
The outcome of the economic appraisal, in relation to the ‘value for money’ that the options
provided, is presented as a Benefit Cost Ratio (BCR).
The development of options is described in the WelTAG Stage One Strategic Outline Case and
Stage Two OBC reports, as described below.
WelTAG Stage One Strategic Outline Case:
The purpose of Stage One is to understand the issues of concern, explore the context and to
present a wide list of possible solutions, sufficient to be able to decide whether there are any
solutions within the transport sector that are worth pursuing and to select a short list of options
for more detailed consideration.
Details of the design development in WelTAG Stage One can be found in the Strategic Outline Case
(SOC) Report and the corresponding section of the WelTAG IAR. The outcome of WelTAG Stage One
was a short-list of five options for Junction 15 and four options for Junction 16 that were taken
forward for consideration at WelTAG Stage Two.
WelTAG Stage Two Outline Business Case:
The purpose of Stage Two is to examine in greater detail the short list of options for tackling the
problem under consideration.
The outcome of the appraisals and design development carried out at WelTAG Stage One was
presented at the 12-week public consultation and exhibitions held in June 2018. The appraisal of
the Project Objectives, Technical Objectives and WelTAG criteria, against the short list of options,
was summarised in the Public Consultation material in a form of a matrix as shown overleaf.
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Figure 1-11: WelTAG Appraisal Summary Table (AST) Presented at the Public Consultation
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Figure 1-12: Economic Appraisal Summary Table Presented at the Public Consultation

Following the Public Consultation, further design development was carried out to address concerns
raised by the public during the consultation. This work included:



For Junction 15: Highways geometric design work to investigate the feasibility of avoiding
the need to demolish the ‘Sunny Bank’ terrace.
For Junction 16: Highways geometric design work to investigate the feasibility of
extending the link road to Junction 16 and additional traffic modelling work to confirm
whether traffic calming might mitigate against the potential for increased traffic flow
through Dwygyfylchi.

A summary of this design development can be found in Section 2. Further information can be found
in the OBC Report, the first version of which was issued in October 2018 [1], and the corresponding
section of the WelTAG Impact Assessment Report [2]. The December 2018 version of these
documents provided evidence for the (Welsh Government) Review Group to select the preferred
options for Junction 15 and 16. It is on the basis of their recommendation that the Welsh Transport
Minister made the Preferred Option announcement on 5 April 2019.
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2.

DESIGN OPTIONS REPORT METHODOLOGY

2.1

APPROACH TAKEN FOR THE APPRAISAL OF THE DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
A number of key elements have undergone further design development since the announcement
of the Preferred Option(s). This work has been undertaken for the following reasons:

Refinement of the design, as part of the preparation of the Preliminary Layout Approval
Plans.

To address concerns and queries raised during the Public Consultation and Public
Information Exhibition.

Assessment and development of Non-Motorised User (NMU) ‘Mini-Schemes’, as identified
during consultation with stakeholders such as Sustrans and Cycling UK. Further information
regarding the mini-schemes considered is provided in Section 2.2.

To investigate the feasibility of options identified by the members of the public during the
June 2019 Public Information Exhibition.
Each of the key changes to the preferred option following the preferred option announcement have
been appraised at a high level against the Project Objectives, Technical Objectives and WelTAG
criteria. The purpose of this appraisal is to assess whether the changes have had an overall
beneficial or detrimental impact on the performance of the preferred option. It should be noted that
this appraisal is qualitative, and uses the assessments carried out for WelTAG Stage Two as a
baseline.
The detail of this appraisal will be covered in the WelTAG IAR (for WelTAG Stage Three) and is
summarised in the following sections. The outcome from the appraisal is shown in a matrix, which
can be found in Section 4.

2.2

IMPROVEMENTS FOR NON-MOTORISED USERS
In accordance with the requirements of the Active Travel (Wales) Act 2013, and in support of
Project Objective OBJ6 to ‘Reduce severance with coastal areas for the Non-Motorised Users and
enhance provision made for walkers and cyclists’, a number of measures have been developed to
make improvement for Non-Motorised Users (NMU’s).
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These measures were developed during consultation meetings with key stakeholders, including:

Conwy CBC

Welsh Government Active Travel lead

Sustrans

Cycling UK
Nine mini-schemes (six for Junction 15 and three for Junction 16) were identified by the above
stakeholders, in addition to Active Travel measures2 identified as part of the road improvements
themselves. In addition, the potential to widen the existing National Cycle Network Route 5
(NCNR5) was considered. Further information regarding consultation and the development of the
mini-schemes can be found in the Walking, Cycling & Horseriding Assessment Report (WCHAR)
[2] and the WCHAR Review Report [7].
When considering the feasibility of making improvements along Conwy Road, Penmaenmawr Road
and to the NCNR5, the approach taken was to first consider what scheme would be required to
meet the ‘full standards’, then to develop a scheme that could feasibility be retro-fitted.
Preliminary sketches detailing the proposals can be found in Appendix 2 and are shown on the
Preliminary Layout Approval Drawings in Appendix 4. The NMU mini-schemes considered are
summarised in the tables below, and discussed further in Sections 3.2.10 and 4.2.11 for Junctions
15 and Junction 16, respectively.
Table 2-1: Improvements for Non-Motorised Users considered for Junction 15
Reference

Potential improvement considered

NMU ‘Mini-scheme’ 4

Mona Terrace Improvement

NMU ‘Mini-scheme’ 5

Penmaenmawr Road - East of Junction Improvements

NMU ‘Mini-scheme’ 6

Penmaenmawr Road - West of Junction Improvements

NMU ‘Mini-scheme’ 7

Replacement footbridge at Pendalar

NMU ‘Mini-scheme’ 8

Improvements to Pendalar to Shore Road East, to the north of the A55

NMU ‘Mini-scheme’ 9

Llanfairfechan Promenade Access

Table 2-2: Improvements for Non-Motorised Users considered for Junction 16
Reference

Potential improvement considered

NMU ‘Mini-scheme’ 1

Improvements to Glan-y-Afon Road

NMU ‘Mini-scheme’ 2

Improvements to Conway Road

NMU ‘Mini-scheme’ 3

New footbridge crossing adjacent to the Penmaenmawr Phoenix Football Club – Utilising the
refurbished Pendalar footbridge

2

An Active Travel is 'a journey made to or from a workplace or educational establishment or to access other services or facilities'. This covers for
example short-distance commuting, travel to school, shops, leisure facilities etc. It does not cover routes or sections of routes that are just used
for leisure or recreational purposes.
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Reference

Potential improvement considered

NCNR5 Improvements

NCNR5 improvements consisting of widening (by 1m over 1750m)

For each of the mini-schemes, outline design options have been developed, costed and assessed
against using the Cycling Route Audit Tool which provides a numerical tool for assessing the
quality of cycling routes3. A copy of the output from the assessment can be found in Appendix 3.
The Cycle Route Audit Tool Guidance Notes, advise that any route which scores less than 35 (out
of a potential 50 points) would require further improvements before it is included in the Existing
or Integrated Network Maps (INM). The assessment determined that all of the schemes
considered met this threshold.

3

Appendix C, Welsh Government Design Guidance, Active Travel (Wales) Act 2013, published December 2014
https://gov.wales/sites/default/files/publications/2017-09/active-travel-design-guidance.pdf
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3.

JUNCTION 15 DESIGN DECISIONS AND OPTION
DEVELOPMENT

3.1

SUMMARY OF THE JUNCTION 15 PREFERRED OPTION DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
A key issue raised during the public consultation related to the issues associated with the
demolition of residential properties adjacent to Junction 15. To address this concern, seven main
variations of the Junction 15 Option D arrangement (Option D1-D7) were developed during the
period prior to the preferred option announcement. A summary of the key design decisions and
development can be found below. Further detail is provided in version P03 of the WelTAG Stage
Two IAR.





3.1.1

Options D1-D4: Developed between the June 2018 Public Consultation and issue of the
WelTAG Outline Business Case Report in December 2018.
Options D5-D7: Developed between the issue of the WelTAG Outline Business Case Report
and the preferred option announcement in April 2019.
Option D8: Design development following the preferred option announcement up to the
Preliminary Design Layout Approval Presentation.
Option D9: Design development following Preliminary Design Layout Approval Presentation up
to publication of the draft Orders in March 2021.

Variations of Option D developed between the June 2018 Public Consultation and issue
of WelTAG Outline Business Case Report
Option D1 - TD22 junction arrangement, with a retaining wall between the A55 and
Fernbank: This option variation allowed the new Fernbank development to be retained, but with
minimal open space behind the properties. However, it still required for the Sunnybank terrace to
be demolished. Additionally, the variation performed slightly worse with respect to departures
from standards compared to the option presented at public consultation, due to the retaining wall
parapet obscuring the view on the westbound off-slip thus reducing the stopping sight distance.
This option was therefore discarded.
Option D2 - TD22 junction arrangement: To minimise the departures from standards
required, the level of the A55 mainline was lifted. The junction was also moved approximately
20m to the west. This option had the advantage that some of the gardens behind Fernbank
would be retained. However, the key disadvantage was the need to increase the levels, resulting
in a more significant structure being required. This option was discarded, as it was considered
that a more economic variation of the layout should be developed.
Option D3 - TD40 (compact) junction arrangement: To avoid the need to demolish the
properties, the position was changed so that the junction is perpendicular to the A55 mainline,
and the on and off slips have been moved closer together. It was confirmed by the WG (Head of
Departures from Standards) that the application of the TD40 standard in this location was
unacceptable since the predicted traffic flows were higher than those than would typically be
recommended for a compact junction arrangement. This option variation was therefore
discarded.
Option D4 – TD22 junction arrangement, with 40m radius westbound off-slip: The
variation was developed in response to the comments on the first three options, from the meeting
with the representatives from the Welsh Government Network Management team and the
Network Standards and Safety team. To maximise sight distances the eastbound link road was
placed on a skewed angle further to the west. Utilising a 40m radius for the westbound off-slip,
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the design provided a Stopping Sight Distance of 53m with the building demolished. This was the
variation that was presented in the WelTAG OBC Report issued in December 2018.
3.1.2

Variations of Option D developed between the issue of the WelTAG Outline Business
Case Report and the Preferred Option announcement
Options D5 & D6 - TD22 junction arrangements: These variations of Option D incorporate a
separate higher-level bridge to take the westbound on slip over Shore Road East, saving the need
to extend the A55 overbridge over the westbound on slip. The space created by moving the
westbound on slip, allowed the off slip to move further westwards. This in turn moved the slip
road and it’s widened verge/visibility splay away from the buildings. The arrangement was
developed with different radii. Two versions of the arrangement were developed:
 Option D5 - 40m radius westbound off-slip.
 Option D6 - compound curve arrangement with radii varying from 40-80m.
Option D7 - TD22 junction arrangement, westbound off-slip to priority junction on the
overbridge slip road: Following discussions with the WG Head of Departures from Standards,
the arrangement of the westbound off slip was changed to provide an improved Stopping Sight
Distance (SSD). To achieve this, instead of the slip road ending at a separate junction with
Penmaenmawr Road, a priority junction was provided at the overbridge slip road to the south of
the westbound on slip. As a consequence, the design was able to achieve a minimum forward
SSD along the westbound slip road of 90m, with 3/5ths of the buildings retained.

Figure 3-1: Option D7 with westbound off-slip to a priority junction on the overbridge slip road
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This option was taken forward as the Preferred Option and shown on the TR111 plan. It was also
presented at the June 2019 Public Information Exhibition.
3.1.3

Variation of Option D developed between the preferred option announcement up to the
Preliminary Design Layout Approval Presentation
Option D8 westbound off-slip realigned approximately 15m to the West: It was identified
around the time of the preferred option announcement that a number of the 16 residential
properties on Penmaenmawr Road referred to in the IAR as the ‘Sunny Bank’ terrace are social
housing units. During the Public Information Exhibition, a meeting was held on the 27th June 2019
between the Welsh Government Lands and Orders, Conwy CBC and the housing associations
(Cartrefi Conwy and North Wales Housing) who own the properties concerned. During this
meeting, the housing associations advised the Welsh Government that there are specific housing
standards that need to be met that would make rehoming the affected individuals particularly
challenging. It was understood from the meeting that there is an existing shortage of social
housing throughout the borough and specifically within Llanfairfechan that meet these standards.
Following the meeting, the project team worked together to identify options that avoided the
demolition of the block (in its entirety if possible), due to the difficulties in permanently rehoming
the occupants in properties within their communities that meet the social housing standards
required.
Previously the focus had been on obtaining the optimum geometric solution whilst minimising the
number of properties affected by demolition overall. Moreover, the geometric design work had
focused on locating the junction towards the east, providing the advantage that it was further
away from the junior school and the conservation area which starts at Shore Road East.
The proposed realigned junction arrangement for Option D8 adopts a similar arrangement to that
presented at the June 2019 Public Information Exhibition (Option D7). However, the overbridge
for D8 has been pivoted allowing the westbound off-slip priority junction to slide approximately
15m to the west. This has meant that the existing properties to the east of the junction can be
retained.

Figure 3-2: Revised alignment for westbound off-slip
at Junction 15 Option D8

Figure 3-3: Extract showing existing properties
retained east of the junction for Option D8
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However, because the beginning of the westbound on-slips has also been slid towards the west it
has meant that it will be necessary to demolish two existing properties immediately to the west of
the junction.

Figure 3-4: Extract showing existing properties which
would need to be demolished to the west of the
junction for Option D8

3.1.4

3.1.5

Design development following the Preferred Option announcement
A number of key elements have undergone further design development for Junction 15 since the
preferred route announcement. A description of these elements, and a summary of their
appraisal can be found below. See Appendix 1 for copies of the annotated drawings showing the
locations of the changes.
A55-15-01

A55 westbound on and off-slip realigned junction arrangement.

A55-15-02

The westbound on-slip roads junction with overbridge, relocated
marginally to the north.

A55-15-03

Extended embankment.

A55-15-04

Realigned Penmaenmawr Road and provision of signalised junction,
to the east of Junction 15.

A55-15-05

Inclusion of improved bus stop facilities on Penmaenmawr Road with
the provision of bus laybys.

A55-15-06

Signalised junction on the northern side slip T-junction.

A55-15-07

Changes to combined public open space in front of Penmaen View
terrace and along Shore Road East.

A55-15-08

Low retaining wall instead of embankment.

A55-15-09

Maintenance cross-overs.

A55-15-10

Improvements for Non-Motorised Users.

Design development between the Preferred Option announcement and the publication
of the draft Orders
Since the preferred option announcement there has been some further design development work.
The majority of this work has been undertaken to address outstanding concerns with respect to
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departures from standards. See Appendix 1 for copies of the annotated drawings indicating the
locations of the changes.
A55-15-01

Further works to address departures from standards on the
westbound off-slip.

Additionally, work was also been undertaken to review and develop the designs in relation to:
 Improvements for Non-Motorised Users (A55-15-10).

3.2

APPRAISAL OF POTENTIAL DESIGN CHANGES CONSIDERED FOLLOWING THE
PREFERRED OPTION ANNOUNCEMENT
As noted above, further development of the various design elements of the preferred options has
been undertaken. Tabled below is a record of these design decisions and the explanation and
reasoning for any changes that have been made. A summary of the appraisal of the changes
against the Project Objectives, Technical Objectives and WelTAG criteria has also been provided.

3.2.1

A55 Junction 15 Option D9: A55 westbound off-slip realigned junction arrangement.
(reference A55-15-01)
Following feedback from the Departures from Standards Panel presentation given on 25 February
2020, further design work was undertaken to at Junction 15 to improve westbound off slip sight
lines. The design improvements incorporated the following features:
1. Provision of more open slip road and overbridge structures, which provided greater sight line
visibility.
2. Main line realigned marginally towards the north, providing additional space on the southern
side of the trunk road to make improvements to the west bound off slip geometry.
3. Realigned westbound off slip, such that the stop line was moved towards the north. This has
in particular benefit that it improves visibility to westbound off-slip give way line.
4. Increasing clearance between buildings and westbound slip roads, allowing a greater depth of
planting on a south facing slope and lower retaining wall height.
The alignment of the eastbound slip roads, westbound on slip, overbridge and junction with
Penmaenmawr Road remained similar to Junction 15 Option D8.
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Figure 3-5: Extract from the Environmental Master Plan Sheet 1 of 2 showing the revised alignment for
westbound off-slip at Junction 15 Option D9

Strengths
The majority of the Project Objectives are not

The change to the junction arrangement will

notably affected by the design change.

result in the following detriments (OBJ7):

A key strength is that the signalised junction will

Project
Objectives

- Similar to Options D7 and D8 the

provide a major benefit, since it will slow traffic

‘SunnyBank’ terrace will have minimal open

down before joining Penmaenmawr Road.

space behind the properties due to the

Moreover, even if the traffic lights are green, the

retaining wall running along the back of the

traffic will need to slow to 20mph providing road

properties. This will provide a minimum of

safety benefits especially in the vicinity of the

1.75m clear width (at the pinch point) to

school (OBJ5 and OBJ7).

accommodate access for maintenance.

The further benefit related to the change is that

- The change will result in the properties being

the option does not require the demolition of the

marginally located closer to the slip road in

‘SunnyBank’ terrace. Consequently, social

comparison to Option D7 and D8. It is

housing which is valued by the local community

envisaged however that any change with

will not be lost. This provides a benefit in

respect to any increase in associated

relation to the Project Objective to take

environmental impacts such as noise and air

‘Reasonable steps to build healthier communities

quality impacts on local residents, will not be

and better environments’ (OBJ7).

Technical
Objectives

Weaknesses

perceptible.

Although the variation of the option retains a

Although overall, there will be minimal change in

similar geometry to the previous version, the

relation to the technical objective related to

visibility has improved especially for the

minimising disruption during construction, with

westbound off-slip. This means that it provides

this arrangement the residents of the properties

is a slight localised beneficial impact from a

to the east of the junction will be closer to the

technical perspective, for example in relation to

construction works and therefore affected more.

departures from standards. However overall the
scoring has not changed (TECH OBJ9).
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Strengths

Weaknesses

It is envisaged that there will be no change in
the technical objective related to the need to
reduce speed limits along the A55 mainline
(OBJ10).
As the Sunnybank terrace contains a relatively
high proportion of social housing units, it’s
demolition would have affected vulnerable
members of the community disproportionately.
Based on discussions with the Conwy CBC
housing teams and the housing associations
concerned, it is understood that rehoming the
tenants would have been challenging in the
available timescale. This could have potentially
WelTAG Social
& Cultural
Impact

resulted in the demolition causing an adverse
impact from the perspective of ‘Equality,
diversity and human rights’4. Therefore, by
retaining the 16 units, Options D8 and D9
provide a notable benefit in comparison with
Options D7.
Notwithstanding is envisaged that the changes
will not result in any changes to the WelTAG
Social and Cultural Impact scoring (which is
neutral), as it does not result in a benefit
compared to the existing situation.

WelTAG
Environmental
Impact

A notable strength of Option D9 over previous

It is acknowledged that there are potential

options considered, is that the more open

localised environmental impacts (such as noise

structures on the northern side of the A55

and air quality), especially for the residents

corridor will improve views to the sea; whilst

immediately to the east of the junction.

retaining the noise impact benefits provided by
the embankments on the southern side.
Due to the extent of the area affected by the
scheme, it is envisaged that the changes will not
result in any changes to the WelTAG scoring
overall.

Economic
Impact

This option does not require the compulsory

A key disadvantage relates to the need imposed

purchase of the 16 units within the Sunnybank

by the highway alignment, to place the

terrace, with an associated decrease in cost.

overbridge on skew. This will have a minor

It is envisaged that any changes in the benefits

impact from the perspective of capital and

related to the change to the junction alignment

maintenance costs. However, it is envisaged

will be minimal.

that these will be minimal relative to the overall
whole life costs of the scheme.
Similarly, it is envisaged that there will be no
net effect due to changes in the capital cost of

4

S.6 of the Human Rights Act 1998 states that it is “unlawful for a public authority to act in a way which is incompatible with a Convention right”.
The primary rights that may have been affected by the demolition of the Sunnybank properties, include those under European Convention of
Human Rights (ECHR) Article 8 (Right to respect for private and family life), Article 14 (Prohibition of discrimination on any ground such as sex,
race, colour, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, association with a national minority, property, birth or other
status), and Protocol 1 Article 1 (Protection of property). It should be noted that the derogation from human rights may occur under certain
circumstances, for example where it is in the national interest subject to the measures being proportional.
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Strengths

Weaknesses
the retaining walls, as any changes between the
east and west of the junction will balance out.

Key viability,
acceptability
and risk

The loss of social housing was a key concern raised by Llanfairfechan Town Council and by residents
during the Public Consultation in 2018. The option negates the need to demolish the social housing,
reducing the programme risks associated with rehousing directly affected residents.
Overall the change to the off-slip alignment, especially the westbound off slip, provides an
improvement from the perspective of technical standards. It also provides a key benefit that it will

Overall
Performance

not be necessary to demolish the social housing. However, by doing so, it will potentially increase
the number of residents immediately affected by the localised environmental impacts (such as noise
and air quality) compared to Options D7 and D8. Nevertheless, it is felt that the option will not result
in changes to the Project Objective or WelTAG scoring overall. Notwithstanding, these issues will
need to be examined as part of the assessments carried out for the Environmental Statement.

3.2.2

A55 Junction 15 Option D8/D9 realigned westbound on-slip roads junction with
overbridge (reference A55-15-02)
The proposed realigned junction arrangement for Option D9 adopts a similar arrangement to that
presented at the June 2019 Public Information exhibition (Option D7). However, as described in
design change for Option D8 in Section 3.1.3, the overbridge for Option D9 has been pivoted
allowing the westbound on-slip priority junction to slide approximately 15m to the west. As a
consequence, the beginning of the westbound on-slip has also been slid towards the west
meaning that as per Option D8 it will be necessary to demolish two existing properties
immediately to the west of the junction. These two properties are shown outlined in red,
immediately to the east of Shore Road East below.

Figure 3-6: Extract from Environmental Master Plan
Sheet 1 of 2, showing revised alignment for
westbound on-slip at Junction 15 Option D9

Strengths

Project
Objectives

Weaknesses

With the exception of taking ‘Reasonable steps

The change to the junction arrangement will

to build healthier communities and better

require the demolition of two properties to the

environments’ (OBJ7), the majority of the

west of the junction. Moreover, with this

Project Objectives are not affected notably by

arrangement the residents of the properties to

the design change related to the westbound slip

the west of the junction will be closer to the on-

road.

slip and therefore affected more.
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Strengths

Technical
Objectives

Weaknesses

Although the variation of the option retains a

There will be minimal detrimental impact in

similar geometry to the previous version, the

relation to the technical objective associated

visibility has improved marginally. However

with minimising disruption during construction

overall the scoring has not changed (TECH

(TECH OBJ11) as the slip road is closer to

OBJ9).

properties to the west of the junction. However,

Again, it is envisaged that there will be no
change in the technical objective related to the

it is not felt that this will be notable in the
overall scheme.

need to reduce speed limits (OBJ10).
WelTAG Social
& Cultural
Impact

WelTAG
Environmental
Impact

It is envisaged that these specific changes will
not result in any changes to the WelTAG Social
and Cultural Impact scoring.
The arrangement provides the potential for

In addition to bringing the junction closer to

enhanced urban landscaping in the area which

properties to the west, it is also marginally

currently forms the two demolished properties

closer to the school and at the edge of the

gardens. This will help visually screen the

conservation area.

proposed retaining walls. It also allows for

Environmental surveys have identified bats in

longer embankments and associated planting

the vicinity of the two demolished properties.

(see A55-15-03 below)

Notwithstanding the above, it is envisaged that
the changes will not result in any changes to the
WelTAG scoring overall.

Economic
Impact

It is envisaged that any changes in the benefits

This option requires the compulsory purchase of

related to the change to the junction alignment

two properties, with an associated increase in

will be minimal.

cost.

The two properties that require demolition are privately owned. Therefore, it will be more straight
Key viability,
acceptability
and risk

forward for the properties to be acquired and for the owners to be appropriately compensated and
find alternative accommodation. Although zero demolition is preferable, this will have less of an
impact on the community in the short term.
Overall the change to the off-slip alignment provides a marginal improvement from the perspective
of technical standards. Notwithstanding the benefit that it is not necessary to demolish social

Overall
Performance

housing (see A55-15-01), it will still be necessary to demolish two residential properties. The
alignment of the junction is also located marginally closer to the school and at the edge of the
conservation area.
Again, it is considered that the option will not result in changes to the Project Objective or WelTAG
scoring overall.

3.2.3

Extended embankment along the westbound on-slip (reference A55-15-03)
During the June 2019 Public Information Exhibitions, a number of people (including the directly
affected residents) expressed concerns regarding the visual impact of the retaining walls and a
preference for embankments. An option has therefore been put forward to replace the retaining
walls, where viable, with a length of embankment along the westbound on-slip. In comparison
with the layout presented at the Public Information Exhibition, where the retaining walls ended
behind The Heath, the embankment for Options D8 and D9 have been extended up to Shore Road
East. Due to structural requirements and space constraints, a retaining wall is shown to the east.
It is proposed that this will be screened with planting.
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Figure 3-7: Extent of embankment along westbound
on-slip (as shown at Public Information Exhibition)

Figure 3-8: Extent of extended embankment along
westbound on-slip (as shown on the Draft
Environmental Masterplan drawings)

Consultation was undertaken with NRW during the development of the Environmental Statement
for Junction 15. They confirmed that flood compensatory storage would be required to mitigate
the placement of the proposed embankment behind Penmaen View within an area at existing
fluvial and tidal flood risk (during extreme events).5 To provide the compensatory flood storage
volume required, in order to meet the requirements of Technical Advice Note (TAN) 15:
development and flood risk6, it was found that it would be necessary reprofile the ground surface
behind The Heath and Ysgol Pant Y Rhedyn (the primary school). This result in the levels at the
toe of the embankment levels being in the order of 300-400mm lower than the existing situation.
Additionally, the level of the playing fields towards the west (off Maes Dolfor) would be reprofiled
so they are at a similar natural ground level as the adjoining playing fields behind Ysgol Pant Y
Rhedyn.
It is anticipated that access to these playing fields to undertake the work would need to be with
the agreement of Conwy CBC Educational Department to fit into the academic year. Although the
playing fields would be returned to their former use once the works are completed, a strip would
be lost at the end to accommodate the maintenance access track.

5

The Development Advice Maps demonstrating existing flood risk can be viewed at
https://maps.cyfoethnaturiolcymru.gov.uk/Html5Viewer/Index.html?configBase=https://maps.cyfoethnaturiolcymru.gov.uk/Geocortex/Essentials
/REST/sites/Flood_Risk/viewers/Flood_Risk/virtualdirectory/Resources/Config/Default&layerTheme=3

6

https://gov.wales/technical-advice-note-tan-15-development-and-flood-risk
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Figure 3-9: Extract from Environmental Master Plan Sheet 1 of 2, showing the extent of the Flood
Compensation Area Option D9

Strengths

Project
Objectives

Technical
Objectives

WelTAG Social
& Cultural
Impact

WelTAG
Environmental
Impact

Weaknesses

The majority of the Project Objectives are not

The primary weakness is that by extending the

affected by the proposed design change.

embankments, greater land take is required.

However, it will bring the benefit, that additional

This has a direct impact on the landowners. This

planting and public open space can be

is discussed further below.

incorporated along Shore Road East. This

Additionally, the school playing fields would be

supports the project objective to take

affected by the works temporarily whilst the

‘Reasonable steps to build healthier communities

works are carried out and during extreme flood

and better environments’.

events.

The construction of embankments reduces the

However greater haulage of materials will be

length of retaining wall. Thereby reducing the

required, impacting on TECH OBJ11 to minimise

amount of hard engineering works.

disruption during construction.

It is envisaged that these specific changes will
not result in any changes to the WelTAG Social
and Cultural Impact scoring.
The extension of the embankment provides

The embankment may affect the existing

opportunities for environmental mitigation

overland surface flows. Work to quantify and

compared to retaining walls, for noise etc, since

manage the risk as part of the Flood

it will allow increased planting.

Consequences Assessment is described in the
Environmental Statement.

Economic
Impact

The cost of the construction of an embankment

There will be additional costs associated with the

will be less than retaining walls.

compulsory purchase of the land. The
embankments will also require the diversion of a
sewer. However, it is envisaged that these cost
increases will not outweigh the savings as the
diversion would be required whichever solution
was taken forward.

Although generally a preference was shown by the public to minimise the visual impact of the
Key viability,
acceptability
and risk

retaining walls, further consultation with the immediately affected landowners is required to
understand their preferences (especially as it will result in the loss of their land).
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Strengths
Overall
Performance

Weaknesses

The option to extend the embankment, provides advantages especially from the perspective of
visual impact. However, this needs to be offset with the impact on flood risk and the impact on the
landowners.

3.2.4

Realigned Penmaenmawr Road and provision of signalised junction, to the east of
Junction 15 (reference A55-15-04)
The design change for Option D8 described in Section 3.1.3 provided an opportunity to realign
Penmaenmawr to the east of Junction 15. The primary changes are the following:

The priority at the junction between the slip roads and Penmaenmawr Road has changed,
with the provision of a signalised junction with traffic islands (including provision for
pedestrians).

The layout results in smaller footprint, meaning that there is a more compact area of open
space adjacent to the ‘Sunny Bank’ terrace and less land take is required to the south.

Figure 3-10: Alignment of Penmaenmawr Road, to
east of Junction 15 for Option D7 (as shown at Public
Information Exhibition)

Figure 3-11: Realigned Penmaenmawr Road, to east
of Junction 15 for Option D9 (as shown on Draft
Environmental Masterplan drawings)

Strengths

Project
Objectives

Weaknesses

The majority of the Project Objectives are not

Notwithstanding, it is envisaged that at certain

affected by the proposed design change.

times of the day, the changes in priority (OBJ5)

By providing a wider road width, the layout

could have a slight impact on journey times

improves the local resilience, since there is

compared to Option D7, as traffic exiting the

greater space for passing in case of broken-

A55 will no longer have priority. However, this is

down vehicles (OBJ4).

expected to be negligible due to the limited

A key strength of the proposed junction

number of movements from the Pendalar estate

arrangement is the functionality provided by a

and the consequent priority that will be given to

signalised junction, which could be designed to

A55 traffic in phasing of the traffic lights.

optimise priorities as demand changes
throughout the day thus improving the queuing
capacity and safety for users (OBJ5).
Moreover, the layout enhances provision for
cyclists traversing the National Cycle Network
(NCN) Route 5 who wish to cycle on the road
rather than use a shared cycleway/footway, as
they will no longer have to cross oncoming
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Strengths

Weaknesses

traffic (OBJ6). It will also provide a traffic
calming effect and give Pemaenmawr more of a
local character (OBJ7).
Technical
Objectives

It is envisaged that these specific changes will
not result in any changes to the Technical
Objective scoring.
It is envisaged that the changes at the junction
could result in a beneficial impact from the
perspective of criteria such as improved

WelTAG Social
& Cultural
Impact

resilience for local traffic, journey quality and
accident savings.
However, it is envisaged that these localised
changes will be negligible and they would not
change the scoring overall.
Due to the reduction in land take, the option

WelTAG
Environmental
Impact

reduces the opportunities for planting and
environmental enhancements. However, it is
considered that this would not change the
scoring overall.

Economic
Impact

As a consequence of the changes, there is a
reduction in necessary land take with an
associated cost reduction.

3.2.5

Key viability,
acceptability
and risk

No issues related to viability, acceptability or risk have been identified with this option.

Overall
Performance

Overall, it is felt that the option provides a simpler design and alignment, with a reduction in land
take and a traffic calming effect for exiting A55 traffic.

Inclusion of improved bus stop facilities on Penmaenmawr Road (reference A55-15-05)
The location of the proposed repositioned bus-stops on Penmaenmawr Road are in close vicinity
to Junction 15 and the junior school. Laybys have been provided in both directions, to ensure that
traffic is not obstructed by buses stopping to unload and load passengers.

Figure 3-12: Penmaenmawr Road, to the west of
Junction 15 for Option D7 (as shown at Public
Information Exhibition)

Figure 3-13: Improved bus stop facilities, to the west
of Junction 15 (as shown on Preliminary Layout
Approval drawings)
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Strengths

Weaknesses

The majority of the Project Objectives are not
affected by the proposed design change.
However, by providing a bus layby in each
direction, the layout improves the following
benefits:
Project
Objectives

-

Greater local resilience, in case of brokendown buses or other vehicles (OBJ4).

-

Fewer delays caused due to loading or
unloading of bus passengers (OBJ5).

-

Opportunity to improve facilities generally,
which may encourage increased use of
buses (OBJ8).

Technical
Objectives

It is envisaged that these specific changes will
not result in any changes to the Technical
Objective scoring.

WelTAG Social
& Cultural
Impact

It is envisaged that any of the benefits provided

WelTAG
Environmental
Impact

It is envisaged that any of the benefits provided

Economic
Impact

The option will have a minimal cost in

will not have a significant impact to the social
and cultural impact criterion.

will not have a significant impact to the social
and cultural impact criterion.

comparison to the scheme overall.
It is expected that the provision of enhanced bus stops will be supported. However further

Key viability,
acceptability
and risk

consultation will be required with Conwy CBC, the bus companies and the local community to
understand any concerns and mitigation measures that might need to be incorporated into the
detailed design.

Overall
Performance

3.2.6

Overall, the option is envisaged to provide a beneficial impact.

Signalised junction on the northern side of the overbridge, at the eastbound slip road Tjunction (reference A55-15-06)
As a consequence of the changes for Option D8 described in Section 3.1.3, the following changes
have been made at the northern side slip T-Junction:

The overbridge is now on the skew.

The priority at the junction between the overbridge and the eastbound slip roads has
changed, with the provision of a signalised junction (not previously shown).
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Figure 3-14: Arrangement of the junction to the
northern side of the A55, with the eastbound slip
roads for Option D7 (as shown at Public Information
Exhibition)

Figure 3-15: Realigned Penmaenmawr Road for
Option D9 (as shown on Draft Environmental
Masterplan drawings)

Strengths

Weaknesses

The majority of the Project Objectives are not
affected by the proposed design change.
A key strength of the proposed junction
arrangement is the functionality provided by a
signalised junction, which could be designed to
optimise priorities as demand changes
Project
Objectives

throughout the day thus improving the queuing
capacity and safety for users. A further
advantage is that by placing the overbridge on
the skew, traffic wishing to use the eastbound
on-slip is now facing towards the top of the slip
road and far less likely to turn left by mistake.
This layout addresses concerns raised by the
public that drivers might turn left and drive
down the eastbound off-slip (OBJ5).

Technical
Objectives

It is envisaged that these specific changes will
not result in any changes to the Technical
Objective scoring.
It is envisaged that the changes at the junction
could result in a beneficial impact from the
perspective of criterion such as improved

WelTAG Social
& Cultural
Impact

resilience for local traffic, journey quality and
accident savings.
However, it is envisaged that these localised
changes will be negligible and they would not
change the scoring overall.
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Strengths
WelTAG
Environmental
Impact

Economic
Impact

Weaknesses

It is envisaged that these changes will not result
in any changes to the scoring for the WelTAG
Environmental Impact criterion.
The proposed changes will have a negligible cost
impact relative to the overall cost of the
scheme.

Key viability,
acceptability
and risk

No specific issues related to viability, acceptability or risk have been identified with this option.

Overall, it is felt that the option provides an optimised junction control with an increased queuing
Overall
Performance

capacity, providing greater control to adjust to changes in demand and improved safety for users.
Critically it helps addresses concerns raised by members of the public that drivers might turn left
and drive down the eastbound off-slip by mistake.

3.2.7

Changes to combined public open space in front of Penmaen View and along Shore Road
East (reference A55-15-07)
A further impact of the design change for Option D8 described in Section 3.1.3 is that the area of
combined public open space in front of Penmaen View has changed, compared with that
presented at the June 2019 Public Information Exhibition.

Figure 3-16: Arrangement of the combined public
open space, for Option D7 (as shown at Public
Information Exhibition)

Figure 3-17: Arrangement of the combined public
open space, for Option D8 (as shown on Draft
Environmental Masterplan drawings)

Strengths

Weaknesses

The primary impact associated with the option
relates to OBJ7, to ‘taking reasonable steps to
build healthier communities and better
environments’. Although the area in front of
Project
Objectives

Penmaen View is marginally less with the
proposed arrangement, with the demolition of
the two properties, there will be an open area
created along Shore Road East. This will provide
land for planting to help screen the retaining
walls. It will also help enhance the existing route
which is used by non-motorised users to access
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Strengths

Weaknesses

the shore. Otherwise, the Project Objectives are
not affected by the proposed design change.
Technical
Objectives

It is envisaged that these specific changes will
not result in any changes to the Technical
Objective scoring.

WelTAG Social
& Cultural
Impact

WelTAG
Environmental
Impact

It is envisaged that these changes will not result
in any changes to the scoring for the WelTAG
Social and Cultural Impact criterion.
The changes will provide opportunities for

The extent of planting is limited by existing

increased planting which will reduce the visual

utilities.

impact of the retaining wall structure. The
planting will also create opportunities to enhance
biodiversity.

Economic
Impact

It is expected that the proposed changes will
have a negligible cost impact relative to the
overall cost of the scheme.
The approach to the design has not changed fundamentally compared to the layout presented at the

Key viability,
acceptability
and risk

June 2019 Public Information Exhibitions. Therefore, some of the issues raised by directly affected
residents, such as the use of the parking spaces by general members of the public dropping off their
children, remain. This is an issue that will need to be resolved during consultation with Conwy CBC.

Overall
Performance

3.2.8

The layout provides a marginal improvement compared to the variation (Option D7) presented at
the Public Information Exhibition, due to the scope for improved open space on Shore Road East.

Low retaining wall instead of embankment (reference A55-15-08)
In response to correspondence with the owner of the Plas Estate, a low retaining wall has been
proposed to the south of the bus-stop layby. This provides the advantage that it reduces the
amount of cut-slope and land take required. Thereby reducing the impact on Penmaen Park that
sits within the setting for the Plas Estate, which has a designation within the CADW Register of
Landscapes Parks and Gardens of Special Historic Interest in Wales (Grade II).

Figure 3-18: Location of the scheme within the
setting of the Plas Estate (Penmaen Park-Wern Isaf)

Figure 3-19: Proposed change to minimise the impact
on the setting for the Plas Estate (as shown on the
Preliminary Layout Approval drawings)
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Strengths

Weaknesses

Although the primary impact associated with the
option relates to OBJ7, to ‘taking reasonable
steps to build healthier communities and better
environments’, the change will have a minimal
Project
Objectives

beneficial impact on the community. Instead
the primary benefit is that the change minimised
the impact on the setting for the Plas Estate
(which has a CADW designation). Otherwise,
the Project Objectives are not affected by the
proposed design change.

Technical
Objectives

It is envisaged that these changes will not
result in any changes to the Technical Objective
scoring.

WelTAG Social
& Cultural
Impact

It is envisaged that these changes will not result

WelTAG
Environmental
Impact

The change has the benefit that it minimises the

However, it introduces a new visual impact from

impact on the setting for the Plas Estate (which

Penmaenmawr Road, in the form of an

has a CADW designation).

additional retaining wall.

The construction of the retaining wall, will

There will be an associated cost with the

reduce the land take requirements and

construction of an additional low retaining wall.

Economic
Impact

in any changes to the scoring for the WelTAG
Social and Cultural Impact criterion.

associated costs.

3.2.9

Key viability,
acceptability
and risk

The changes are designed to minimise any potential objections from the owner of Penmaen Park or

Overall
Performance

It is envisaged that these changes will not result in any changes to the scoring for the Project

CADW. However further work will need to be carried out at detailed design to determine whether the
impact could be minimised further. Also, consultation will be required with Conwy CBC.

Objectives, WelTAG criterion. There is however a cost associated with the change.

Maintenance cross-overs (reference A55-15-09)
The existing cross-over to the east of Junction 15 is being replaced with a barrier gate (shown in
orange) that is longer than the existing provision. It is being supplemented with a mirror image
crossover to the west of the new bridge. Based on feedback during meetings with NMWTRA, it is
understood that the change is supported.
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Figure 3-20: Location of the maintenance cross-over (as shown on the extracts from the Preliminary Layout
Approval Plans P07)

The primary impact associated with the change relates to OBJ4, ‘improving resilience for strategic
and local traffic’. Previously, it had been assumed that the provision would be the same as
existing and therefore Option D was given a neutral score for OBJ4. By supplementing the
existing crossover with a mirror image crossover to the west of the new bridge it will provide a
higher standard of service than the existing situation. However, this is an improvement that was
envisaged in the original layout. Therefore, no change is proposed to the scoring.
No further WelTAG assessment has been carried out.
3.2.10

Improvements for Non-Motorised Users (reference A55-15-10)
Six mini-schemes were developed, in addition to Active Travel measures identified as part of the
road improvements themselves. An overview of the mini-scheme locations relative to the
Junction 15 Improvement scheme are shown on the following plans. Preliminary sketches
detailing the proposals can be found in Appendix 2. All of the proposed mini-schemes tie into the
National Cycle Network (NCNR5) Route 5.
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Llanfairfechan Promenade Access
NMU ‘Mini-scheme’ 9

Improvements to Pendalar - Shore
Road East
NMU ‘Mini-scheme’ 8

Penmaenmawr Road West
NMU ‘Mini-scheme’ 6

Figure 3-21: Location of the NMU Improvements – Sheet 1 of 2

Replacement Footbridge at Pendalar
NMU ‘Mini-scheme’ 7

Mona Terrace
NMU ‘Mini-scheme’ 4

Penmaenmawr Road East
NMU ‘Mini-scheme’ 5

Figure 3-22: Location of the NMU Improvements – Sheet 2 of 2

For each of the mini-schemes, outline design options have been developed, costed and assessed
using the Cycling Route Audit Tool which provides a numerical tool for assessing the quality of
cycling routes7. A copy of the output from the assessment can be found in Appendix 3. The minischemes are summarised in the following table.
7

Appendix C, Welsh Government Design Guidance, Active Travel (Wales) Act 2013, published December 2014
https://gov.wales/sites/default/files/publications/2017-09/active-travel-design-guidance.pdf
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The primary benefits from the scheme relate to the Project Objectives ‘OBJ6 Reduce severance
with coastal areas for the Non-Motorised Users and enhance provision for the Non-Motorised
Users and enhance provision made for walkers and cyclists’ and OBJ8 ‘Opportunities to provide
integrated transport are increased’, thus having a beneficial impact on OBJ7 ‘To take reasonable
steps to build healthier communities and better environments’. The mini-schemes also have a
beneficial impact from the perspective of the WelTAG social impacts. Where strengths or
weaknesses have been identified, these are highlighted.
Table 3-1: Improvements for Non-Motorised Users at Junction 15
Reference*

Design Change

Strengths / Weaknesses

NMU ‘Minischeme’ 4

Mona Terrace
Improvement

Project Objectives

Mona Terrace is a private nothrough road for vehicles.
Although it is feasible for
cyclists and pedestrians to
use the road, this is
discouraged by residents.
The official National Cycle
Network Route 5 (NCNR 5)
follows South Street.
The proposed mini-scheme
consists of a cycle/footway
between Mona Terrace and
the A55, wholly within Welsh
Government-owned land. The
mini-scheme will be set at a
lower level than Mona Terrace
to minimise the impact on
residents’ views. A retaining
wall is required to one or both
sides over a significant
length.

OBJ6: NMU benefits include a more direct cycle route, with less
steep gradients. The route is fully segregated, reducing the current
conflict between cars and cyclists. There is a minimal impact on
road users with parking generally being maintained. Also, there
will be less cyclists on the current route through the adjacent
residential area.
OBJ8: The scheme provides an active travel score of A/L-42,
meaning that it is eligible for inclusion in the Conwy CBC
Integrated Network Map (INM), as the score is above 35.
WelTAG Social Impacts
Physical Activity: Route length is in the order of 240m in
addition to the improvement scheme. By providing a safer
segregated walking and cycling route, which is on a flatter grade,
it is envisaged that the improvement will encourage more people
to cycle or walk thus increasing physical activity.
Severance: The improvement will have a minimal overall impact
with respect to severance of the communities.
Permeability (walking & Cycling): By providing a safe
segregated route linking to adjoining roads and housing, with
gentler gradients and fantastic views over the coastline, it has a
great potential to increase walking and cycling. It is thus
envisaged that the improvements will improve patronage,
especially by those wishing to use the NCNR5 to access amenities
in Penmaenmawr (or further afield in Conwy) or in Llanfairfechan
such as the Doctors Surgery (from Penmaenmawr).
Equality, diversity & human rights: Due to the constraints
imposed by the local topography, although the scheme will provide
an improvement overall, for people with mobility problems there
will only be a minimal change.
WelTAG Environmental Impacts
Biodiversity: The scheme will require the loss of established
planting and screening of the A55. However, some planting will still
be retained/replanted to screen the cycleway from the residents.
Risk: There is a risk that the residents of Mona Terrace object to
the scheme. Land ownership.

NMU ‘Minischeme’ 5

Penmaenmawr Road - East
of Junction Improvements
Consists of a cycleway on
existing verge adjacent to
footway. Located on the
official NCNR 5.

Project Objectives
OBJ6: NMU benefits include a segregated route for cyclists. The
route links to the replacement footbridge. A key benefit is that
cyclists are taken off road.
OBJ8: The scheme provides an active travel score of A-42, and is
eligible for inclusion in the Conwy CBC INM.
WelTAG Social Impacts
Physical Activity: Route length is in the order of 240m in
addition to the improvement scheme. By providing safer
segregated walking and cycling routes, the improvement may
encourage an increase in physical activity.
Severance: The improvement will have a minimal overall impact
with respect to severance of the communities.
Permeability (walking & Cycling): It is envisaged that the
proposed improvements will encourage minimal increases in the
number of users of the NCNR5. However, by providing a safer
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Reference*

Design Change

Strengths / Weaknesses
segregated route, it will encourage more people from Pendalar to
walk or cycle to access amenities such as the junior school.
Equality, diversity & human rights: Minimal change.
WelTAG Environmental Impacts
Biodiversity: Minimal impact.

NMU ‘Minischeme’ 6

Penmaenmawr Road West of Junction
Improvements
The scheme consists of a
cycleway/footway to south
side of the road. The existing
route on the north side is
maintained as footway only.
Located on the official NCNR
5.

Project Objectives
OBJ6: NMU benefits include that it provides a segregated route on
the south side of Penmaenmawr Road which would provide a direct
route into village centre without multiple crossings. This option
incorporates an active travel route to amenities including the
Doctors surgery and junior school. It also would help
accommodate any potential future reorganisation of the local
schools. A key benefit is that cyclists are taken off road and onstreet parking can be maintained.
OBJ8: The scheme provides an active travel score of A-39, and is
eligible for inclusion in the Conwy CBC INM.
WelTAG Social Impacts
Physical Activity: Route length is in the order of 550m, in
addition to the improvement scheme. By providing safer
segregated walking and cycling routes, the improvement will
encourage an increase in physical activity.
Severance: The improvement will have a minimal overall impact
with respect to severance of the communities.
Permeability (walking & Cycling): The route links Shore Road
East, the junior school with the residential areas and the amenities
in the centre of Llanfairfechan. The proposed improvements will
encourage an increase in patronage.
Equality, diversity & human rights: Minimal change.
WelTAG Environmental Impact:
Biodiversity: The works will require the loss of established
vegetation on the south verge.
Risk: No environmental survey has been carried out to date along
the verge.

NMU ‘Minischeme’ 7

Replacement footbridge at
Pendalar
Consists of a replacement
footbridge with Disability
Discrimination Act (DDA)
compliant ramps and
enhanced access, to replace a
footbridge that will no longer
fit due to the increased span.

Project Objectives
OBJ6: The key benefits to NMUs is that it will provide compliant
gradients and access down to Network Rail track (see 8 below),
which is currently used by members of the public from Pendalar to
access Shore Road East and also the shore via a bridge under the
railway. This will provide improved beach access and an alternative
route for cyclists.
OBJ8: Provides an active travel score of L-43 (existing facility).
WelTAG Social Impacts
Physical Activity: Although this is an existing footbridge/steps, it
is not currently DDA compliant. Therefore, by providing enhanced
access, it’s replacement will potentially encourage more people in
the Pendalar area to undertake physical activity.
Severance: The improvement will have a minimal overall impact
with respect to severance of the communities.
Permeability (walking & Cycling): The proposed improvements
will encourage an increase in patronage.
Equality, diversity & human rights: The mini-scheme will
create access to the coast that would be DDA compliant, and thus
will improve access for all users.
WelTAG Environmental Impact:
Biodiversity: Vegetation in the vicinity of the existing footbridge
will be affected by the works.

NMU ‘Minischeme’ 8

Improvements to Pendalar
to Shore Road East, to the
north of the A55
Works will consist of a route
along the existing Network
Rail maintenance access

Project Objectives
OBJ6: The key benefits to NMUs is that it will provide improved
links to the shore and beach from Pendalar and an alternative
route for cyclists. However, it is acknowledged that the route
would only be suitable for sturdier bikes such as mountain or
gravel bikes.
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Reference*

Design Change

Strengths / Weaknesses

track, which will be disturbed
during construction.

OBJ8: Provides an active travel score of L40 (existing access track
which will be disturbed during construction).
WelTAG Social Impacts
Physical Activity: The relatively short length of the improvement
will mean that there are only marginal opportunities to increase
physical activity.
Severance: The improvement will have a minimal overall impact
with respect to severance of the communities.
Permeability (walking & Cycling): The works will tie into the
shared open space improvements (reference A55-15-07) which
extend along Shore Road East and the replacement footbridge.
They will encourage an increase in patronage.
Equality, diversity & human rights: By providing a good quality
surface, the mini-scheme will improve access for all users to the
Shore Road East and the Promenade.

NMU ‘Minischeme’ 9

Llanfairfechan Promenade
Access
Improvements will consist of
very minor works, including
reconfiguration of the existing
walls to improve access,
whilst maintaining level of
protection for tidal flooding.

Project Objectives
OBJ6: A clear benefit is that it will provide continuity of the route
for cyclists, meaning that there is no need to dismount. In
particular, it will increase safety as it will provide a clear route for
cyclists with reduced conflict with vehicles approaching low/narrow
bridge under the railway on Shore Road East.
WelTAG Social Impacts
Physical Activity: The relatively short length of the improvement
will mean that there are only marginal opportunities to increase
physical activity.
Severance: The improvement will have a minimal overall impact
with respect to severance of the communities.
Permeability (walking & Cycling): The works will tie into the
shared open space improvements (reference A55-15-07) which
extend along Shore Road East and also the improvements along
the existing Network Rail maintenance access track.
Equality, diversity & human rights: The mini-scheme will
create access to the promenade that would be Disability
Discrimination Act (DDA) compliant, thus improving access for all
users.
WelTAG Environmental Impacts
Water Environment: No impact as the level of wave/storm
protection will be maintained.
Risk: Acceptability of scheme to Natural Resource Wales and
Conwy CBC.

* Note: Mini-schemes 1-3 are located at Junction 16

As noted in the table above, the mini-schemes provide a notable benefit from the perspective of
Project Objectives and WelTAG criteria. Their impact overall is summarised below:
Strengths

Weaknesses

The six mini-schemes detailed above, provide

There are limited opportunities to reduce

significant enhancements, with respect to

severance across the A55 corridor.

provision made for walkers and cyclists (OBJ6).
For example, a primary benefit is gained from
Project
Objectives

the replacement footbridge at Pendalar and the
provision of DDA compliant ramps, which in
combination with the upgraded surface along the
Network Rail maintenance access track, means
that all users can directly access the coast and
the promenade from Pendalar.
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Strengths

Weaknesses

Furthermore, the mini-schemes provide active
travel routes linking the populations, amenities
and employment opportunities in Llanfairfechan,
Penmaenmawr and further afield in Conwy.
Notably the proposed mini-schemes are eligible
for eligible for inclusion in the Conwy CBC
Integrated Network Map (OBJ8). Further
benefits could be derived from the provision of
cycle parking in key locations, such as on the
promenade.
Although the primary benefit of the minischemes is increasing walking and cycling, and
thus improving the communities’ health and
better environments (for example by reducing
car use), the overall impact will be negligible in
the context of the scheme (OBJ7).
Technical
Objectives

The detailed design should be carried out in accordance with best practice and following the latest
Sustran’s and Active Travel design guidance (or similar as appropriate).
The benefits derived from the mini-schemes will
be primarily social, including those associated
with increasing physical activity by encouraging

WelTAG Social
& Cultural
Impact

cycling and walking for all users (such as by
providing DDA compliant access). Moreover, the
proposed improvements will provide a
segregated route for Non-Motorised Users, thus
reducing the risk of accidents.

WelTAG
Environmental
Impact

It is envisaged that these changes will not result

However, the improvement works will result in

in any overall changes to the scoring for the

the loss of existing vegetation. No

WelTAG Environmental Impact criterion.

environmental surveys have been carried out
outside the scheme boundary.

It is expected that the proposed changes will be
in the order of 5% of the overall cost of the
scheme. Research carried out for the
Department for Transport (DfT), has shown that
the economic benefits associated with NMU
improvement schemes are significant (with the
Economic
Impact

BCRs reported averaging 5.95) 8. Therefore,
although the benefits of the NMU improvements
have not been measured using a methodology
such as the HEAT Tool9, it is envisaged that the
proposed improvements will be in excess of the
threshold of 4:1 which is considered to be ‘very
high’ value for money. Further assessment will
be carried out as part of Stage 3.

8

See ‘Claiming the Health Dividend: A summary and discussion of value for money estimates from studies of investment in walking and cycling’,
published by DfT in 2014

9

The WHO Health Economic Assessment Tool assesses the value of mortality benefits from increased cycling and walking
http://www.euro.who.int/en/health-topics/environment-and-health/Transport-and-health/activities/guidance-and-tools/health-economicassessment-tool-heat-for-cycling-and-walking
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Strengths

Weaknesses

The proposed improvements are strongly supported by organisations including Conwy CBC, Cycling
Key viability,
acceptability
and risk

UK and Sustrans. Although the residents of Mona Terrace have in the past objected to a similar
scheme, it is understood that the majority of the issues raised previously have been addressed by
the proposed arrangement. It should be noted that survey work (including environmental surveys)
have not been carried out along lengths of improvements outside of the scheme boundary.

Overall
Performance

The proposed improvements provide support the objectives OBJ6, OBJ7 and OBJ8. They also provide
a social benefit. Moreover, the proposals have been recognised by Cycling UK to be in line with the
spirit of the Active Travel (Wales) Act 2013.

Since the announcement of the preferred options, there has been ongoing consultation with the
cycling groups and landowners. In response to these discussions, work has been undertaken to
review the designs in relation to improvements for Non-Motorised Users (A55-15-10); such as
minimising pinch points. Residual issues identified during the discussions included:
 Maximising the widths of the shared cycleway/footways to provide a width of 3m where
feasible and 2.5m as an absolute minimum. A pinchpoint was identified during the review, on
the section between Pendalar footbridge and the bus-gate (to be stopped up);
 The preference to not need to dismount where the cycleway/footway crosses a turning head on
Penmaenmawr Road, at the eastern end of Mona Terrace. Discussions have been held with
Conwy CBC about the potential to relocate the turning head and/or Traffic Orders to provide
double yellow lines to prevent parking.
 Optimising cross-connectivity between cycleway and community at Mona Terrace at detailed
design.

3.3

DESIGN CHANGES INCORPORATED IN THE LAYOUT PLANS
All of the following design changes, as described in the previous sections, were incorporated in
the Layout Plans that accompanied the draft Orders and Environmental Statement.
A55-15-01

A55 westbound off-slip realigned junction arrangement.

A55-15-02

The westbound on-slip roads junction with overbridge, relocated
marginally to the north.

A55-15-03

Extended embankment.

A55-15-04

Realigned Penmaenmawr Road and provision of signalised junction,
to the east of Junction 15.

A55-15-05

Inclusion of improved bus stop facilities on Penmaenmawr Road.

A55-15-06

Signalised junction on the northern side slip T-junction.

A55-15-07

Changes to combined public open space in front of Penmaen View
terrace and along Shore Road East.

A55-15-08

Low retaining wall instead of embankment.

A55-15-09

Maintenance Cross-overs.

A55-15-10

Improvements for Non-Motorised Users.
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In addition to the above, there are a number of generic design elements that have been
incorporated into the layout approval drawings. These elements are based on a preliminary
design that has been developed for the purpose of costing and to determine the land take
requirements for the draft Orders.
Generally, where design elements have not been incorporated into the layout approval drawings.
these are primarily located within the A55 mainline corridor and therefore will not impact on the
land-take requirements.
Design Element

Comments

Preliminaries

An indicative location for a site compound and storage has been indicated on the layout
approval drawings including at The Heath which is owned by Conwy CBC. Requirements for
construction access, traffic management, material storage compounds would need to be
reviewed by the contractor.

Site Clearance

As indicated on the layout plans, the demolition of two properties at Junction 15 will be
required. No further information has been provided. It is intended that the existing A55
retaining walls at Junction 15 will be incorporated into the new structures. Limited sections
may need to be demolished and re-built to suit the revised alignment.

Fencing

The alignment of permanent fencing and gates have been indicated on the layout approval
plans. To be developed at detailed design in consultation with the landowners. Further
information can be found on the Environmental Master Plans.

Road Restraint System

Preliminary vehicle restraint system design indicated to be developed at detailed design.

(Vehicles & Pedestrian)

Pedestrian systems to be developed as part of detailed design.

Drainage and Service

Described in the drainage strategy. The area of compensatory storage is not shown. No

Ducts

service duct crossings have been shown.

Earthworks

Preliminary earthwork design presented. Opportunities to refine and minimise the land-take
are to be developed at detailed design, including the opportunity to minimise the impact on
Penmaen Park as described in design change reference A55-15-08.

Pavements

Described in the pavement proposals.

Traffic Signs

Described in the road signs and road markings proposals. The layout approval plans indicate
the position of the primary ADS signs.

Road Lighting

Described in the road lighting strategy.

Communications and

During liaison meeting held with NMWTRA on 25 July 2019, the following items were

Electrical work

identified as being beneficial to facilitate the management of the A55.



Maintenance crossing points – see A55-15-09.
New gantries - NMWTRA asked if two new gantries could be provided in lieu of the
existing gantries to assist in slowing vehicles approaching the junction.



Bus gate – shown as closed on the layout approval plans.



CCTV cameras – locations to be agreed.



Traffic lights – the existing arrangements need to be replicated. Requirements to be
incorporated in the signalised controlled junctions (see A55-15-04 and 06).

Additionally, items were requested by NMWTRA in the period immediately after the
Preliminary Design Layout Approval Presentation. The design for these items will be
developed in consultation with NMWTRA.
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Design Element

Comments

Structures

Described in the Structures Design Options Report.

Landscape and Ecology

Shown on the Environmental Master Plans and described in the Environmental Statement.
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4.

JUNCTION 16 PREFERRED OPTION DESIGN DECISIONS
AND DEVELOPMENT

4.1

SUMMARY OF THE JUNCTION 16 PREFERRED OPTION DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
A key issue raised during the public consultation related to the issues associated with the
projected increase in traffic through Dwygyfylchi and along Ysguborwen Road. To address this
issue a further variation of the Junction 16 Option A arrangement was developed (Option A1) prior
to the preferred route announcement in April 2019. A summary of the key design decisions and
development can be found below. Further detail is provided in version P03 of the WelTAG Stage
Two IAR.





Option A1: Developed following the June 2018 Public Consultation and the issue of the
WelTAG Outline Business Case Report in December 2018. Development continued following the
issue of the WelTAG Outline Business Case Report and the preferred option announcement in
April 2019.
Option A2: Design development following the preferred option announcement up to the
Preliminary Design Layout Approval Presentation in July 2019.
Option A3: Design development following Preliminary Design Layout Approval Presentation up
to publication of the draft Orders in March 2021.

4.1.1

Variation Option A1 developed between the June 2018 Public Consultation and the
Preferred Option announcement
The variation Option A1 incorporated an extended link road and traffic calming measures. By
extending the link road further towards Junction 16, the impact on properties along the west end
of Ysgurborwen Road was minimised. Additionally, traffic calming measures were introduced and
tested via the Stage 2 SATURN traffic model, to minimise the impact on the Dwygyfylchi
community.

4.1.2

Variation Option A2 Design development following the Preferred Option announcement
A number of key elements have undergone further design development for Junction 16 since the
preferred route announcement. A description of these elements, and a summary of their appraisal
can be found below. See Appendix 1 for copies of the annotated drawings indicating the locations
of the changes.
A55-16-01

Informal sports pitch relocated and retained.

A55-16-02

Pedestrian Crossing on link road.

A55-16-03

New DDA compliant access ramp at Puffin Services Footbridge.

A55-16-04

Alignment of link road in the vicinity of the Puffin Services.

A55-16-05

Widening of Glan-Yr-Afon Road.

A55-16-06

NMWTRA Vehicle Batching Plant.

A55-16-07

Layby for emergency services.

A55-16-08

New slip access to east bound layby.
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4.1.3

A55-16-09

Replacement cross-over to the east of Junction 16A (not shown on
previous version).

A55-16-10

Signal controlled junction at Junction 16A.

A55-16-11

Improvements for Non-Motorised Users.

A55-15A-01

New eastbound on-slip at Junction 15A.

A55-15A-02

Closure of westbound on-slip at Junction 15A.

Variation Option A3 developed between the Preferred Option announcement and the
publication of draft Orders
Since the preferred option announcement there has been some further design development work.
The majority of this work has been undertaken to address outstanding concerns with respect to
departures from standards. A description of these elements, and a summary of their appraisal can
be found below. See Appendix 1 for copies of the annotated drawings indicating the locations of
the changes.
A55-16-12

Alternations to Junction 16 arrangement where it joins with Conway
Road and the link road.

Two variations were considered:
 Roundabout at Junction 16 (A55-16-12A)
 Alternative priority junction (A55-16-12B)
A55-16-13

Inclusion of an auxiliary lane westbound between the Puffin Services
and Junction 16A.

A55-16-14A

Adjustment to the mainline vertical alignment at Junction 16A.

A55-16-14B

Adjustment to the mainline vertical alignment AND repositioning of
the overbridge at J16A

Additionally, work has also been undertaken for the development of the design in relation to:
 The land which would be given in exchange for the open space lost, at the informal playing
fields (A55-16-01);
 The pedestrian crossing on the link road adjacent to the open space and informal playing fields
(A55-16-02);
 A potential alternative access to the Puffin Services (A55-16-04); and
 Improvements for Non-Motorised Users (A55-16-11).

4.2

APPRAISAL OF POTENTIAL DESIGN CHANGES MADE FOLLOWING THE
PREFERRED OPTION ANNOUNCEMENT
As noted above, further development of the various design elements of the preferred options has
been undertaken. Tabled below is a record of these design decisions and the explanation and
reasoning for any changes that have been made. A summary of the appraisal of the changes
against the Project Objectives, Technical Objectives and WelTAG criteria has also been provided.
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4.2.1

Informal sports pitch relocated and retained (Reference A55-16-01)
A concern raised during the public consultation related to the potential loss of an existing informal
playing field located to the east of Maes-y-Llan, near to the Puffin services. An assessment of the
feasibility of retaining and relocating the existing sports pitch to accommodate an equivalent area
has confirmed that there is enough space within in the existing land boundary.

Figure 4-1: Proposed arrangement of the informal playing field

Since the preferred option announcement, a review of the proposed surrounding land uses and
exchange land provision was undertaken. As a consequence, the area of land proposed as
exchange land was increased. As illustrated in the extract from the Environmental Master Plan
above, the proposed arrangement incorporates a reorientated equivalent sized pitch and a new
public space to the east, which mitigates against the loss of amenity space due to the link road.
Strengths

Weaknesses

The informal sports pitch is recognised to be an
important amenity to the local community.
Project
Objectives

The design change primarily relates Project
Objective OBJ7, to ‘take reasonable steps to
build healthier communities and better
environments’.

Technical
Objectives

Not relevant.
The proposed changes will open-up a section of

WelTAG Social
& Cultural
Impact

the existing public right of way and has the
potential to marginally increase patronage
(permeability).
Access to the area will be improved.

WelTAG
Environmental
Impact

The layout provides the opportunity for

The existing area of established planting to the

additional community benefits, for example in

west of the field will be affected by the change.
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Strengths

4.2.2

Weaknesses

the form of the provision of play equipment (by

As highlighted in the EMP, this impact is

others).

mitigated.

Economic
Impact

Minimal capital cost associated with the work.

Key viability,
acceptability
and risk

Any loss of the informal playing field is likely to invoke strong objections from the community.

Overall
Performance

The proposed changes provide an equivalent area of land. They also provide opportunities for
community benefits.

Pedestrian crossing on link road (Reference A55-16-02)
A pedestrian crossing will be required at the location where the existing public right of way
crosses the link road. Two main alternatives have been considered:
 An at-grade toucan crossing, with signal control.
 An extended pedestrian footbridge, to tie in with the Public Footpath 8.
Strengths

Project
Objectives

Weaknesses

The pedestrian crossing relates to OBJ5 (safety

The safety of an at grade pedestrian is in some

for local traffic accessing the A55), OBJ6

part dependant on the ability of the person to

(provision for non-motorised users) and OBJ7

use it safely (for example, the speed that the

(take reasonable steps to build healthier

persons mobility allows them to cross), plus the

communities and better environments).

behaviour of both the person using it and vehicle

The pedestrian crossing will ensure the safety of

driver (OBJ5, OBJ6 and OBJ7).

people wishing to cross the road, especially
vulnerable members of the community such as
young families or the elderly, when wishing to
cross the link road.
The detailed design of the pedestrian crossing will be subject to a Crossing Assessment, at detailed
design, which will inform the crossings features.
Technical
Objectives

WelTAG Social
& Cultural
Impact

The provision of an extended pedestrian

A pedestrian footbridge bridge introduces new

footbridge has the potential to marginally

risks associated with objects being dropped from

increase patronage (permeability). It will also

a height onto passing vehicles. However, it

provide a safety benefit from the perspective of

should be noted that this will be no greater than

non-motorised users.

the existing situation (for which there is no
known problem).

WelTAG
Environmental
Impact

An at grade toucan crossing has a minimal

An at grade toucan crossing, will result in the

footprint and therefore negligible impact on the

need for start-stop traffic with the associated

landscape and townscape.

environmental impacts such as noise and air

The provision of an extended pedestrian

quality.

footbridge will mean that there is no need for

An extended pedestrian footbridge will have a

start-stop traffic. Mitigating against the impacts

notable visual impact and associated impact on

associated with an at grade crossing.

the landscape and townscape.
Dependant on the detailed design, it is
anticipated that the extended footbridge ramps
on the southern side of the link road would be
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Strengths

Weaknesses
slightly shorter. Although some of the land take
would be accommodated within the boundary of
the side road, it would have an impact on the
open space. Dependant on the ramp
arrangement, there is a risk that additional
exchange land would be required.

An at grade toucan crossing, with signal control,

An extended pedestrian footbridge has a

is a low capital cost solution.

significantly higher capital cost than an at grade
crossing; with one extra span length required

Economic
Impact

over the link road. Although, as noted above,
the southern ramps would be shorter an
additional ramp in between the link road and the
A55 would be required if access to the Puffin
Services is required.

Key viability,
acceptability
and risk

Based on feedback from local councillors the option of the extended pedestrian footbridge would be
preferred by the local community, as it would allow direct access to the NCNR5 and the coast
without the need to cross any roads.
It is expected that the provision of an extended footbridge would be supported in principle by local
councillors. Moreover, it would reduce the risk of objections, as this is one of the key areas of

Overall
Performance

concerns.
However, although an at grade crossing would not perform as well from the perspective that it does
not completely segregate the vehicles from pedestrians/cyclists, it would mitigate many of the
concerns.

4.2.3

New DDA compliant access ramp at Puffin Services Footbridge (Reference A55-16-03)
The public right of way has been diverted, as shown on the Layout Approval Drawings, to
accommodate a new Disability Discrimination Act (DDA) compliant ramp.

Figure 4-2: Location of new ramp at the Puffin Services Footbridge
Strengths
Project
Objectives

Weaknesses

The key benefits to NMUs is that it will provide
compliant gradients, providing improved access
to the NCN5 and the shore, supporting (OBJ6).

Technical
Objectives

The detailed design to be carried out in accordance with best practice.
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The provision of DDA compliant ramps will make
the footbridge more accessable to all users
WelTAG Social
& Cultural
Impact

(equality, diversity and human rights).
By making the route more accessible, it could
potentially increase the number of users and
improve patronage (patronage).

WelTAG
Environmental
Impact

The change would have a negligible visual
impact compared with the current situation
(landscape and townscape).
Based on recent structural surveys, the current

Economic
Impact

footbridge is reaching the end of its life.
Replacement of ramps will therefore be
incorporated as part of the provision of a new
footbridge.

4.2.4

Key viability,
acceptability
and risk

Improvements are understood to be supported by the community and local cycling organisations.

Overall
Performance

The existing ramps are not DDA compliant. The proposed changes will provide improved access to
the coast, thus reducing severance.

Alignment of link road in the vicinity of the Puffin Services (Reference A55-16-04)
Following consultation with the landowner of the Puffin Services prior to, and Shell following, the
Public Information Exhibitions, An alternative potential localised alignment was put forward for
consideration.
Feedback from Shell at the time was that the alternative localised alignment was not considered
to be the preferred option for the company. A decision was made during the July 2019 progress
meeting with the WG, to progress the exhibited option rather than the alternative alignment.
Since 2019, there have been ongoing discussions with both Shell and the Puffin Café landowners
regarding the alternative option to realign the link road to the north. During this period additional
traffic modelling and layouts have been produced and shared with the landowners. Due to a
continued lack of consensus with regards to landowner’s preferences and the need to meet the
WEFO funding programme, the draft Orders were published with the same arrangement in the
vicinity of the services as shown on the preferred option (when it was published in May 2019). At
the time of publication of the draft Orders only the Shell Orme services were an operational
business.
Notwithstanding, a review of the WelTAG appraisal of the alternative option has been carried out
as described below. The assessment was carried out using a combination of a subjective
assessment based on various technical judgements (with input from engineering, transport
planning and environmental specialists) and an objective assessment using the SATURN traffic
model figures for the scenario.
When making the assessment, the following assumptions were made:
 There would be equivalent attenuation and screening/planting features to be provided to the
west.
 The current wildlife corridor would be replicated.
 The existing open space would be re-arranged and the exchange land would be located
similarly to the east of the Penmaenmawr Public Footpath 08.
 The variation where access is from the link road, wouldn’t need the westbound auxiliary lane
between J16A and the services.
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Where the destination is the Puffin/Orme Shell Services, no new trips are created; instead they
are re-routed along the link road.

Other observations made during the assessment included that similarly to the current
arrangement, the variation wouldn’t have space to accommodate a third lane in the westbound
direction. It would remove need to have a direct access from the A55 Trunk Road to the services.
During the assessment, an issue relating to public security for people using the shared
cycleway/footway behind the services was identified. The layout was updated to remove this
length of the cycleway/footway.

Figure 4-3: Alternative option for the alignment of the link road, with the route of the shared
cycleway/footway behind the Puffin Services10

10

Extract from sketch showing the Junction 16 Puffin Café & Shell PFS [Orme Services] County Road Access Option A55J15J16-RAM-XX-16-SK-J-

0026 I01
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Figure 4-4: Alternative option for the alignment of the link road with shared cycleway/footway in front of the
Puffin Services11

The following assessment has been made with the assumption that the route of the shared
cycleway/footway would pass in front of the services.
Strengths

Project
Objectives

Weaknesses

By realigning the link road, it would mean that

In particular at Maes-Y-Llan and at the Oasis,

access to the services from the A55 would be

the increased level of westbound traffic at peak

obtained off the link road via Junctions 16 or

times could result in slight detrimental impact in

16A, rather than via currently substandard slip

comparison to the exhibited option as without

roads. This would reduce the likelihood of traffic

mitigation (OBJ6 and OBJ7). However, especially

leaving at the services contributing to an

as the total number of vehicles has not changed,

accident either on the A55 or the slip roads;

plus crossings and environmental screening

supporting OBJ2 and OBJ5 (in relation to road

have already been incorporated into the design

safety).

which would mitigate these impacts.

It would also support 0BJ4 from the perspective

Additionally, dependant on the final design, by

of improved local resilience, as there would be

minimising the land take it could result in a

local access to the Puffin / Orme services even

narrower wildlife corridor (OBJ8)

in the instance of an accident on the A55.
Moreover, the realigned link road would require
that the Puffin footbridge span over it, as there
would be insufficient space to accommodate the
ramps. This would provide enhanced provision
for walkers and cyclists wishing to access the
coast (OBJ6).
It is anticipated that the alternative
arrangement would result in a lesser land,
especially at the playing fields adjacent to Maes
Y Llan. Additionally, the distance between

11

Extract from updated sketch A55J15J16-RAM-XX-16-SK-J-0026 I02
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Strengths

Weaknesses

properties in the vicinity of Gwel Y Mor, off
Ysguborwen Road (to the east of Maes-Y-Llan),
or the properties facing the services, and the
link road would increase for the alternative
arrangement, providing a beneficial impact
(OBJ7).
Potentially increased opportunities for electrical
charging points as part of future development of
the site (OBJ8).

Technical
Objectives

The change would reduce the need for

The option would increase disruption during

departures from standards, as it would remove

construction for users of the services (TECH

the need for sub-standard slip roads to the

OBJ11).

services and also would straighten the link road.
It would also align more closely with the
WG/NMWTRA aim to upgrade the A55 to
expressway standards. (TECH OBJ9)

WelTAG Social
& Cultural
Impact

Due to the need to extend the footbridge ramps

Traffic modelling has indicated that there would

to the south of the link road would mean that

be a small increase in westbound traffic during

the arrangement would perform better for a

peak times using the link road. However, as

number of social impacts including severance

these vehicles will have been diverted off the

and permeability.

A55 the overall traffic figures remain the same.

The rearranged link road will provide direct

Additionally, although there would be marginally

access to the services from the local community

more traffic travelling westbound on the link

both on foot and by car/van. Thereby potentially

road it is well within the capacity of the link road

marginally reducing local journey times.

and therefore any changes is unlikely to be
discernible to users.
Moreover, features such as crossings at Glan Yr
Afon Road that mitigate against these impacts
are integral parts of the design.

The two option variations perform similarly

Increased levels of traffic along the link road,

overall as the overall traffic figures have not

could result in a perception of localised increases

changed. However, where traffic has diverted

in noise impact, especially at Maes Y Llan or

onto the link road, in comparison with the higher

adjacent to the Oasis. However, as the overall

speeds on the A55, the traffic speeds and

traffic is the same any actual differences would

resulting noise would be reduced. The distance

be minimal. Environmental screening, in the

between the properties in the vicinity of Gwel Y

form of bunds, fencing and planting, remain an

Mor, would increase providing a beneficial

integral part of the scheme.

impact.
WelTAG
Environmental
Impact

The alternative arrangement would mean that
the auxiliary lane and corresponding bridge over
Afon Gyrach would not be required. This would
reduce embedded carbon and resultant
greenhouse gases. It would also result in a
lesser impact on the Afon Gyrach.
It is anticipated that the required land take for
the alternative arrangement would be less, this
would have benefits for biodiversity, agricultural
land and impacts on the existing playing
fields/open space.
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Strengths

Weaknesses

The change would result in a marginally shorter

The economic assessment carried out based on

straighter link road.

the additional traffic modelling assessments

The alternative arrangement would also mean

indicates that there are slightly greater benefits

that the auxiliary lane and corresponding bridge

with direct access from the A55, when compared

over Afon Gyrach would not be required. This

to those with access from the link road. This is

would provide significant benefits from the

because there is a slightly longer diversion for

perspective of reduced capital and land costs.

traffic routing via the link road than accessing

Economic
Impact

the site from A55.
A longer footbridge would be required for the
alternative arrangement to allow it to span to
the south of the link road. However, due to the
local topography and the higher landing point on
the south of the link road, this increase might be
offset by reduced ramp lengths. Further design
work would be required to quantify any changes
in costs.
Traffic modelling has been carried out to date with respect to the distribution impact related to the
need to divert users of the services via the link road. However, economic issues such as the
potential impact associated with the construction disruption (on Shell and the owner of the Café)
remain unquantified.
Inevitably, the variation with the access off the link road is likely to broker both support and
objections within the community. Issues that have been raised in consultation, that are relevant,
include the following.


Key viability,
acceptability
and risk

Landowner objections – Currently, there is no consensus between the Shell or Puffin
Services landowner as to whether they would prefer link road to north or south of the
services.



Concern that the change could promote commercial development of the land, which is not
understood to be supported by local councillors.



The community have previously requested a footbridge spanning to the south of the link
road, which the alternative option would provide.



Minimising the impact on the open space and maximising community benefits. The
alternative would reduce the land take requirements and impact on the playing fields.

Even though the assessment indicates that the concerns may not be borne out, it highlights that the
alternative would be of interest to the local community.
Compared to the published scheme, the alternative arrangement provides a number of benefits,
including:

Overall
Performance



Reduced land take and lower capital costs and associated embedded carbon.



Benefits for biodiversity, agricultural land and the Afon Gyrach.



Less impact on the existing playing fields/open space.



Improved access to the coast and the NCNR5.



Direct access to the services for the local community both on foot and by car/van.

However, the traffic modelling has indicated that the economic benefits are slightly lower due to the
need for traffic to divert from the A55 onto the link road.
Additionally, as the overall number of vehicles have not changed and the link road is a lower speed,
it is anticipated that any change in noise levels would again not be discernible; especially as the
current arrangement already incorporates screening that would mitigate noise and visual impacts.
In order to confirm land take and the impact on the draft Orders (as published), as well as updating
the BCR, further work would need to be undertaken to review the requirements for visual screening
and the footbridge ramp design.
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4.2.5

Widening of Glan-Yr-Afon Road (Reference A55-16-05)
Glan-yr-Afon Road provides a link between Junction 16A and the village of Dwygyfylchi. It forms
part of the Number 5 bus route between Bangor and Llandudno.

Figure 4-5: View from Junction 16A along Glan-yrAfon Road, adjacent to the Lyons Pendyffryn Hall
Caravan Park

Figure 4-6: View towards Junction 16A from the edge
of Dwygyfylchi, along Glan-yr-Afon Road

The road contains a very narrow section past the Lyons Pendyffryn Hall Caravan Park, where it is
constrained on both sides by a stone wall. Consequently, this leads to traffic conflicts with buses
and wide vehicles, especially during rush hour. The narrow section also introduces conflicts
between pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles, as there is no verge or footpath.
Consequently, it is proposed to widen Glan-yr-Afon Road, so that it provides a standard road with
a separate footpath / cycleway provision. The proposed improvements include the proposed
active travel improvement ‘Mini-scheme’ 1, which is located between the end of the link road and
the caravan park. Provision has been made within the proposed arrangement to replace the
existing cattle grid and field access.

Figure 4-7: Proposed location of replacement cattle grid and field access

Strengths

Project
Objectives

Weaknesses

The primary benefit of this change is that it

Concerns that increasing visibility could

provides improved visibility for users of Glan-yr-

encourage speeding. This will be mitigated by

Afon Road (OBJ5). It would also increase

traffic calming measures and gateway features

resilience for local traffic, as it would remove a

to reinforce the speed limit.

pinch point in the road (OBJ4).
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Strengths
Technical
Objectives

Weaknesses

The change would reduce the need for
departures from standards locally (TECH OBJ9).
It is envisaged that there will be a beneficial

WelTAG Social
& Cultural
Impact

impact from the perspective of journey quality
and accident savings. These improvements
relative to the overall scheme will be minimal.

WelTAG
Environmental
Impact

4.2.6

The proposed work affects existing stone walls
and several trees.

Economic
Impact

The cost will be minimal relative to the scheme.

Key viability,
acceptability
and risk

None identified.

Overall
Performance

It is envisaged that any residual detrimental impact (after mitigation) will be minimal relative to the
benefit to the local community.

NMWTRA Vehicle Batching Plant (Reference A55-16-06)
Through consultation with NMWTRA, the location of the Batching Plant has been identified within
the footprint of the A55 corridor, which will provide an improved and safer access to NMWTRA
staff.
The arrangement and precise position would need to be developed in agreement with NMWTRA
during detailed design.
Strengths

Weaknesses

The objective of the Vehicle Batching Plant is to
allow safer access for the NMWTRA to allow the
safe batching of traffic through the tunnels
(when required for operational reasons).
A key benefit of the location is that it would
allow easier and safer access to the site for
Project
Objectives

NMWTRA staff, in comparison with the existing
location.
In the absence of the design having been
developed, it is not feasible to quantify how the
option might affect the project objectives.
However, it is anticipated that it could be
beneficial with respect to OBJ2 (in relation to
road safety) and OBJ4 (resilience).

Technical
Objectives

The change also has the potential to support

WelTAG Social
& Cultural
Impact

The proposed location of Vehicle Batching plant could potentially reduce the response time for

compliance with design standards (TECH OBJ9).

NMWTRA to set up vehicle batching and manage traffic flow through the tunnels. Consequently, the
change has the potential to marginally reduce journey times. Nevertheless, in the absence of traffic
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Strengths

Weaknesses

modelling, the benefits/disbenefits associated with the change (such as accident savings) are
unquantified.

4.2.7

WelTAG
Environmental
Impact

It is envisaged that the environmental impact

Economic
Impact

In the absence of any detailed design, the economic benefits/disbenefits of the change are

Key viability,
acceptability
and risk

Further design work is required in consultation with NMWTRA.

Overall
Performance

Further design work would be required to be able to quantify the benefits/disbenefits associated with

related to the proposed batching plant will be
negligible.

unquantified.

the potential change.

Layby for emergency services (Reference A55-16-07)
A location for a widened layby for emergency services vehicles has been identified through
consultation with NMWTRA; on Glan Yr Afon Road on the approach to the link road near Junction
16A, providing direct access onto the A55.

Figure 4-8: Location of proposed lay-by for emergency services

This layby is situated in the vicinity of a separate gated maintenance track, accessed from Glanyr-Afon Road, which runs along the southern scheme boundary terminating at the end of the slip
roads. From this point access continues via a footpath along the westbound verge to the tunnel
portal ‘forward command post’.

Footpath

Gated maintenance
access track

Emergency
services
layby

NMWTRA ‘Forward
command post’

Figure 4-9: Location of maintenance access to embankments and offline access to the Forward Command Post
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These in combination provide an improved standard of service for management of incidents, in
support of the following Project Objectives:



OBJ3 Improved journey times and journey time reliability on the A55.
OBJ4 Improved resilience.

No further WelTAG assessment has been carried out in relation to the change.
4.2.8

New slip access to east bound layby (Reference A55-16-08)
Improved access from the eastbound on-slip at Junction 16A has been provided to improve the
access to Network Rail infrastructure. This provides a dual function as it provides a parallel
layover area, benefiting NMWTRA with respect to their tunnel and other maintenance practices.

Figure 4-10: Location of Network Rail Access from the westbound on-slip at Junction 16A

Currently access is directly off the eastbound carriageway of the A55, via an at-grade layby.
Under the proposed change access to the layby will be provided from the eastbound on-slip road
(following a similar arrangement to that provided for the DCWW access). The proposed change
provides a safer access arrangement, and supports the following Project Objectives:
 OBJ5 Safer access onto the A55.
 TECH OBJ9 Minimising technical departures from standards.
No further WelTAG assessment has been carried out in relation to the change.
4.2.9

Replacement cross-over to the east of Junction 16A (Reference A55-16-09)
A replacement to the existing cross-over located to the east of Junction 16A has been provided.
The replacement cross-over follows a revised alignment, to tie in with the new junction. Instead
of the cross-over being provided within the width of the central reservation, the replacement
comprises of a gate within the central barrier (shown in orange). The extent and functionality of
the crossover is similar to the existing, providing an equivalent standard of service for the
purposes of resilience.
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Figure 4-11: Existing maintenance cross-over to the
east of Junction 16A

Figure 4-12: Proposed maintenance cross-over to the
east of Junction 16A (as shown on the Preliminary
Layout Approval drawings)

The primary impact associated with the change relates to OBJ4, ‘improving resilience for strategic
and local traffic’. The proposed changes provide an equivalent standard of service to the existing.
Based on feedback during meetings with NMWTRA, it is understood that the change is supported.
No further WelTAG assessment of the change has been undertaken.
4.2.10

Signal controlled junction at Junction 16A (Reference A55-16-10)
An improved arrangement has been developed for Junction 16A, incorporating a signal-controlled
junction. The arrangement will not only optimise junction control and queuing capacity for
vehicles, but also improve safety for non-motorised users.

Figure 4-13: Signal controlled junction at Junction 16A

A key strength of the proposed junction arrangement is the functionality provided by a signalised
junction. This junction could be designed to optimise priorities as demand changes throughout the
day, thus improving the queuing capacity, improving access and safety for access onto (and off)
the A55. The layout incorporates at grade signalised crossings, which connect the new shared
paths/cycleways from Glan-y-Afon Road and the link road, to the NCNR5 and the coast (OBJ6).
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Strengths

Weaknesses

A key strength of the proposed junction
arrangement is the functionality provided by a
signalised junction, which could be designed to
optimise priorities as demand changes
Project
Objectives

throughout the day thus improving the queuing
capacity and safety for users (OBJ5).
Moreover, the layout enhances provision for
cyclists wishing to access the NCNR5 and the
coast (OBJ6), as it will incorporate at grade
signal-controlled crossing. It will also provide a
traffic calming effect (OBJ7).

Technical
Objectives

It is envisaged that these specific changes will
not result in any changes to the Technical
Objective scoring.
It is envisaged that the changes at the junction
could result in a beneficial impact from the
perspective of criterion such as improved

WelTAG Social
& Cultural
Impact

resilience for local traffic, journey quality and
accident savings.
However, it is envisaged that these localised
changes will be negligible and there would not
change the scoring overall.

WelTAG
Environmental
Impact

Economic
Impact

No change

Although no modelling has been carried out, it is

From an economic perspective, the installation

envisaged that the addition of signals would not

of signals would represent a slight increase in

change the routeing of traffic locally.

scheme costs, when compared to priority

Notwithstanding, the signals may provide a

junctions.

slight reduction of overall delay at the junction.

Some movements may experience additional

However, as the traffic flows are low, any

delays. However the traffic flows are low.

benefit (balanced against delays) would be
marginal.
Taking all this together, there is likely to be a
neutral impact on the scheme economics, with
the introduction of signals at Junction 16A.

4.2.11

Key viability,
acceptability
and risk

No issues related to viability, acceptability or risk have been identified with this option.

Overall
Performance

Although the arrangement will provide benefits, especially from the perspective of safety for nonmotorised users, it does not change the scoring overall.

Non-Motorised Users Mini-Schemes (Reference A55-16-11)
Three mini-schemes were developed, in addition to Active Travel measures identified as part of
the road improvements themselves. Additionally, improvements to the existing National Cycle
Network Route 5 (NCNR5) have been considered.
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An overview of the mini-scheme locations relative to the Junction 16 Improvement scheme are
shown on the following plans. Preliminary sketches detailing the proposals can be found in
Appendix 2. All of the proposed mini-schemes tie into the NCNR5.

New footbridge crossing adjacent to the
Penmaenmawr Phoenix Football Club
NMU ‘Mini-scheme’ 3

Improvements to Conway Road
NMU ‘Mini-scheme’ 2

Figure 4-14: Location of the NMU Improvements – Sheet 1 of 2
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Improvements to Glan-y-Afon Road
NMU ‘Mini-scheme’ 1

Figure 4-15: Location of the NMU Improvements – Sheet 2 of 2

For each of the mini-schemes, outline design options have been developed, costed and assessed
against using the Cycling Route Audit Tool which provides a numerical tool for assessing the
quality of cycling routes12. A copy of the output from the assessment can be found in Appendix 3.
The mini-schemes are summarised in the following table.
The primary benefits from the scheme relate to the Project Objectives ‘OBJ6 Reduce severance
with coastal areas for the Non-Motorised Users and enhance provision for the Non-Motorised
Users and enhance provision made for walkers and cyclists’ and OBJ8 ‘Opportunities to provide
integrated transport are increased’, thus having a beneficial impact on OBJ7 ‘To take reasonable
steps to build healthier communities and better environments’. All of the mini-schemes will have
a beneficial impact from the perspective of the WelTAG social impacts, as they will promote
physical activity and encourage people to cycle/walk (increasing permeability). They will also
improve connectivity with the NCNR5 and other routes. Where specific strengths or weaknesses
have been identified, these are highlighted in the table below.
Table 4-1: Improvements for Non-Motorised Users at Junction 16
Reference*
NMU ‘Minischeme’ 1

12

Design Change / Design Decision
Improvements to Glan-y-Afon Road

Rationale / Advantage / Impacts
Project Objectives

Appendix C, Welsh Government Design Guidance, Active Travel (Wales) Act 2013, published December 2014

https://gov.wales/sites/default/files/publications/2017-09/active-travel-design-guidance.pdf
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Reference*

Design Change / Design Decision

Rationale / Advantage / Impacts

Consists of approximately 160m carriageway with

OBJ5: The works will provide improved width

a new cycle/footway. The stone walls to the north

and forward visibility on road into village for

side of Glan-y-Afon Road will need to be rebuilt.

road users, allow buses to pass, and ensuring

There is also an option to rebuild the caravan park

that there is less risk associated with

walls locally to further enhance visibility.

pedestrians/cyclists.
OBJ6: The works will provide an improved

Mini-scheme 1 was incorporated in the layout

walking / cycling route to village from the east.

taken forward for the draft Orders.

They will also provide improved connectivity to
long distance routes. The new active travel route
that runs along the link road parallel to the A55
will provide similar benefits. The Glan Yr Afon
improvement will tie into the segregated route
on the approach to the link road and Junction
16, with a gated bypass at the proposed
replacement cattle grid.
OBJ8: Provides an active travel score of A-42,
meaning that it is eligible for inclusion in the
Conwy CBC Integrated Network Map (INM), as
the score is above 35.
WelTAG Environmental Impact
Biodiversity: Potential impact due to the loss of
the existing stone walls and several trees.

NMU ‘Minischeme’ 2

Improvements to Conway Road

Project Objectives

Consists of approximately 400m of footway

OBJ6: The advantage to NMUs is that it will

upgraded to a cycle/footway.

provide an improved (segregated) safer cycling

Variations considered, included:

route, at a consistent standard into

(a)

A shared use space in Conway Road. This was

Penmaenmawr.

discarded due to the 40mph speed limit.

OBJ8: Provides an active travel score of A-44,

(b)

Locating the footway/cycleway on the south

and is eligible for inclusion in the Conwy CBC

side of Conway Road. This was discarded due

INM.

to the cost of new retaining walls required.

WelTAG Environmental Impact

Shared cycleway/footway on the north side of

Biodiversity: Potential impact due to the loss of

Conway Road.

existing hedges.

Segregated cycleway and footway on the

Risk: No surveys carried out along the length of

north side of Conway Road.

the improvements.

(c)
(d)

Also, acceptability of the option from the
Mini-Scheme 2 (with a segregated

perspective of the landowner as they intend to

cycleway/footway) was incorporated in the

develop the site for housing (Conwy CBC

layout taken forward for the draft Orders,

planning application reference 0/46556).

with the understanding that further design
development and consultation with the
landowner would be required.
NMU ‘Minischeme’ 3

New footbridge crossing adjacent to the

Project Objectives

Penmaenmawr Phoenix Football Club –

OBJ6: As there is not currently a crossing in this

Utilising the refurbished Pendalar footbridge

location, the footbridge would provide a notable

Consists of the refurbished Pendalar footbridge

improvement with respect to reducing severance

with Disability Discrimination Act (DDA) compliant

(across the A55) and provision for cyclists and

ramps and enhanced access to the beach. It would

pedestrians. Notwithstanding, it was understood
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Reference*

Design Change / Design Decision

Rationale / Advantage / Impacts

also provide a link to the existing Public Right of

from consultation with Penmaenmawr Town

Way up to Old Conway Road. From the NCNR5 and

Council that the route would not be heavily used

the coast.

as there are more convenient links for the
community to the NCNR5 at Penmaenmawr

Mini-scheme 3 was not incorporated into the

Promenade and at the Puffin Services.

layout taken forward for the draft Orders.

However, this might change with further
development closer to the roundabout.
OBJ8: Provides an active travel score of A-44,
and is eligible for inclusion in the Conwy CBC
INM.
WelTAG Environmental Impact
Greenhouse gases: Provides a benefit from the
perspective of sustainability.
Economic Impact: Although an opportunity
had been identified to recycle the footbridge
from Junction 15, the costs were
disproportionate compared to the benefits.

NCNR5
Improvements

4.2.12

NCNR5 improvements consisting of widening

Currently there are a number of pinch points

(by 1m over 1750m)

along the NCNR5 route, especially where the

Widening of existing NCNR5 cycle route from 2m

Network Rail boundary fence (to railway) is close

to 3m over a length of 1750m, alongside the north

to the A55. The most notable pinch point is at

side of the A55. This improvement is supported by

the railway bridge west of Junction 16, where

Sustrans.

the path narrows to circa 1.2m; the scheme will

Investigations prior to publication of the draft

widen this, but the full 3m width is not

Orders confirmed that the land along the length of

achievable at this point.

NCNR5 concerned is owned by the Welsh

In accordance with best practice, the preferred

Government. Therefore, any improvements can be

width would be 3.5m, with a desirable width of

undertaken outside of the Order process.

3m and an absolute minimum width of 2.5m.13

Consequently, the NCNR5 improvements

Space and land constraints make achieving the

were not incorporated into the layout taken

preferred width infeasible.

forward for the draft Orders, other than in

Improvements will make passing safer for

locations where they form an integral part of

cyclists and pedestrians. However, overall the

the scheme.

benefits would be minimal relative to the cost.

New eastbound on-slip at Junction 15A (Reference A55-15A-01)
During the June 2019 Public Consultation, a member of the public put forward a suggestion that it
might be feasible to provide an eastbound on-slip at Junction 15A. They believed that this would
theoretically reduce the amount of traffic travelling on local roads east to Junction 16, and
potentially remove the need to accommodate a link road between Junctions 16 and 16A. The
consideration of this suggestion is discussed overleaf.

13

Sustrans traffic-free routes and greenways design guide, published 13 November 2019 (Section 7.2.2 Geometric design - Sustrans.org.uk)
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Figure 4-16: Indicative arrangement for a new eastbound on-slip at Junction 15A

The current junction accommodates an eastbound off-slip from A55 coming at the bottom of a
relatively steep gradient (6%), two-way access up over A55 (also 6%) connecting to
Penmaenmawr, and two-way access down (3%) to the beach front and car parking. As well as the
level differences, the site is constrained between the A55 and the coast, with the sea front having
been built out to accommodate the original junction.

Figure 4-17: View looking east towards the sailing club under the existing overbridge arrangement at
Junction 15A
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Providing full movements accommodating increased traffic and a new eastbound on-slip will
require a larger junction. Due to the gradients to the west and structures crossing the railway,
there is limited opportunity to reposition the off-slip further west to create more space in the area
of the junction. East of the existing junction, the A55 is supported by a retaining wall. The space
to accommodate a new slip is further constrained by the pier supporting the bridge over the A55,
which limits how far east the slip road can be positioned. Consequently, the junction will
practically need to be moved north (towards the sea) to provide an acceptable geometry,
particularly in respect of the 270-degree movement from Penmaenmawr onto the new eastbound
slip road. Access to beach level is required both east and west of the junction, and a larger
junction may preclude a route around the toe of junction earthworks. It is considered unlikely that
a suitable junction configuration can be developed without the need for significant
relaxations/departures.
No quantitative assessment of the traffic impact of this proposal has been undertaken at this
stage. Therefore, the assessment below is based on a qualitative assessment of the impacts.
Strengths

Weaknesses

A key benefit associated with the arrangement is

As a standalone improvement scheme

that HGV lorries from the quarry would not need

(instead of Option A), the junction

to pass through the centre of Penmaenmawr

arrangement would result in one less movement

when travelling to destinations to the east.

for traffic travelling in an eastbound direction

Concerns regarding these HGV’s have been

wishing to leave the A55.

raised by both members of the public and the



local councillors.

The improvements would provide localised

Eastbound off movements – would result in
one less movement, as no replacement for

benefits to Penmaenmwar, especially if
Project
Objectives

Eastbound on movements - would replace
the existing movement at Junction 16.

Junction 16 is provided.

considered alongside Option A rather than as a



standalone option.

All traffic whether traveling to Penmaenmawr or

Westbound movements – no change.

Dwygyfylchi, would have to leave the A55 at the
new Junction 15A off-slip.
All of the eastbound traffic would then need to
travel through Penmaenmawr centre. This would
have an adverse impact in relation to OBJ1
(access to markets and employment), OBJ4
(resilience), OBJ5 (journey times and reliability
for local traffic).
Any localised benefit to residents of
Penmaenmawr is likely to be offset by the
impact resulting from increased traffic from
Dwygyfylchi that would need to use the junction.
An assessment of the technical performance of the Junction 15A eastbound off-slip was reported by
Atkins in the Study Options Report dated February 2009. At the time of the assessment, it was
considered that due to the relatively low number of movements at the junction there was no

Technical
Objectives

justification for carrying out improvements at the junction.
However, with the loss of a movement, the junction would have to accommodate all of the traffic
movements. As shown on the sketch, a preliminary assessment indicates that improvements would
be required. Due to the spatial constraints, these are expected to require departure/relaxation from
standards.
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Strengths

Weaknesses

With the loss of the eastbound off-slip at
WelTAG Social
& Cultural
Impact

Junction 16/16A, all eastbound traffic leaving
the A55 would need to exit at Junction 15A and
divert through Penmaenmawr.
Due to the close proximity of the junction (and
improvement works) to the sea, a key concern
relates to any potential impact on the Special

WelTAG
Environmental
Impact

Area of Conservation (SAC).
Moreover, as a result of the increase in traffic
through Penmaenmawr, there is likely to be a
localised adverse environmental impact (related
to noise and air quality).

Economic
Impact

The capital cost is likely to be high, with extensive modifications required including new / extended
retaining walls and potentially a need to realign the seafront.
No quantitative assessment of the traffic impact of this proposal has been undertaken at this stage.
To accommodate the junction, extensive modifications would be required to the existing A55
structures and the seafront. Additionally, further land reclamation may be required in order to divert
the National Cycle Network Route 5 on the seaward side of the junction. It is likely that these works
would require a Marine License to be granted.
Whilst the works are carried out, they would affect vehicular access to the shore, the boat club and

Key viability,
acceptability
and risk

the beach and amenities further to the east.
As this option does not meet the Project Objectives effectively, as a standalone option, no specific
environmental, geotechnical or structural surveys have been carried out. No engagement has been
carried out with directed affected or statutory consultees. Also, no traffic modelling has been carried
out to date.
As a result, the viability, acceptability and risks associated with this as an option are substantially
unquantified. This could have both economic and programme implications.
Whilst a workable junction arrangement can be envisaged and would provide some limited benefit to
local users in Penmaenmawr, this would entail extensive modifications.

Overall
Performance

The modifications are likely to prove costly and disruptive, and whilst this might be offset by savings
in other parts of the scheme, this would only be achieved with some disbenefits to the wider
community. However, the improvement would provide a benefit as long as it is carried out in
conjunction with Option A.

4.2.13

Closure of the westbound on-slip at Junction 15A (Reference A55-15A-02)
As noted in the Atkins Study Options Report dated February 2009, the closure of the junction has
generated a significant amount of debate. Issues raised in the past include the need to maintain
access for buses and HGV’s from Penmaenmawr Quarry.
Although the option was examined during the development of the Strategic Outline Business
Case, as the potential to closure the westbound on-slip was raised both during the June 2019
Public Information Exhibitions and during discussions related to the Preliminary Design Layout
Approval drawings, it was considered pertinent to consider it again.
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Figure 4-18: Existing westbound access to A55 at Junction 15A (@Google 2019)

Strengths

Project
Objectives

Weaknesses

The junction currently consists of a stop line

Closing the J15A westbound would result in the

located immediately prior to Pen-y-Clip tunnel.

loss of one movement. This would have an

It is necessary for vehicles accessing the A55 to

adverse impact on access to markets and

merge with traffic that is potentially travelling at

employment (OBJ1) It would also reduce the

the national speed limit on a steep incline.

level of resilience along the A55 westbound

Notably, this junction is used by both HGVs

(OBJ4). It would, unless a turning location can

(including those from the quarry) and is located

be identified, have a detrimental impact on

on Bus Route 5 travelling westbound towards

westbound bus service provision for residents

Bangor.

(OBJ8).

Closing this junction is likely to have a
significant beneficial impact from the perspective
of safety (OBJ2 and OBJ5).
The closure of the junction would eliminate the

Although it is intended that the westbound on-

issues associated with a sub-standard junction

slip access will be maintained through the

(TECH OBJ9).

construction works at Junction 16, this will be
subject to traffic control measures. Therefore,

Technical
Objectives

maintaining access to the A55 westbound via
Junction 15A, during the construction works is
beneficial. The closure of Junction 15A
westbound, prior to the construction of the
scheme for Junction 16/16A would exacerbate
construction related disruption (OBJ11).

WelTAG Social
& Cultural
Impact

The closure of the junction would eliminate the

It would however reduce the level of choice with

risk of accidents, and any associated health and

respect to junctions available, increasing the

social issues.

number of vehicles needing to use the
westbound on movement at Junction 16. This
would for some people increase journey times.
The closure would also have an inevitable impact
on bus journeys and require all of the HGVs
from the Quarry wishing to travel to the west, to
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Strengths

Weaknesses
be diverted through the centre of
Penmaenmawr.

It would remove the need for vehicles using the
WelTAG
Environmental
Impact

junction to have to accelerate hard, when joining
the traffic. Thus, reducing localised impacts
associated with air quality and/or noise.
Low cost capital solution.

Is likely to have an unquantified detrimental
economic impact, due to increased journey

Economic
Impact

times for residents living closer to Junction 15A
than Junction 16 who are travelling towards
Bangor. Traffic modelling would be required to
assess the distributional impact.

Key viability,
acceptability
and risk

The Public Consultation indicated that improvements to the junction would be supported locally.
Additionally, a number of members of public and members of staff from key stakeholders have put
forward its closure as an option.
A key benefit of the option is removing the risk of accidents associated with a sub-standard junction.

Overall
Performance

4.2.14

However, its’ closure prior to the construction of the scheme for Junction 16/16A would exacerbate
any construction related disruption (OBJ11).

Alternative junction arrangements at Junction 16 (Reference A55-16-12)
Since the publication of preferred option, work has been carried out to address the Departures
from Standards on both the Trunk and County Roads. Consultation with Conwy CBC to understand
their views with respect to the County Road alignment and departures, was undertaken during
Spring 2020. The arrangement of Junction 16 was again reviewed, prior the publication of the
draft Orders, following further consultation with Conwy CBC in November 2020.
The two alternative variations of the County Road alignment at Junction 16 developed, to address
a Departure associated with reduced sight lines for traffic joining the local road network, were:
 A roundabout (Reference A55-16-12A).
 An enhanced priority junction (Reference A55-16-12B).
The performance of these variations has been assessed, in comparison with the priority junction,
as exhibited on the layout at publication of the draft Orders.
All three variation are equally viable and perform similarly for the majority of the objectives and
WelTAG Criterion. However, the roundabout performs marginally better over the priority junction
arrangements, is in relation to safety (OBJ2 and OBJ5). Otherwise, the primary differences relate
to the acceptability especially to key stakeholders such as Conwy CBC and any resultant risk to
the programme.
The assessments are described in further detail below.
Alternative junction arrangement at Junction 16 – roundabout at Junction 16
(Reference A55-16-12A)
During the latest consultation with Conwy CBC in November 2020, they expressed a preference
for a roundabout on the local road junction between the A55 slips, the link road and Conway
Road.
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As illustrated in the figure below, the roundabout would provide a far more compact arrangement
that would not affect the existing plantation to the south of the junction. The tie in with Conway
Road would be in a similar location to the exhibited layout. However, the junction with
Ysguborwen Road would be located further to the south east; with the link road being aligned
closer to the Oasis and properties at the western end of Ysbuborwen Road.

Figure 4-19: Alternative arrangement with a roundabout at Junction 16

The assessment of the alternative arrangement with a roundabout at Junction 16 is summarised
in the table below.
Strengths

Project
Objectives

Weaknesses

In comparison, the variation would provide the

The junction between the link road and

opportunity to minimise the departures on the

Ysguborwen Road will be closer to properties on

mainline and at the junction with Conway Road.

Ysguborwen Road. This is likely to increase the

Consequently, although the scoring has not

level of localised noise and visual impact,

changed overall, the removal of departures

especially for the closest properties who would

provides a significant localised benefit (OBJ2 and

receive less benefit from the false cutting.

OBJ5).

However, it is anticipated this additional impact

The roundabout would provide the benefit that it

can be reduced through refinement of the

would:

design. (OBJ7).



Provide a compliant alignment and visibility
on the slip roads, with no tight bend at the
junction;



Provide a compliant alignment and visibility
on the link road; with no double s-bend and
better vertical, forward visibility.



It would also minimise the risk of queuing
on the slip road off the A55, without the
need for a signal-controlled junction (if
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Strengths

Weaknesses

deemed appropriate mitigation at detailed
design).

Technical
Objectives

The roundabout would provide the greatest

There is more work in the construction of the

opportunities to mitigate Departures from

roundabout variation (OBJ11). Therefore. it is

Standards on both the mainline and on Conway

considered that this option would have the

Road (OBJ9).

greatest disruption.

The roundabout would require less works
associated with the slope to the south of
Junction 16, reducing the localised disruption
associated with this work. (OBJ11)

WelTAG Social
& Cultural
Impact

This variation provides marginally more

The arrangement could result in marginally

flexibility to be able mitigate visibility concerns

lower permeability, as although the scheme

for traffic using the westbound off-slip. However,

incorporates an active travel route to the south

it is envisaged that any safety benefits would be

of the junction many cyclists prefer not to use

marginal, as the lengths of journeys and trips

them (due to the speed that they cycle and their

would be almost exactly the same.

equipment). The roundabout option is likely to
be seen as being less appealing and may put
some cyclist off using the route.

Retention of plantation – landscape, biodiversity

The roundabout would result in the junction with

and to a lesser extent visual impact benefit

Ysguborwen Road being located further to the
east and closer to the properties on Ysguborwen
Road. Although mitigation is proposed by means

WelTAG
Environmental
Impact

of a barrier on the north side of the link road at
the end of the junction with Ysguborwen Road, it
would not be possible to mitigate the visual and
noise impacts on these properties to the same
extent (in comparison with the current
variation).

Economic
Impact

The costs associated with planting would be less

It is envisaged that the roundabout variation

than the current variation.

would have the greatest capital costs compared

Although additional agricultural land would be

with a priority junction.

required to the east if the junction, this would be

To mitigate the impacts on the properties it

offset by the reduced land take (of land not in

would be preferable to move the junction with

WG ownership) to the south.

Ysgurborwen Road to the north west. Due to the
configuration of the junction (compared to the
current variation), this is likely to result in
greater costs.

Key viability,
acceptability
and risk

Conwy CBC indicated that the roundabout

A roundabout variation is potentially a less

variation would be their favoured option.

appealing to cyclists. However, provision has

It is expected that NRW are likely to consider

been made for an active travel cycling route

the retention of the plantation as a benefit.

around the south side of the junction which

There are no known reasons why they might

mitigates much of the impact.

object/comment otherwise.
Generally, all three variations perform similarly for the majority of the project objectives and
WelTAG criterion. However an area where the roundabout solution performs marginally better over
Overall
Performance

the priority junction (and notably over the exhibited arrangement), is in relation to safety (OBJ2 and
OBJ5), as it minimises the risk of queuing on the slip road off the A55 without the need for a signalcontrolled junction. It also provides the greatest opportunity to mitigate the Departures from
Standards that exist with the exhibited layout (TECH OBJ9).
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Strengths

Weaknesses

Notwithstanding, the roundabout variation has some features which mean that it doesn’t perform as
well as the others, including: without mitigation, it could result in a greater impact to properties on
Ysguborwen Road, as the junction with the link road would move eastwards; it is anticipated that
the layout would result in greater disruption during construction (TECH OBJ11); it is also expected
that the physical works to construct the roundabout would be the greatest.

Alternative junction arrangement at Junction 16 – enhanced priority junction
arrangement (Reference A55-16-12B)
An alternative arrangement that was put forward to address the Departures from Standards was
an enhanced priority junction arrangement. For the purposes of comparison, the linework for the
alternative arrangement has been overlaid over the original priority junction arrangement.
As illustrated in the figure below, this arrangement was a far more compact arrangement that
similarly to the roundabout would not affect the existing plantation to the south of the junction.
For this arrangement, the tie in with Conway Road would be in a similar location. However, the
junction with Ysguborwen Road would be located further to the south east; with the alignment of
the link road being closer to the Oasis and properties at the western end of Ysbuborwen Road.

Figure 4-20: Alternative priority junction arrangement at Junction 16, shown overlaid over the layout
presented at publication of the preferred option.

The assessment of the alternative arrangement with an enhanced priority junction at Junction 16
is summarised in the table below.
Strengths

Project
Objectives

Weaknesses

The variation would provide the opportunity to

As a result of the variation, the junction between

minimise the departures on the mainline and at

the link road and Ysguborwen Road will be closer

the junction with Conway Road. Consequently,

to properties Ysguborwen Road. This is likely to

although the scoring has not changed overall,

increase the level of localised noise and visual
impact, especially for the closest properties who
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Strengths

Weaknesses

the option provides a minimal benefit in terms of

would receive less benefit from the false cutting

safety (OBJ2 and OBJ5).

However, it is anticipated this additional impact
can be reduced through refinement of the
design. (OBJ7).

Technical
Objectives

The alternative priority junction would provide

Departures remain on the slip roads due to the

the opportunities to mitigate Departures from

tight bends / reduced visibility (OBJ9).

Standards on Conway Road (OBJ9).

However, the alternative priority junction would

Due to its smallest footprint, the alternative

provide fewer opportunities to mitigate

priority junction would require minimal works

Departures from Standards on the mainline

associated with the slope to the south of J16. It

(OBJ9).

would also entail less work overall than the
roundabout. (OBJ11)

WelTAG Social
& Cultural
Impact

Priority junctions, such as the alternative

This option offers marginally less flexibility in

variation where the cyclists have right of way,

mitigating visibility concerns for traffic using the

are generally considered to be more appealing

westbound off-slip in comparison to the

for road cyclists to use than roundabouts Thus

roundabout variation.

improving permeability.
Retention of plantation – landscape, biodiversity

The alternative priority junction would result in

and to a lesser extent visual impact benefit.

the junction with Ysguborwen Road being
located further to the east and closer to the

WelTAG
Environmental
Impact

properties on Ysgurborwen Road. As a result, it
would not be possible to mitigate the visual and
noise impacts on these properties to the same
extent (in comparison with the current
variation).

Economic
Impact

The capital cost of construction of the priority

To mitigate the impacts on the properties it

junction would be less than that of the

would be preferable to move the junction with

roundabout.

Ysgurborwen Road to the north west. Due to the

Although additional agricultural land would be

configuration of the junction (compared to the

required to the east if the junction, this would be

current variation), this is likely to result in

offset by the reduced land take (of land not in

greater costs.

WG ownership) to the south.
The costs associated with planting would be less
than the current variation.
Conwy CBC had previously indicated that they
would accept this arrangement.
Key viability,
acceptability
and risk

It is expected that NRW are likely to consider
the retention of the plantation as a benefit.
There are no known reasons why they might
object/comment otherwise.
Generally, all three variations perform similarly for the majority of the project objectives and
WelTAG criterion. In comparison with the roundabout option, the arrangement provided,
this option offers marginally less flexibility in mitigating departures such as visibility concerns for

Overall
Performance

traffic using the westbound off-slip. However, it still performed better than the in relation to safety
(OBJ2 and OBJ5) and potential to minimise Departures from Standards (TECH OBJ9) in comparison
to the exhibited arrangement. It is also likely to be seen as being more appealing to cyclists.
The alternative priority junction arrangement would have the least localised disruption during
construction.
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4.2.15

Auxiliary lane westbound between J16A and the Puffin/Orme Services (Reference A5516-13)
A key departure related to the weaving length westbound between Junction 16A and the Puffin /
Orme Services. An arrangement providing an auxiliary lane to increase the weaving length has
been developed to help mitigate this issue. Further detail can be found in the Departures from
Standards Report.
As illustrated in the figure below, this involves providing an additional lane from the end of the
westbound on-slip at Junction 16A, via an additional bridge over the Afon Gyrach, up to the
entrance of the services.

Figure 4-21: Extract from Departures Plan showing the length of the proposed Auxiliary lane westbound
between J16A and the Puffin/Orme Services14.

The assessment of the auxiliary lane is summarised in the following table.
Strengths
Project
Objectives

Weaknesses

The provision of the auxiliary lane will contribute
to improved safety for people on the A55 and
using the junctions (OBJ2 and OBJ5).

Technical
Objectives

The auxiliary lane will help mitigate a departure

Notwithstanding, the arrangement will still be

associated with the weaving length between

subject to departures due to junction spacing

J16A and the services (TECH OBJ9).

(TECH OBJ9).

The provision of an auxiliary lane reduces the
WelTAG Social
& Cultural
Impact

potential for a high speed high severity incident
at the access/egress to the services from the
A55.

14

Extract from Drawing A55J15J16-RAM-93-16-DR-J-0102 P01
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Strengths

Weaknesses

The arrangement would result in no change for

The provision of an additional lane would have a

environmental criteria such as noise, air quality,

detrimental impact, with respect to Greenhouse

landscape and townscape, and historical

gases due to the need for an increased surface

environment.

area for the auxiliary lane and bridge over the

WelTAG
Environmental
Impact

Afon Gyrach. The arrangement would also have
a greater impact on biodiversity and the water
environment, due to the need for an additional
crossing over the Afon Gyrach. These changes
can be mitigated and would be negligible when
taken in the context of the whole scheme.
The provision of an additional lane and bridge

Economic
Impact

crossing would increase the capital cost of the
scheme.

Key viability,
acceptability
and risk

The change is required in order to address a
Departure from Standard, as required by the
Departures Panel.
Overall, although the arrangement does address many of the issues related to the weaving length,

Overall
Performance

departures due to the junction spacing remain. These could only be eradicated by either closing the
access to the services from the A55 westbound carriageway or the westbound on-slip. The latter
solution had previously been discounted to maximise resilience on this section of the A55.

4.2.16

Adjustment to the mainline vertical alignment at Junction 16A (Reference A55-16-14A)
An amended mainline vertical alignment has been developed at Junction 16A, based on the
principles in relation to the vertical design and stopping sight distance on the A55 that were
agreed following the Departures Panel presentation held on the 25 February 2020. These changes
would entail some reconstruction of the westbound carriageway, with a vertical lowering of up to
a metre at the crest. These improvements are located within the footprint of the existing A55
westbound main line to the west of the proposed overbridge.
As a consequence of making adjustments to the westbound vertical alignment at Junction 16A, it
would also be possible to re-position the overbridge slightly towards the east. The impacts related
to the adjustment of the vertical alignment and the position of the Junction 16A overbridge are
discussed in section 4.2.17.
The following table describes the assessment of the adjustments to the mainline vertical
alignment only.
Strengths

Weaknesses

By addressing Departures from Standards on the
mainline, the change would directly support
Project
Objectives

OBJ2 (improving safety on the A55 mainline). It
would also indirectly support OBJ3 (journey
reliability), OBJ4 (resilience) and OBJ7 (building
healthier communities) as the change would
reduce the likelihood of road accident incidents.

Technical
Objectives

The change would directly support TECH OBJ9

Does not eliminate all departures.

minimising technical departures from standards.
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Strengths
WelTAG Social
& Cultural
Impact

Weaknesses

Although the change would reduce the likelihood
of incidents, it is not envisaged that it would
affect the scoring overall.
The changes are located within the existing
footprint of the A55 mainline.

WelTAG
Environmental
Impact

It is anticipated that the overall cut / fill would
not be significantly different in comparison to
the alignment assessed in the Environmental
Statement.
The costs would increase, since a section of the

Economic
Impact

westbound carriageway which was previously
not being touched by the scheme would need to
be lowered and new pavement constructed.

Key viability,
acceptability
and risk

The arrangement would address one of the key Departures from Standards on the mainline, and
thus be more acceptable to the WG Departures Panel.
The relaxed westbound vertical alignment addresses a key Departure from Standards identified on

Overall
Performance

the mainline at Junction 16A, thereby performing better than the alignment developed whilst the
Environmental Statement and the draft Orders were produced. As described above, it is not
anticipated that the arrangement would have any impact on assessments carried out at this time.

4.2.16.1

Adjustment to the mainline vertical alignment AND repositioning of the overbridge at
J16A (Reference A55-16-14B)
Making the changes to the vertical alignment described in the previous section would mean that
there would be less constraints with respect to the need to maintain or tie-in with the existing
westbound alignment. Consequently, this would allow for the eastbound alignment and off-slip to
be eased and the position of the overbridge moved approximately 20m to the east.
A high-level assessment of the potential impact to adjusting the mainline vertical alignment AND
repositioning of the overbridge at J16A is described below. This is a qualitative assessment, based
on an assumption that the overbridge and slopes would be of a similar form to the current
arrangement. Further work would need to be undertaken to develop the 3D model and further
assessment undertaken if this arrangement were developed at detailed design.
Strengths

Weaknesses

By addressing Departures from Standards on the

Relocating the overbridge 20m to the east would

mainline, the change would directly support

marginally impact on the eastbound off-slip road

OBJ2 (improving safety on the A55 mainline). It

signage (OBJ2 and OBJ5).

would also indirectly support OBJ3 (journey
reliability), OBJ4 (resilience) and OBJ7 (building
Project
Objectives

healthier communities) as the change would
reduce the likelihood of road accident incidents.
Relocating the overbridge by 20m would also
enable the access to the WWTW and the
Network Rail maintenance area to be optimised,
supporting OBJ5 (safety for access onto the
A55). The arrangement might also provide
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Strengths

Weaknesses

opportunities to improve the links to the NCNR5
from the overbridge, as the cycleway gradient
would be shallower.
Otherwise the arrangement would perform
similarly.
Technical
Objectives

WelTAG Social
& Cultural
Impact

The change would directly support TECH OBJ9
minimising technical departures from standards.
Although the change would reduce the likelihood

By relocating the bridge 20m to the east, this

of incidents, it is not envisaged that it would

would increase the length of the link road and

affect the scoring overall.

footway/cycleways. However, this would have a
negligible impact overall in comparison to the
exhibited scheme with respect to social and
cultural impacts.

The changes are located within the existing
footprint of the A55 mainline.
It is anticipated that the overall cut / fill would
WelTAG
Environmental
Impact

not be significantly different in comparison to
the alignment assessed in the Environmental
Statement.
Any environmental mitigation planting lost on
the eastern side of the existing overbridge
location would be gained to the western side.
The costs would increase, since a section of the
westbound carriageway which was previously
not being touched by the scheme would need to
be lowered and new pavement constructed.

Economic
Impact

Additionally, the relocation of the bridge by 20m
would increase the cost of constructing the link
road, cycleway and footway accordingly.
The arrangement could also affect the diversion
of services and the space available for surface
water storage to the east of the bridge.
The arrangement would address one of the key Departures from Standards on the mainline, and

Key viability,
acceptability
and risk

thus be more acceptable to the WG Departures Panel.
Although negligible, the overbridge would be moved 20m further away from the main residential
areas in Dwygyfylchi.
The relaxed westbound vertical alignment addresses a key Departure from Standards identified on
the mainline at Junction 16A, thereby performing better than the alignment developed whilst the

Overall
Performance

Environmental Statement and the draft Orders were produced.
Currently insufficient work has been carried out to assess the impact of relocating the overbridge by
20m to the east, to judge its overall performance compared to the exhibited arrangement.
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4.3

DESIGN CHANGES INCORPORATED IN THE LAYOUT PLANS
All of the following design changes, as described in the previous sections, were incorporated in
the Layout Plans that accompanied the draft Orders and Environmental Statement.
A55-16-01

Informal sports pitch relocated and retained.

A55-16-02

Pedestrian Crossing on link road.

A55-16-03

New DDA compliant access ramp at Puffin Services Footbridge.

A55-16-04

Alignment of link road in the vicinity of the Puffin Services.
This potential design change was not pursued further due to programme
constraints.

A55-16-05

Widening of Glan-Yr-Afon Road.

A55-16-06

NMWTRA Vehicle Batching Plant.

A55-16-07

Layby for emergency services.

A55-16-08

New slip access to east bound layby.

A55-16-09

Replacement cross-over to the east of Junction 16A.

A55-16-10

Signal controlled junction at Junction 16A.

A55-16-11

Improvements for Non-Motorised Users.
Improvements to provide a new cycleway/footway crossing at Junction 16 was
not progressed, as benefits would be minimal relative to the cost.
The potential for improvements to the NCNR5 are being examined outside of the
draft Orders process.

A55-15A01

New eastbound on-slip at Junction 15A.

A55-15A02

Closure of westbound on-slip at Junction 15A.

A55-16-12

Alternatives to Junction 16 arrangement where it joins with Conway Road and
the link road to provide either a roundabout or an enhanced priority junction
(A55-16-12A and A55-16-12B respectively). Option 12A was taken forward.

A55-16-13

Inclusion of an auxiliary lane westbound between the Puffin Services and
Junction 16A.

A55-1614A

Adjustment to the mainline vertical alignment at Junction 16A.

A55-1614B

Adjustment to the mainline vertical alignment AND repositioning of the overbridge
at J16A. This was not taken forward.

Not considered further as part of the scheme due to the expected high capital
cost. Traffic modelling would be required to assess the benefits. The change
would also introduce programming risks associated with construction into the sea
(and the need for a marine license).

Not pursued further as part of the scheme. However, there would be safety
related benefits of considering further in the future. Traffic modelling would be
required to assess the distributional impact.
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In addition to the above, there are a number of generic design elements that have been
incorporated into the layout approval drawings. These elements are based on a preliminary design
that has been developed for the purpose of costing and to determine the land take requirements
for the draft orders. Further details of the design elements can be found below.
The majority of the design elements that have not been incorporated into the layout approval
drawings, will be located primarily within the A55 mainline corridor. Consequently, they will not
have an impact on the land-take requirements.
Design Element

Comments

Preliminaries

An indicative location for a site compound and storage has been indicated on the layout approval
drawings. Requirements for construction access, traffic management, material storage
compounds would need to be reviewed and developed by the contractor.

Site Clearance

No demolition of properties is required for the improvements at Junction 16 will be required. No
further information regarding site clearance has been provided at this stage.

Fencing

The alignment of permanent fencing and gates are indicated on the layout approval plans. To be
developed at detailed design in consultation with the landowners. Further information can be
found on the Environmental Master Plans.
Although cattle grid shown at Glan-yr-Afon Road, a further cattle grid may be required on
Ysguborwen Road near Junction 16.

Road Restraint

Preliminary vehicle restraint system design indicated to be developed at detailed design.

System (Vehicles

Pedestrian systems to be developed as part of detailed design.

& Pedestrian)
Drainage and

Described in the drainage strategy. Design of service diversions, and provision of utilities (for

Service Ducts

example to the new batching cabin, if viable) to be developed during detailed design. No service
duct crossings have been shown.

Earthworks

Preliminary earthwork design presented. Opportunities to refine to be developed at detailed
design, including those to minimise the impact on the existing plantations to the south of
Junction 16.

Pavements

Described in the pavement proposals.

Traffic Signs

Described in the road signs and road markings proposals. The layout approval plans only indicate
the position of the primary ADS signs. See further communications design elements in relation to
the A55 Traffic Management below.

Road Lighting

Described in the road lighting strategy.

Structures

Described in the Structures Design Options Report.

Landscape and

Shown on the Environmental Master Plans and described in the Environmental Statement.

Ecology
Communications

During liaison meeting held with NMWTRA on 25 July 2019, the following items were identified as

and A55 Traffic

being beneficial to facilitate the management of the A55.

Management



Batching Cabin – NMWTRA have requested that more permanent welfare arrangements
could be considered (see reference A55-16-06).



Eastbound gantry signs – it has been provisionally agreed with NMWTRA that the gantry
signs could be located on the Junction 16A overbridge.
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Design Element

Comments


Maintenance Crossing Point / Cross-over - NMWTRA have requested that signage and lights
are provided to prevent access to J16A eastbound on-slip and westbound off-slip during use
of the cross-over (see A55-16-10). They also noted that the existing cone bin will need to
be replaced at the Maintenance Crossing Point.



Eastbound layby near to the existing cross-over - NMWTRA have requested that an access
via the Junction 16A eastbound slip is provided to the existing layby (Ship’s cottage).
Shown on the layout approval plans – see reference A55-16-08.



NMWTRA also suggested that this area could be used to relocate generator from its existing
site on the westbound verge near to Junction 16A. They have also requested that this area
is paved and the exit onto the A55 gated.



Relocation of the existing ‘light’ gantry to the east of the existing cross-over onto the new
alignment.



A55 eastbound merging speed - Signage to reduce speed of vehicles travelling eastbound
prior to reaching the headland.



Forward Command Post (Bronze) - NMWTRA have requested whether an offline access can
be provided to the Forward Command Post on the westbound verge near to the tunnel
portal. Section of vehicular access, with a footpath to the tunnel portal shown on the layout
approval plans - see reference A55-16-07.



Emergency Services, convene point near Glan-yr-Afon Road - NMWTRA have requested an
Emergency Services convene point near to Glan-yr-Afon Road. Layby shown on the layout
plans near to the cattle grid – see reference A55-16-07.

Additionally, items were requested by NMWTRA in the period immediately after the Preliminary
Design Layout Approval Presentation. The design for these items will be developed in
consultation with NMWTRA.
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5.

UPDATED APPRAISAL SUMMARY TABLES
Table 5-1: Junction 15 Updated Appraisal Summary Table
Project Objective / WelTAG Criteria

Option
D1

Option
D8

Option
D8 +
NMU

Option
D9 +
NMU

++

++

++

++

+

+

+

+

++

++

++

++

OBJ1

Improve access to regional, national and
international markets and improve access to
employment opportunities

OBJ2

Improve road safety on the A55 from Junction
14 to Junction 16A

OBJ3

Improve journey times and journey time
reliability on the A55 from Junction 14 to
Junction 16A

OBJ4

Improve resilience on the A55 for strategic and
local traffic

0

0

0

0

OBJ5

Improve journey times, journey time reliability
and safety for access onto the A55

+

+

+

+

OBJ6

Reduce severance with coastal areas for the
Non-Motorised Users and enhance provision
made for walkers and cyclists

0

+

++

++

OBJ7

To take reasonable steps to build healthier
communities and better environments

+

+

+

+

OBJ8

Opportunities to provide integrated transport are
increased

+

+

+

+

TECH OBJ9

Minimising technical departures from standards

0

+

+

+

TECH OBJ10

Minimising need to reduce speed limits

0

0

0

0

TECH OBJ11

Minimising disruption during construction

--

---

---

---

Physical Activity

0

0

+

+

Journey quality (Delay savings pcu.hrs - AMP,
IP, PMP)

+

+

+

+

Accident Savings

8

Minimal
change

No
change

No
change

Personal security

-

0

0

0

Accessibility to employment and services
(Journey speed increase kph - AMP, IP, PMP)

+

+

+

+

Severance

0

0

0

0

Permeability (walking cycling)

0

0

0

0

Equality, diversity & Human Rights

0

0

0

0

Noise

0

0

0

0

Air quality

0

0

0

0

Greenhouse gases

0

0

0

0

Landscape and townscape

0

0

0

0

Historic environment

---

---

---

---

Biodiversity

+

+

+

+

Water environment

0

0

0

0

WelTAG Social and Cultural Impacts

WelTAG Environmental Impacts
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Table 5-2: Junction 16 Updated Appraisal Summary Table
Project Objective / WelTAG Criteria

A1 (Aux)

A1
(round)

A1 (round
+ main
impr)

Orme
(Alt)

++

++

++

++

++

+

+

+

+

++

+++

++

++

++

++

++

++

++

Updated
A

A1

A1 + NMU

++

++

+

OBJ1

Improve access to regional, national and
international markets and improve access to
employment opportunities

OBJ2

Improve road safety on the A55 from Junction
14 to Junction 16A

OBJ3

Improve journey times and journey time
reliability on the A55 from Junction 14 to
Junction 16A

OBJ4

Improve resilience on the A55 for strategic and
local traffic

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

OBJ5

Improve journey times, journey time reliability
and safety for access onto the A55

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

OBJ6

Reduce severance with coastal areas for the
Non-Motorised Users and enhance provision
made for walkers and cyclists

+

++

++

++

++

++

++

OBJ7

To take reasonable steps to build healthier
communities and better environments

+

++

++

++

++

++

++

OBJ8

Opportunities to provide integrated transport
are increased

++

++

++

++

++

++

++

TECH OBJ9

Minimising technical departures from standards

--

--

--

--

--

-

0

TECH OBJ10

Minimising need to reduce speed limits

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

TECH OBJ11

Minimising disruption during construction

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

Physical Activity

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

Journey quality (Delay savings pcu.hrs - AMP,
IP, PMP)

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

Accident Savings

-32

Minimal
change

Minimal
change

Minimal
change

Minimal
change

Minimal
change

Minimal
change

Personal security

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

WelTAG Social and Cultural Impacts
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Project Objective / WelTAG Criteria

A1 (Aux)

A1
(round)

A1 (round
+ main
impr)

Orme
(Alt)

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

++

++

+

+

+

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Noise

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Air quality

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Greenhouse gases

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Landscape and townscape

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

Historic environment

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

++

++

++

++

++

++

++

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Updated
A

A1

A1 + NMU

Accessibility to employment and services
(Journey speed increase kph - AMP, IP, PMP)

+

+

Severance

0

Permeability (walking cycling)
Equality, diversity & Human
Rights
WelTAG Environmental Impacts

Biodiversity
Water environment
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APPENDIX 1
A55 JUNCTION 15 AND 16 – LOCATIONS OF DESIGN CHANGES
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A55 JUNCTION 15- PREFERRED ROUTE ANNOUNCEMENT LAYOUT (AS PRESENTED AT JUNE 2019 PUBLIC INFORMATION EXHIBITION) / PRELIMINARY LAYOUT APPROVAL DESIGN

A5515-09

A5515-01

A5515-06

A5515-02

A5515-09
A5515-03

A5515-07

A5515-04
A5515-05
A5515-08

A5515-10
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A55 JUNCTION 16 SHEET 1 OF 3 - PREFERRED ROUTE ANNOUNCEMENT LAYOUT (AS PRESENTED AT JUNE 2019 PUBLIC INFORMATION EXHIBITION) / PRELIMINARY LAYOUT APPROVAL DESIGN

A5516-12

A5516-11
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A55 JUNCTION 16 SHEET 2 OF 3 - PREFERRED ROUTE ANNOUNCEMENT LAYOUT (AS PRESENTED AT JUNE 2019 PUBLIC INFORMATION EXHIBITION) / PRELIMINARY LAYOUT APPROVAL DESIGN

A55-1614A

A5516-13
A55-1614B

A5516-04

A5516-05

A5516-03

A5516-02

A5516-01

A5516-11
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A55 JUNCTION 16 SHEET 3 OF 3 - PREFERRED ROUTE ANNOUNCEMENT LAYOUT (AS PRESENTED AT JUNE 2019 PUBLIC INFORMATION EXHIBITION) / PRELIMINARY LAYOUT APPROVAL DESIGN

A5516-9

A5516-8

A5516-10

A5516-06

A5516-07
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APPENDIX 2
A55 JUNCTION 15 AND 16 – PROPOSED ‘ACTIVE TRAVEL’
IMPROVEMENTS
Junction 15

Active travel improvements to Penmaenmawr Road East (3 sheets)

Active travel improvements to Penmaenmawr Road – west of Junction 15

Active travel improvements at replacement Pendalar Footbridge

Sketch of replacement footbridge at Pendular

Active travel improvements to Improvements to access along the Promenade
Junction 16/16A

Active travel improvements to Glan-yr-Afon Road

Active travel improvements to Conwy Road

Sketch of proposed relocated/refurbished Pendular footbridge at Conwy Road (near Junction
16)

Sketch showing the provisional arrangement for the DDA compliant ramps at the Puffin
Services
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A55 JUNCTION 15 – IMPROVEMENTS TO PENMAENMAWR ROAD EAST (SHEET 1 OF 3)
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A55 JUNCTION 15 – IMPROVEMENTS TO PENMAENMAWR ROAD EAST (SHEET 2 OF 3)
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A55 JUNCTION 15 – IMPROVEMENTS TO PENMAENMAWR ROAD EAST (SHEET 3 OF 3)
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A55 JUNCTION 15 – IMPROVEMENTS TO PENMAENMAWR ROAD WEST
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A55 JUNCTION 15 – REPLACEMENT PENDALAR FOOTBRIDGE
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A55 JUNCTION 15 – SKETCH OF REPLACEMENT PENDALAR FOOTBRIDGE
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A55 JUNCTION 15 – IMPROVEMENTS TO ACCESS ALONG THE PROMENADE
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A55 JUNCTION 16 – IMPROVEMENTS TO GLAN Y AFON ROAD
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A55 JUNCTION 16 – IMPROVEMENTS TO CONWAY ROAD
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A55 JUNCTION 15 – SKETCH OF PROPOSED RELOCATED/REFURBISHED PENDULAR FOOTBRIDGE AT PENMAENMAWR ROAD (NEAR JUNCTION 15)
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A55 JUNCTION 16 – SKETCH OF THE PROVISIONAL ARRANGEMENT OF DDA COMPLIANT RAMPS AT THE PUFFIN SERVICES
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APPENDIX 3
A55 JUNCTION 15 AND 16 – ASSESSMENT OF MEASURES (CYCLING
ROUTE AUDIT TOOL)

Junction 16
1. Glan yr Afon
2. Conwy Road
3. Refurbished Pendalar Footbridge
Junction 15
4. Mona Terrace
5. Penmaenmawr Road (East)
6. Penmaenmawr Road (West)
7. Replacement Pendalar Footbridge
8. Pendalar to Shore Road East
9. Promenade Access
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APPENDIX 4
A55 JUNCTION 15 – PRELIMINARY LAYOUT APPROVAL PLANS
(VERSION P07)
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APPENDIX 5
A55 JUNCTION 16 – PRELIMINARY LAYOUT APPROVAL PLANS
(VERSION P07)
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APPENDIX 6
A55 JUNCTION 15 – UPDATED APPRAISAL SUMMARY TABLE (AST)
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Criteria

Option D1 WelTAG Appraisal

Option

Option

D1

D7

Option D8 Appraisal

Option

Option D8 with NMU Mini-Scheme

Option

Option D9 with NMU Mini-Schemes

Option

D8

Appraisal

D8 +

D9 +

NMU

NMU

Project Objectives
OBJ1 - Improve access to

By removing the at grade roundabouts,

regional, national and

and the construction of the new junctions

international markets and

the A55 will be brought up to a similar

improve access to

standard as the rest of the TEN-T Route.

employment opportunities

From the perspective of people using the

++

++

No change.

++

Not relevant – no change.

++

No change.

++

+

+

No change.

+

Not relevant – no change.

+

No change

+

++

++

No change

++

Not relevant – no change.

++

No change

++

0

0

0

Not relevant – no change.

0

No change

0

+

Not relevant – no change.

+

Provision of more open slip road and

+

A55, each of the options would be the
same. However, as all the movements are
retained it is considered that the impact
would be moderately beneficial.
OBJ2 - Improve road

Improvements would be made to Junction

safety on the A55 from

15 to bring it up to current design

Junction 14 to Junction

standards. There are no notable

16A

departures to design standards affecting
the A55 mainline.

OBJ3 - Improve journey

The option does not require for the speed

times and journey time

along the main line to be reduced below

reliability on the A55 from

70mph.

Junction 14 to Junction
16A
OBJ4 - Improve resilience

The option does not change the standard

on the A55 for strategic

of service provided as four-way

The Option D8 arrangement allows for the
realignment of Penmaenmawr Road and

and local traffic

movement is provided.

the inclusion of improved bus stop
facilities. By providing a wider road
width, it improves the local resilience as
there is greater space for passing in case
of broken-down vehicles (see reference
A55-15-04 and 05). A further change to
the design is the change to supplement
the existing crossover with a mirror image
crossover to the west of the new
overbridge (see reference A55-15-09).
Although these provide a cumulative
benefit, it felt that it is not sufficient
to amend the scoring.

OBJ5 - Improve journey

The option provides four-way movement

times, journey time

via slip roads onto the A55. It is

+

+

A key strength of the proposed junction
arrangement is the functionality provided

overbridge structures, which provided

reliability and safety for

considered that as there will be no need

by signalised junctions, which can be

greater sight line visibility. Realigning the

access onto the A55

to cross the mainline traffic, this will be a

designed to optimise traffic flow and thus

mainline marginally to the north, allows

slight benefit.

improve the queuing capacity and safety

for improvements to the west bound off

for users. Notwithstanding it is envisaged

slip geometry; including moving the stop

that at certain times of the day, they

line to the north, which improves visibility

could have a slight impact on journey

to westbound off-slip give way line.

times (see references A55-15-04 and 06).
Furthermore, the provision of bus laybys

No change overall.
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Criteria

Option D1 WelTAG Appraisal

Option

Option

D1

D7

Option D8 Appraisal

Option

Option D8 with NMU Mini-Scheme

Option

Option D9 with NMU Mini-Schemes

Option

D8

Appraisal

D8 +

D9 +

NMU

NMU

will reduce the incidence of delays due to
loading or unloading bus passengers (see
reference A55-15-05).
By placing the overbridge on the skew
means that traffic wishing to use the A55
eastbound on slip is significantly less like
to turn left by mistake, addressing
concerns raised by the public (see
reference A55-15-06).
It is envisaged that these changes will not
be significant. However, this will be
confirmed during the Stage 3 Modelling.
No change made.
OBJ6 - Reduce severance

Under Option D, the connectivity via

0

with coastal areas for the

Shore Road East is retained. However,

reference A55-15-04) enhances provision

provide significant enhancements,

Non-Motorised Users and

cyclists using the Sustrans Route 5 will

for cyclists traversing the NCN5 route who

including a new footbridge, and along with

enhance provision for the

need to cross the path of traffic leaving

wish to cycle on the road, as they will no

the other improvements, a moderate

Non-Motorised Users and

the A55. However, to mitigate this issue,

longer have to cross oncoming traffic.

beneficial impact, with respect to

enhance provision made

it is proposed that a shared

Along with the provision of the shared

provision made for walkers and cyclists.

for walkers and cyclists

cycleway/pedestrian path will be provided.

cycleway/pedestrian path, as part of the

It is therefore considered that this option

scheme, the changes will provide a slight

will result in a neutral impact.

beneficial impact.

impact to the surrounding area.

arrangement means that the 16 number

is increasing walking and cycling. This will

communities and better

Notwithstanding, by providing four-way

residential units (which includes social

provide opportunities of a significant

environments

movement it removes the need to divert

houses) located to the east do not need to

positive impact by improving the

traffic to Junction 14 through

be demolished. However, it does still

communities’ health and creating better

Llanfairfechan. In addition, the removal of

require the demolition of two residential

environments (for example by reducing

the houses immediately adjacent to the

properties to the west.

car use). However, the individual health

them to relocate to, and could create
public open space. There are also
additional opportunities to create public
open space and other facilities between
the existing and re-aligned Penmaenmawr
Road. It is therefore considered that
Option D will have a slight beneficial
impact.

It also means that a number of properties
will be located closer to the slip roads, and
potentially affected more by the
associated environmental impacts (see
reference A55-15-01 and 02). Moreover,
the arrangement will result in the junction
being marginally closer to the school and
the edge of the conservation area.
Although these localised negative impacts
are acknowledged, there are a number of
wider community benefits resulting from
the changes including:
-

Realigning Penmaenmawr Road gives
the area a more local character (see
reference A55-15-04).

-

Open public space and enhanced
Non-motorised User route along

+

The nine mini-schemes detailed above,

The option will create a notable visual

housing in a healthier environment for

A key benefit of the change in junction

+

steps to build healthier

these residents, assuming that there is

+

The realigned Penmaenmawr layout (see

OBJ7 - To take reasonable

junction would improve the health of

+

0

The primary benefit of the mini-schemes

benefits will only be felt by people who
take it up. Also, any benefit associated
with removing cars from the roads will be
minimal compared to the number of cars
using the A55 and local county roads.
Therefore, it is envisaged that there will
be minimal change in the general context
of the scheme.

++

+

No change.

The more open structure would improve
views of the sea.
Increasing the clearance between the
buildings and westbound slip roads, allows
a greater depth of planting on a south
facing slope and a lower retaining wall
height at the end of their gardens for the
most affected parties (immediately to the
east of J15). Additionally, an action plan
has been put in place to work with the
Housing Associations to mitigate or
minimise the impacts where feasible (for
example by further greening the walls).

++

+
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Criteria

Option D1 WelTAG Appraisal

Option

Option

D1

D7

Option D8 Appraisal

Option

Option D8 with NMU Mini-Scheme

Option

Option D9 with NMU Mini-Schemes

Option

D8

Appraisal

D8 +

D9 +

NMU

NMU

Shore Road East, providing greater
opportunities to provide screening
(see reference A55-15-07).
No overall change.
OBJ8 - Opportunities to

As the option requires the realignment of

provide integrated

Penmaenmawr Road, it will be necessary

Option D relates to the loss of the bus

for inclusion in the Conwy CBC Integrated

transport are increased

to reposition the bus-stops, providing

services for Pendalar. Although the

Network Map. Moreover, an additional

opportunities to improve the bus stop

changes accommodate improved bus-

benefit that could be provided, is the

facilities. It will however not impact on the

stops on Penmaenmawr Road, which in

provision of cycle parking in locations

routes. The availability of new open space

itself might encourage increased use of

(where they do not currently exist) such

may also provide opportunities to provide

the buses (see reference A55-15-05), it

as on the promenade near the play area.

enhancements (such as cycle parking). It

does not address this impact.

These potential additional benefits have

+

+

is therefore considered that the option will

The primary impact associated with

+

The proposed mini-schemes are eligible

+

No change.

+

+

The changes incorporate design

+

not been incorporated into the Cycling

No overall change.

provide a slight beneficial impact.

Route Audit Tool scoring.

TECH OBJ9 - Minimising

Due to the tight space, the option uses a

technical departures from

configuration that is a departure from

0

+

The changes incorporate design
improvements from the perspective of

in accordance with best practice and

improvements from the perspective of

standards

standard. As there are potential

departures from standards. These include

following the latest Sustran’s and Active

departures from standards.

mitigations measures, the option is

(not exclusively):

Travel design guidance (or similar as

considered to be slight adverse from the

-

Improved visibility for the westbound

-

Marginal improved visibility for the

perspective of minimising technical

+

appropriate).
No change.

off-slip (see reference A55-15-01).

departures from standards. Based on a
meeting with the WG head of standards

The detailed design should be carried out

westbound on-slip (see reference

for highways & chair for departures panel,

A55-15-02).

it is considered that the T arrangement

No overall change.

with traffic management will be
acceptable.
TECH OBJ10 - Minimising

The option does not require for the speed

need to reduce speed

along the main line to be reduced below

limits

70mph.

TECH OBJ11 - Minimising

The option requires for the construction

disruption during

traffic management to be in place for circa

construction

91 weeks. During this time, based on the

0

0

--

--

No change

0

Not relevant – no change.

0

No change

0

No change

0

No change

---

potential construction phasing used during
the assessment there would be no access
at Junction 15 for the majority of the
time. The impact is anticipated to be
moderately adverse. The estimated
construction travel delay costs are in the
order of £1,237k.
Although the design requirements as a result of the layout have not changed, following discussions with Network
Rail an indicative requirement for 5mm maximum settlement was identified.
The WG have expressed a preference for conventional / lower risk construction. This increases the length of time
that construction traffic potentially might need to be in place and, as a consequence, could have a significant
adverse impact from perspective of programme and minimising disruption during construction. This impacts all
of the option variations.

---

Not relevant – no change.

---
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Criteria

Option D1 WelTAG Appraisal

Option

Option

D1

D7

Option D8 Appraisal

Option

Option D8 with NMU Mini-Scheme

Option

Option D9 with NMU Mini-Schemes

Option

D8

Appraisal

D8 +

D9 +

NMU

NMU

No change
WelTAG Social and Cultural Impacts
Physical Activity

Due to the realignment of Penmaenmawr

0

0

No change

0

The proposed nine Non-Motorised User

Road, the length of walking/cycling trips

mini-schemes will provide a number of

will be increased minimally. The greatest

benefits, including:

impact on the length of walking trip may

-

depend on where the bus stops are

+

No change

0

+

No change

0

DDA compliant access (eg. at
Pendalar footbridge and the

positioned.

promenade).

Notwithstanding this will only provide

-

marginal opportunities for increased

Providing routes that are flatter and
more appealing (eg. at Mona

physical activity.

Terrace).

No changes made following the public

-

consultation.

Providing safer segregated routes
with dedicated crossings (eg. along
Penmaenmawr Road).

It is envisaged that these improvements
will encourage more people to walk and
cycle, thus increasing their physical
activity.
Journey quality (Delay

Delay savings of 21, 11, 20 pcu.hrs for

+

+

It is envisaged that the provision of

savings pcu.hrs - AMP, IP,

AMP, IP and PMP respectively. Overall

signalised junctions and bus laybys

PMP)

delay savings in the order of 226 pcu per

(design change references A55-15-04, 05

24 hours.

and 06) will result in a beneficial impact

+

No change.

from the perspective of journey quality.

No changes made following the public

However, it is expected that these

consultation.

localised changes will be negligible and
therefore would not change the score
overall.
Accident Savings

No. of accidents

8

8

Envisaged there would be a negligible

Minimal

The proposed improvements will provide a

Minimal

Envisaged there would be a negligible

Minimal

change over the model.

change

segregated route for Non-Motorised Users,

change

change over the model.

change

thus reducing the risk of accidents.
However, it is envisaged there would be a
negligible change over the model.
For the value of the prevention of
accidents see Accident Benefits described
in Economic Impacts
Personal security

By placing the realigned Penmaenmawr

-

0

The revised alignment open-up

Road in a cutting it may make it feel

Penmaenmawr Road, improving

enclosed and less safe to pedestrians.

pedestrian visibility and providing a feel

Therefore, it is considered that overall the

that is more similar to the existing

option is slight adverse.

situation. The effect of the retaining walls

No changes made following the public
consultation.

will be offset by a feeling of openness
(compared to the existing situation) along
Shore Road East.

0

The improvements will be designed in
accordance with best practice.

0

No change.

0
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Criteria

Option D1 WelTAG Appraisal

Accessibility to

Journey speed increase kph across the

employment and services

model of 2, 2, 2 kph for AMP, IP, PMP.

(Journey speed increase
kph - AMP, IP, PMP)
Severance

Option

Option

D1

D7

+

+

Option D8 Appraisal

Envisaged there would be a negligible

Option

Option D8 with NMU Mini-Scheme

Option

D8

Appraisal

D8 +

D9 +

NMU

NMU

+

Not relevant – no change.

+

change over the model.

Option D9 with NMU Mini-Schemes

Envisaged there would be a negligible

Option

+

change over the model.

No changes made following the public
consultation.
By retaining four movements it means

0

0

No change.

0

No change.

0

No change.

0

0

0

No change.

0

Not relevant – no change.

0

No change.

0

0

0

No change.

0

Not relevant – no change.

0

A proportion of the people living in the

0

that there will be no change to severance
of communities within the centre of
Llanfairfechan. Therefore, it is considered
that the option will have a neutral impact.
No changes made following the public
consultation.
Permeability (walking

Where there are changes in the routes

cycling)

that might affect the patronage,
mitigation measures have been proposed.
Therefore, it is considered that the option
will have a neutral impact.
No changes made following the public
consultation.

Equality, diversity &

There is no change in respect to equality,

Human Rights

diversity or human rights. Therefore, the

most affected properties lease them from

impact for Option D is neutral.

Housing Associations. These include
people who have protected

No changes made following the public

characteristics. As noted above an action

consultation.

plan has been put in place to work with
the Housing Associations to mitigate or
minimise the impacts where feasible.
However, no change overall.
WelTAG Environmental Impacts
Noise

Braking and accelerating noise reduced by

0

0

The change in alignment has meant that

removal of roundabout but carriageway

both properties immediately to the east

with faster traffic brought closer to

and west of the junction will be more

receptors.

affected by noise. Although the localised

0

Not relevant – no change.

0

Minimal change.

0

0

Not relevant – no change.

0

No change.

0

impact is recognised, it is not envisaged
however that it will affect the score
overall.
The issue will be considered further as
part of the EIA process, and mitigation
incorporated in the scheme as
appropriate.
Air quality

No change in traffic overall and any

0

0

The change in alignment has meant that

benefit of removing roundabout offset by

both properties immediately to the east

closer proximity to receptors.

and west of the junction will be closer to
the slip roads. It is envisaged that the
properties that will be most adversely
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Criteria

Option D1 WelTAG Appraisal

Option

Option

D1

D7

Option D8 Appraisal

No changes made following the public

affected are the properties located to the

consultation.

east of the junction, as will lose in some

Option

Option D8 with NMU Mini-Scheme

Option

Option D9 with NMU Mini-Schemes

Option

D8

Appraisal

D8 +

D9 +

NMU

NMU

instances all of their gardens.
Notwithstanding, although the localised
impact is recognised, it is not envisaged
that it will affect the score overall.
The issue will be considered further as
part of the EIA process, and mitigation
incorporated in the scheme as
appropriate.
Greenhouse gases

No change in traffic overall removal of

0

0

No change.

0

Not relevant – no change.

0

No change.

0

0

0

The slip roads have been realigned

0

Not relevant – no change.

0

More open structure would reduce impact

0

braking and accelerating at roundabout
offset by increased speed of traffic.
No changes made following the public
consultation.
Landscape and townscape

Carriageway brought closer to receptors
with loss of roadside trees. Views to the

marginally closer to Llanfairfechan, so that

on the landscape. However, no change

sea not blocked. Changes to junction will

they are located at the edge of the

overall.

intrude into greenspace, but adequate

conservation area. This impact has been

areas available for mitigation.

offset by the potential for enhanced
townscape design along Shore Road East.

No changes made following the public

Therefore, there is no change overall.

consultation.

Historic environment

Junction improvement intrudes a

---

---

The revised alignment of the slip road

considerable distance into the

retaining walls are aligned along Shore

Llanfairfechan Conservation Area and

Road East, which forms the boundary with

elevated carriageway will be more visible

the conservation area increasing the

from surrounding historic landscape with

impact marginally. However, some of this

an adverse effect on settings.

impact will be mitigated by the proposal

No changes made following the public
consultation.

to reduce the length of retaining wall
along the westbound on-slip with
embankments.
A localised change to provide a section of
retaining wall behind the bus-stop
provides the benefit changes (reference
A55-15-08), that it minimises the impact
on the setting for the Plas Estate (which
has a CADW designation). However, it
introduces a new visual impact from
Penmaenmawr Road and the conservation
area.
No overall change.

---

Not relevant – no change.

---

No change.

---
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Criteria

Biodiversity

Option D1 WelTAG Appraisal

Minimal changes will have slight adverse

Option

Option

D1

D7

+

+

Changes in design such as the longer

Option

Option D8 with NMU Mini-Scheme

Option

D8

Appraisal

D8 +

D9 +

NMU

NMU

+

As a result of the proposed NMU mini-

effect on biodiversity which can be

embankment along the westbound on-slip

schemes, there will be some loss of

mitigated and enhanced by some roadside

and the increased planting area along

established vegetation. Although this

planting.

Shore Road East present biodiversity

introduces new risks in relation to

opportunities. However, the realignment

environmental surveys, it is envisaged

of Penmaenmawr Road has meant that

that it will have a minimal impact in the

the area of open land to east of junction

context of the scheme overall. Therefore

has been reduced. No overall change.

no overall change.

No changes made following the public
consultation.

Water environment

Option D8 Appraisal

No change to water environment. Slightly

0

0

By increasing the length of the bund, the

increased areas of paved surfaces will be

Flood Consequences Assessment has

offset by attenuation and pollution control

indicated that there is a risk that existing

measures.

overland surface water flows could be

No changes made following the public
consultation.

obstructed and/or redirected locally.
Mitigation to be provided. Therefore, no
overall change. Has been considered
further in the EIA process.

0

Not relevant – no change.

Option D9 with NMU Mini-Schemes

Option

+

No change.

+

0

No change.

0
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APPENDIX 7
A55 JUNCTION 16 – UPDATED APPRAISAL SUMMARY TABLE (AST)
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Exhibited

Exhibited

scheme: Option

scheme: Option

A1 (with
Junction 16
Criteria

Junction 16 Option A

Updated

WelTAG Appraisal*

A*

Option A1 with
Extended Link

A1*

Road WelTAG

NMU Mini-

A1 +

Scheme

NMU*

Appraisal

Appraisal*

A1 with

roundabout at

Option A1 with

Option A1
(with auxiliary

J16)
A1 (Aux)

lane at J16A)

Note: Option

roundabout in

Orme

A1

combination

(round +

(round)

with

mainline

improvements

impr)

variation did

Shell Orme
Services
Alternative Option

Orme
(alt)

address mainline

not impact on

and slip road DfS

the Orme

at J16A

Services area.
Project Objectives
OBJ1 – Improve

By removing the at

access to

grade roundabouts, and

regional, national

the construction of the

and international

new junctions the A55

markets and

will be brought up to a

improve access to

similar standard as the

employment

rest of the TEN-T Route.

opportunities

As all movements are

++

No change

++

No change

++

No change

++

+

No change

+

No change

+

Although the

+

No change

++

No change

++

No change

++

This option

+

Changes to ease

++

The alternative

+++

retained, the impact
would be the same
locally.
OBJ2 – Improve

Improvements would be

road safety on the

made to Junction 16A to

option the

provides

the vertical

option removes the

A55 from Junction

bring it up to current

arrangement

marginally more

curvature on the

need for the

14 to Junction

design standards. There

includes the

flexibility to be

A55 mainline to

auxiliary lane

16A

are no notable

need for an

able mitigate

address

between the services

departures to design

auxiliary lane,

visibility

outstanding

and J16A, as well as

standards affecting the

which reduces

concerns for

Departures from

removing the

A55 mainline.

the departure

traffic using the

Standards at J16A,

junction into the

(for the distance

westbound off-

in combination

Puffin / Orme

between J16A

slip at J16.

with the mainline

Services.

and the

However, it is

improvements at

Although there is a

services), the

not envisaged

J16 provide a

perception, that it is

scoring is based

that this would

moderate

a dangerous exit

on a qualitative

affect the

beneficial impact

onto the A55, the

assessment of

WelTAG Scoring

for OBJ2.

arrangement

the savings

overall.

currently meets

associated with

‘priority junction’

the reduction of

design standards.

accidents. This

Also, based on

is expected to

CrashMap data there

be negligible

was only one

due to the low

reported accident on

westbound

the A55 westbound

traffic

carriageway in the

movements.

vicinity of the

No change.

junction between
2015 and 2019, with
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Exhibited

Exhibited

scheme: Option

scheme: Option

A1 (with
Junction 16
Criteria

Junction 16 Option A

Updated

WelTAG Appraisal*

A*

Option A1 with
Extended Link

A1*

Road WelTAG

NMU Mini-

A1 +

Scheme

NMU*

Appraisal

Appraisal*

A1 with

roundabout at

Option A1 with

Option A1
(with auxiliary

J16)
A1 (Aux)

lane at J16A)

Note: Option

roundabout in

Orme

A1

combination

(round +

(round)

with

mainline

improvements

impr)

variation did

Shell Orme
Services
Alternative Option

Orme
(alt)

address mainline

not impact on

and slip road DfS

the Orme

at J16A

Services area.

a slight incident
severity rating.
Notwithstanding, the
removal of the
junction removes the
potential for a high
speed high severity
incident at the
access/egress to the
services from the
A55.
This removes the
last of the dangerous
access / egresses
along this length of
the A55 between J16
and J16A. Therefore,
the scoring has been
increased to
significant beneficial
(+++).
OBJ3 – Improve

The option does not

journey times and

require for the speed

journey time

along the main line to be

reliability on the

reduced below 70mph.

++

No change

++

No change

++

No change

++

No change

++

+

No change

+

No change

+

No change

+

No change

+

++

No change

++

+

If there is an

+

A55 from Junction
14 to Junction
16A
OBJ4 – Improve

Initially the option had

resilience on the

been assessed as having

accident on the A55,

A55 for strategic

a neutral impact, as it

people would be able

and local traffic

was thought that it

to use the link road

would not change the

to access the

standard of service

services for local

provided as four-way

traffic.

movement is provided.

It would also mean

This has been updated

that the services

following the receipt of

would be available in

further information from

both directions.

meetings with NMWTRA;

Overall, there is no

which indicate that the

No change

Ramboll - A55 Junctions 15 & 16 Improvements

Exhibited

Exhibited

scheme: Option

scheme: Option

A1 (with
Junction 16
Criteria

Junction 16 Option A

Updated

WelTAG Appraisal*

A*

Option A1 with
Extended Link

A1*

Road WelTAG

NMU Mini-

A1 +

Scheme

NMU*

Appraisal

Appraisal*

A1 with

roundabout at

Option A1 with

Option A1
(with auxiliary

J16)
A1 (Aux)

lane at J16A)

Note: Option

roundabout in

Orme

A1

combination

(round +

(round)

with

mainline

improvements

impr)

variation did

Shell Orme
Services
Alternative Option

Orme
(alt)

address mainline

not impact on

and slip road DfS

the Orme

at J16A

Services area.
parallel distributor will

change to the

provide additional

scoring.

resilience between J16 &
16A compared with other
options.
OBJ5 – Improve

Although the option

journey times,

improves access at

+

No change

+

No change

+

No change

+

provides

This option

+

No change overall.

+

The arrangement
would improve

journey time

Junctions 16A (with four-

marginally more

safety for

reliability and

way traffic) at Junction

flexibility to be

access/egress onto

safety for access

16 only two-way

able mitigate

the A55 at the Shell

onto the A55

movement will be

visibility

Orme junction.

provided, resulting in

concerns for

However as

some traffic needing to

traffic using the

described in OBJ3

divert via Dwygyfylchi.

slip roads.

since there are

However as very few

However, it is

currently low

cars will be affected by

not considered

accident statistics

the diversion, overall the

that this would

that could be directly

option has been

affect the

attributed with the

assessed to have a slight

WelTAG scoring

Shell Orme junction,

beneficial impact.

overall.

this change would be

+

minimal. The
forecast increase in
westbound traffic on
the link road
suggests that there
would be increased
traffic using the
westbound on-slip at
J16. However, as the
new J16 slip road
would be a compliant
design, it would not
detrimentally affect
the scoring.
Therefore it is
proposed that there
is no change to the
scoring overall.
OBJ6 – Reduce

Notwithstanding whether

severance with

improvement are made

a potential

further

the exhibited

coastal areas for

to the existing footbridge

benefit to NMU’s

opportunities for

scheme, the

+

Option provides

++

A number of

++

No change

++

No change

++

No change

++

In comparison with

++
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Exhibited

Exhibited

scheme: Option

scheme: Option

A1 (with
Junction 16
Criteria

Junction 16 Option A

Updated

WelTAG Appraisal*

A*

Option A1 with
Extended Link

A1*

Road WelTAG

NMU Mini-

A1 +

Scheme

NMU*

Appraisal

Appraisal*

A1 with

roundabout at

Option A1 with

Option A1
(with auxiliary

J16)
A1 (Aux)

lane at J16A)

Note: Option

roundabout in

Orme

A1

combination

(round +

(round)

with

mainline

improvements

impr)

variation did

Shell Orme
Services
Alternative Option

Orme
(alt)

address mainline

not impact on

and slip road DfS

the Orme

at J16A

Services area.
the Non-

near Puffin Café, this

if the existing

NMU ‘mini-

arrangement would

Motorised Users

option provides

redundant

schemes’ have

provide a benefit

and enhance

opportunities to provide

footbridge from

been identified.

that people would

provision made

connectivity with the

Pendular can be

One of these

not need to use an

for walkers and

coast via the new

re-located to

included the re-

at-grade crossing at

cyclists

overbridge.

Junction 16. If

use of the

the Puffin Services.

The option also provides

viable this would

footbridge from

Based on feedback

a new loop for

provide the

Pendular. These

at Public

cyclist/pedestrians.

opportunity to

combined would

Consultation

potentially

have a

exhibitions this

increase the

moderate

would be received

scoring such

beneficial

well by the

that the

impact.

community.

mitigated Option

Any impact resulting

A1 would have a

from the increase in

moderate

traffic using the link

beneficial

road, due to the

impact.

alternative, would be
offset by the
provision of
footbridge and
toucan at Glan Yr
Afon Road.
Therefore, no
change to the
scoring overall.

OBJ7 – To take

The option introduces a

+

The original

++

No change

++

No change

++

The option will

++

No change

++

reasonable steps

link road, which could

option included

bring the link

The arrangement
provides a number

to build healthier

bring opportunities to

for essential

road closer to the

of advantages,

communities and

provide a new circular

mitigation.

properties at the

including that the

better

route for cyclists and

Further

western end of

community and

environments

pedestrians. It also

environmental

Ysguborwen

wildlife corridor

potentially could reduce

enhancement

Road, as the

provided for the

the numbers of vehicles

measures could

junction would

scheme are

passing along

be incorporated,

be located to the

completely

Ysguborwen Road. This

such as the

east of the Oasis.

separated from the

option could also provide

creation of a

Five properties

A55 Trunk Road and

options for public open

habitat corridor.

would be more

the link road. It also,

spaces and other

Additionally, the

significantly

minimises the area

facilities, in addition to

creation of

affected by the

of open space and

opening up land for

additional

change, including

agricultural land that

++
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Exhibited

Exhibited

scheme: Option

scheme: Option

A1 (with
Junction 16
Criteria

Junction 16 Option A

Updated

WelTAG Appraisal*

A*

Option A1 with
Extended Link

A1*

Road WelTAG

NMU Mini-

A1 +

Scheme

NMU*

Appraisal

Appraisal*

A1 with

roundabout at

Option A1 with

Option A1
(with auxiliary

J16)
A1 (Aux)

lane at J16A)

Note: Option

roundabout in

Orme

A1

combination

(round +

(round)

with

mainline

improvements

impr)

variation did

Shell Orme
Services
Alternative Option

Orme
(alt)

address mainline

not impact on

and slip road DfS

the Orme

at J16A

Services area.
development and

footpaths and

the Gladstone

is affected. However,

associated revenue to

cycleway links

Pub.

these benefits are

the area. It is considered

will encourage

This change

only experienced

that overall this could

active travel and

would increase

over a small

have a slightly beneficial

health lifestyles.

the visual and

proportion of the link

impact.

Moreover, for

noise impacts for

road.

the mitigated

properties on

No change in scoring

option, many of

Ysguborwen

overall.

the social issues

Road. The

associated with

opportunities to

the

mitigate for

distributional

these impacts at

impact of

detailed design

increased flows

would be greater

through

for the

Dwygyfylchi and

roundabout.

along

The current

Ysguborwen

variation creates

Road have been

an area of public

negated.

open space

Therefore the

created at the

option has been

junction. A

assessed overall

similar area

to have a

could be

moderate

provided with the

beneficial

variation.

impact.

Overall, no
change.

OBJ8 –

Depending on the

Opportunities to

precise location of the

++

No change.

++

The relocated
Pendalar

++

No change

++

layout impacts

The Option A1

++

No change

++

Although it is
acknowledged that

provide integrated

bus stop, it may be

footbridge,

on the bus stop

the arrangement

transport are

necessary to reposition

would improve

at the western

could provide

increased

the bus-stops near Lyons

connectivity

end of

opportunities for

Pendyffryn Hall Caravan

with

Ysguborwen

electric charging

Park (near to Junction

Penmaenmawr

Road. In the

points. This is

16A), providing

Station.

current variation,

outside the scope of

opportunities to improve

However this

the bus stop is

the project, as it

the bus stop facilities. It

change would

relocated outside

would be dependent

will however not impact

be minimal in

of the property

on future

on the routes.

the context of

named Llysfor,

++
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Exhibited

Exhibited

scheme: Option

scheme: Option

A1 (with
Junction 16
Criteria

Junction 16 Option A

Updated

WelTAG Appraisal*

A*

Option A1 with
Extended Link

A1*

Road WelTAG

NMU Mini-

A1 +

Scheme

NMU*

Appraisal

Appraisal*

A1 with

roundabout at

Option A1 with

Option A1
(with auxiliary

J16)
A1 (Aux)

lane at J16A)

Note: Option

roundabout in

Orme

A1

combination

(round +

(round)

with

mainline

improvements

impr)

variation did

Shell Orme
Services
Alternative Option

and slip road DfS

the Orme

at J16A

Services area.
Further information from

the project.

with a length of

development by

consultation meetings

Therefore no

extend pavement

others.

with the bus companies

change

having been

highlighted that Option A

proposed.

provided. This
bus stop may

will improve eastbound

need relocating

bus routes. In addition,

slightly further

especially with the

along the road

extension of the link

than the current

road, the option will

arrangement.

(alt)

address mainline

not impact on

is the only option which

Orme

Overall, no change.

create new active travel
routes. Option A has
therefore been reassessed to have
moderate beneficial
impact.
TECH OBJ9 -

Due to the tight space,

--

Previous

--

No change

--

Impacts

--

The impact of the

--

When the

-

The impact of the

Minimising

the option uses a

statement is still

westbound on-

auxiliary lane is

improvements at

auxiliary lane and

technical

configuration that is a

applicable.

slip - previous

as previously

junction J16 are

roundabout is as

departures from

departure from standard.

Maintaining the

statement with

described.

considered in

previously described.

standards

All four slips at J16A

existing Welsh

regard to other

conjunction with

The transfer of the

would require either

Water access off

slips at J16 are

The roundabout

vertical alignment

access to the Puffin

lengthening or a

the proposed

still applicable.

at J16 improves

changes (both

Services to the Link

departure. There is still

Eastbound exit

Provides

alignment for

directions at J16A)

Road will remove the

opportunity to improve

slip road creates

improved

westbound off-

which reduce

conflict with the

the arrangement over

a non-standard

weaving length

slip, and to

mainline

westbound on-slip at

and above that shown on

arrangement

for vehicles

lesser extent

departures from

J16 and facilitate an

the option drawings,

that will require

joining from

westbound on-

2+ steps to 1

improved alignment

which would improve the

a departure

J16A and those

slip, providing

step, and facilitate

for the link road. It

score from moderately to

from standard.

leaving to Puffin

compliant design

improvements on

will allow a

slight adverse. To get a

However in

Services.

The roundabout

the J16A slip

compliant on-slip

fully compliant solution

order to

However,

design provides

roads, the

arrangement and

the A55 would need to

accommodate

arrangement will

flexibility in

assessment would

remove junction

be realigned significantly

the Welsh Water

still be subject

operation but is

be Borderline (-).

spacing issues

to the south. However

access the

to departure due

constrained by

The amended

associated with

this would increase the

length of the

to junction

the narrow site.

mainline and slip

access to the Puffin

cost substantially.

proposed

spacing and

It also, facilitates

road layouts will

Services.

Eastbound exit

hence

compliant

be implemented at

When this

slip road has

assessment

alignments on

detail design.

improvement is

been increased,

remains as

the link road.

enabling the

previous.

considered in
conjunction with

0
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Exhibited

Exhibited

scheme: Option

scheme: Option

A1 (with
Junction 16
Criteria

Junction 16 Option A

Updated

WelTAG Appraisal*

A*

Option A1 with
Extended Link
Road WelTAG
Appraisal*

A1*

NMU Mini-

A1 +

Scheme

NMU*

Appraisal

A1 with

roundabout at

Option A1 with

Option A1
(with auxiliary
lane at J16A)

J16)
A1 (Aux)
Note: Option
variation did
not impact on
the Orme
Services area.

roundabout in

Orme

A1

combination

(round +

(round)

with

mainline

improvements

impr)

Shell Orme
Services
Alternative Option

address mainline
and slip road DfS
at J16A

design of the

However, overall

vertical alignment

vertical

the junction

changes and

alignment to

spacing (between

improvements on

move closer to

J16A and the

the J16A slip roads,

standards.

services

the assessment

Overall the

westbound)

would be

improvements

issues remain,

With all of the key

made to the

and hence the

DfS addressed both

length and

assessment

on the mainline and

vertical

remains as

link road the scoring

alignment of the

previous.

would increase to 0.

Eastbound exit

The amended

slip are likely to

mainline and slip

outweigh any

road layouts will be

adverse effects

implemented at

from

detail design.

incorporating
the Welsh Water
access given the
low usage of the
Welsh Water
access
compared to
general traffic
flow on the slip.
It is also worth
noting the
Welsh Water
access leads
directly on to
the A55
eastbound
carriageway at
present and so
the proposal
provides
significant
safety
improvements
over the existing
arrangement.

Orme
(alt)

Ramboll - A55 Junctions 15 & 16 Improvements

Exhibited

Exhibited

scheme: Option

scheme: Option

A1 (with
Junction 16
Criteria

Junction 16 Option A

Updated

WelTAG Appraisal*

A*

Option A1 with
Extended Link

A1*

Road WelTAG

NMU Mini-

A1 +

Scheme

NMU*

Appraisal

Appraisal*

A1 with

roundabout at

Option A1 with

Option A1
(with auxiliary

J16)
A1 (Aux)

lane at J16A)

Note: Option

roundabout in

Orme

A1

combination

(round +

(round)

with

mainline

improvements

impr)

variation did

Alternative Option

TECH OBJ10 -

The option does not

Minimising need

require for the speed

statement is still

to reduce speed

along the main line to be

applicable.

limits

reduced below 70mph.

TECH OBJ11 -

The option requires for

Minimising

the construction traffic

construction

work in the

more disruption to

disruption during

management to be in

period is

construction of

the operation of the

construction

place for circa 104

reduced to a

the roundabout

services.

weeks. However during

duration of 86

variation.

The overall duration

this period access could

weeks, which is

However, it is

would be the same.

be retained at Junction

similar to Option

considered that

16 during construction.

B. Thus

the assumption

The costs associated

reducing the

for the

with this disruption are

disruption

construction

estimated to be around

experienced.

phasing duration

Length of

(alt)

at J16A

Services area.

--

Orme

and slip road DfS

the Orme
Previous

Services

address mainline

not impact on

0

Shell Orme

0

No change

0

No change

0

No change

0

No change

0

No change

0

-

No change

-

Minimal change

-

There is more

-

No change

-

It would result in

-

£2,342k, meaning that

of 25 weeks (for

the impact would be

the works at J16)

moderately adverse.

for the current
Option A1
variation is
generous and the
roundabout could
be
accommodated in
this time period.
Therefore, no
change to the
overall scoring.

WelTAG Social & Cultural Impact
Physical Activity

The option introduces a

+

Although

+

No overall
change

+

No change

+

Option A1

link road and bridge over

opportunities

the A55, which could

have been

crossing from the

bring opportunities to

identified to

north of Conway

provide a new circular

accommodate a

Road to the

route for cyclists and

second

south. This is

pedestrians, which is

footbridge

located, adjacent

considered to be slightly

crossing, which

to the football

beneficial.

has potential to

ground, to the

No changes made

increase the

west of junction

following the public

levels of

16. The

consultation.

physical activity

cycleway/footwa

incorporates a

+

No change

+

No overall change

+
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Exhibited

Exhibited

scheme: Option

scheme: Option

A1 (with
Junction 16
Criteria

Junction 16 Option A

Updated

WelTAG Appraisal*

A*

Option A1 with
Extended Link

A1*

Road WelTAG

NMU Mini-

A1 +

Scheme

NMU*

Appraisal

Appraisal*

A1 with

roundabout at

Option A1 with

Option A1
(with auxiliary

J16)
A1 (Aux)

lane at J16A)

Note: Option

roundabout in

Orme

A1

combination

(round +

(round)

with

mainline

improvements

impr)

variation did

the southern side

access to the

of the junction

beach and

towards

circular walks, it

Dwygyfylchi. This

is considered

arrangement

that the impact

would be

will remain the

replicated for the

same overall.

variation with the

(alt)

at J16A

Services area.
enhanced

Alternative Option

Orme

and slip road DfS

the Orme
y then follows

Services

address mainline

not impact on

by proving

Shell Orme

roundabout.
Therefore would
be no change.
Journey quality

Delay savings of 22, 11,

+

An updated

+

No change

+

No change

+

No change

+

No change

+

Marginal differences

(Delay savings

20 pcu.hrs for AMP, IP

assessment is

envisaged due to

due to a slight

pcu.hrs - AMP, IP,

and PMP respectively.

required to

the scale of the

localised changes in

PMP)

Overall delay savings in

confirm.

traffic model.

rerouted traffic.

the order of 229 pcu per

However,

However, no change

24 hours.

envisaged that

envisaged overall

No changes made

there will be

due to the scale of

following the public

minimal change

the traffic model.

consultation.

as the criteria is

+

assessed across
the model.
Accident Savings

No. of accidents

-32

An updated

Minimal

No further

Minimal

No change

Minimal

No change

Minimal

assessment is

change

assessment

change

envisaged due

change

envisaged due to

change

No change

Minimal

No further

Minimal

change

assessment carried

change

required to

carried out at

to the scale of

the scale of the

out at this stage.

confirm.

this stage.

the traffic

traffic model.

However, no change

model.

envisaged due to the

For the value of the

scale of the traffic

prevention of accidents

model.

see Accident Benefits
described in Economic
Impacts.
No changes made
following the public
consultation.
Personal security

By introducing the

+

No change

+

No change

+

No change

+

No change

+

No change

+

The arrangement

potential to cross the

continues to provide

A55 at a new overbridge,

the benefit that the

it introduces an option to

cycleway/footpath

pedestrians where they

from Maes Y Llan

+
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Exhibited

Exhibited

scheme: Option

scheme: Option

A1 (with
Junction 16
Criteria

Junction 16 Option A

Updated

WelTAG Appraisal*

A*

Option A1 with
Extended Link

A1*

Road WelTAG

NMU Mini-

A1 +

Scheme

NMU*

Appraisal

Appraisal*

A1 with

roundabout at

Option A1 with

Option A1
(with auxiliary

J16)
A1 (Aux)

lane at J16A)

Note: Option

roundabout in

Orme

A1

combination

(round +

(round)

with

mainline

improvements

impr)

variation did

Shell Orme
Services
Alternative Option

Orme
(alt)

address mainline

not impact on

and slip road DfS

the Orme

at J16A

Services area.
can use a crossing which

and over the A55

is less constrained and

(via the footbridge)

more visible.

will be less
constrained, more
visible (eg from the
link road), with
better lighting.
Two alignments of
the cycleway have
been considered:
Behind and in front
of the services. The
second variation has
been taken forward.
This is similar in
effect to the
published layout.
Therefore, no
change overall.

Accessibility to

Journey speed increase

+

An updated

+

No change

+

No change

+

No change

employment and

kph across the model of

assessment is

envisaged due to

services (Journey

2, 1, 2 kph for AMP, IP,

required to

the scale of the

speed increase

PMP.

confirm the

traffic model.

kph - AMP, IP,

No changes made

journey speed

PMP)

following the public

increase.

consultation.

However, it is

+

No change

+

No change

+

+

No change

+

Without mitigation

+

envisaged that
there will be
minimal change
to the impact
overall as the
criterion is
assessed across
the model.
Severance

The new link road will

0

The mitigated

+

No overall
change

+

No change

+

No change

sever the public footpath

option A1 is

to the footbridge which

forecast to

increased severance

crosses the A55.

reduce the

impacts due to

However conversely it

amount of traffic

greater westbound

may reduce the amount

through

traffic at peak times.

of traffic passing along

Dwygyfylchi. It

However, this would

there would be
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Exhibited

Exhibited

scheme: Option

scheme: Option

A1 (with
Junction 16
Criteria

Junction 16 Option A

Updated

WelTAG Appraisal*

A*

Option A1 with
Extended Link

A1*

Road WelTAG

NMU Mini-

A1 +

Scheme

NMU*

Appraisal

Appraisal*

A1 with

roundabout at

Option A1 with

Option A1
(with auxiliary

J16)
A1 (Aux)

lane at J16A)

Note: Option

roundabout in

Orme

A1

combination

(round +

(round)

with

mainline

improvements

impr)

variation did

Shell Orme
Services
Alternative Option

Orme
(alt)

address mainline

not impact on

and slip road DfS

the Orme

at J16A

Services area.
Ysguborwen Road.

is considered

be mitigated both at

Therefore it is considered

that this will

Glan Yr Afon Road

that the impact is

provide a slight

and in particular at

neutral.

beneficial

the Puffin services

No changes made

impact.

due to the extended

following the public

footbridge.

consultation.

Similarly, the
arrangement would
need pedestrians
and cyclists to cross
the services
accesses when using
the active travel
route along the link
road to the north of
the services.
Severance between
community and
coast improved
though due to
additional footbridge
span.
No change overall.

Permeability

The option will create

(walking cycling)

new circular routes for

reduce the

option A1 with

the roundabout

of the active travel

cyclists and pedestrians,

impact of

NMU mini-

option

route has changed

along the link road and

increased traffic

schemes will

incorporates the

marginally, it is

the Sustrans (NCN5)

along

provide an

cycleway/footwa

unlikely to affect the

route, via a new bridge

Ysguborwen

additional

y around the

number of

crossing at Junction 16A.

Road NMU’s.

crossing over

southern side of

walking/cycling

The route will also

However, it is

the A55 to the

the junction, not

journeys.

increase permeability, by

considered that

NCM at Junction

all cyclists will

Therefore, no

intercepting and

this will provide

16. This will

wish to use these

change overall.

improving access from

a negligible

provide the

routes. Many

existing footpaths.

change overall.

advantage that

would may

Therefore it is considered

Therefore, no

it ties into

navigate the

that the option will have

change to the

existing Public

roundabout,

a slight beneficial impact

scoring.

Rights of Way.

which is not as

The

safe or appealing

improvements

to cyclists in

including the

comparison to a

on permeability.

+

It will also

+

The mitigated

++

No change

++

Notwithstanding,

+

No change

+

Although the length

+

Ramboll - A55 Junctions 15 & 16 Improvements

Exhibited

Exhibited

scheme: Option

scheme: Option

A1 (with
Junction 16
Criteria

Junction 16 Option A

Updated

WelTAG Appraisal*

A*

Option A1 with
Extended Link

A1*

Road WelTAG

NMU Mini-

A1 +

Scheme

NMU*

Appraisal

Appraisal*

A1 with

roundabout at

Option A1 with

Option A1
(with auxiliary

J16)
A1 (Aux)

lane at J16A)

Note: Option

roundabout in

Orme

A1

combination

(round +

(round)

with

mainline

improvements

impr)

variation did

following the public

non-motorised

However,

consultation.

users and

although this

vehicles, will

could marginally

encourage

impact on the

walking and

options

cycling. The

permeability, it is

scheme

not considered to

(alt)

at J16A

Services area.
priority junction.

Alternative Option

Orme

and slip road DfS

the Orme
segregation of

Services

address mainline

not impact on

No changes made

Shell Orme

affect the scoring
overall.
(Note: the
current Option
A1 variation does
not provide the
additional
footbridge at
J16)
Equality, diversity

The provision of the

& Human Rights

overbridge provides an

0

No change

0

No change

0

No change

0

-

No change

-

No change

-

No change

-

No change

0

No change

0

No change

0

The source of the

-

No change

-

There is likely to be

-

alternative route across
the A55. However
without effective traffic
control, it may not
improve accessibility. It
is considered that there
is no change in respect
to equality, diversity or
human rights. Therefore
the impact for the option
is neutral.
No changes made
following the public
consultation
WelTAG Environmental Impacts
Noise

Removal of the
roundabout on the A55

majority of the

a marginal

will reduce the noise

noise impacts

improvement for the

emissions arising from

associated with

length adjacent to

braking, accelerating and

the scheme

the Puffin services

running over rumble

emanates from

where the link road

strips. Traffic would be

the mainline.

has moved slightly

Ramboll - A55 Junctions 15 & 16 Improvements

Exhibited

Exhibited

scheme: Option

scheme: Option

A1 (with
Junction 16
Criteria

Junction 16 Option A

Updated

WelTAG Appraisal*

A*

Option A1 with
Extended Link

A1*

Road WelTAG

NMU Mini-

A1 +

Scheme

NMU*

Appraisal

Appraisal*

A1 with

roundabout at

Option A1 with

Option A1
(with auxiliary

J16)
A1 (Aux)

lane at J16A)

Note: Option

roundabout in

Orme

A1

combination

(round +

(round)

with

mainline

improvements

impr)

variation did

Shell Orme
Services
Alternative Option

Orme
(alt)

address mainline

not impact on

and slip road DfS

the Orme

at J16A

Services area.
free-flowing at increased

Therefore,

further to the north.

speed with an overall

although the

As the overall

increase in noise

junction with

number of vehicles

emissions for sensitive

Ysguborwen

and number of

receptors around the

Road will be

journeys would be

existing junction.

higher and closer

the same, it is

No changes made

to properties, it

anticipated that

following the public

is not envisaged

despite the increase

consultation.

that this will

in westbound traffic

affect the scoring

using the link road,

overall.

noise impacts would

The roundabout

be similar.

would minimise

Therefore, no

stopping and

change overall.

starting/queuing,
marginally
improving noise
locally.
However, it is
not envisaged
that this change
will affect the
scoring overall.
Air quality

No change in traffic

0

No change

0

The effect of

0

No change

0

The roundabout

0

No change

0

As the overall

overall and any benefit

reducing the

would marginally

number of vehicles

of removing roundabout

number of car

affect traffic flow

and number of

offset by closer proximity

users will have a

patterns and

journeys would be

to receptors.

minimal impact

queuing.

the same, it is

No changes made

overall.

However these

anticipated that

following the public

changes are

despite the increase

consultation.

expected to be

in westbound traffic

minimal.

using the link road,

However, the

noise impacts would

roundabout

be similar.

would minimise

Therefore, no

stopping and

change overall.

starting/queuing,
marginally
improving air
quality locally.
However, it is

0

Ramboll - A55 Junctions 15 & 16 Improvements

Exhibited

Exhibited

scheme: Option

scheme: Option

A1 (with
Junction 16
Criteria

Junction 16 Option A

Updated

WelTAG Appraisal*

A*

Option A1 with
Extended Link

A1*

Road WelTAG

NMU Mini-

A1 +

Scheme

NMU*

Appraisal

Appraisal*

A1 with

roundabout at

Option A1 with

Option A1
(with auxiliary

J16)
A1 (Aux)

lane at J16A)

Note: Option

roundabout in

Orme

A1

combination

(round +

(round)

with

mainline

improvements

impr)

variation did

Shell Orme
Services
Alternative Option

Orme
(alt)

address mainline

not impact on

and slip road DfS

the Orme

at J16A

Services area.
not envisaged
that this change
will affect the
scoring overall.
Greenhouse gases

No change in traffic

0

No change

0

No change

0

Slight change

0

Slight change

0

No change

0

This arrangement

overall removal of

due to increased

due to increased

would provide the

braking and accelerating

surface area for

surface area for

benefit that it would

at roundabout offset by

the auxiliary

the roundabout.

not require the

increased speed of

lane and bridge

However, no

construction of the

traffic.

over the Afon

change to the

auxiliary lane or the

No changes made

Gyrach.

scoring overall.

bridge, resulting in

following the public

However, no

construction carbon

consultation.

change to the

reductions.

scoring overall.

Additionally,

0

electrical charging
points potentially
could be installed
sooner.
However, no change
to the scoring
overall.
Landscape and

The dual-carriageway

townscape

and link road would be

marginal

option would

as the same

closer to sensitive

improvements,

take a small

effective landscape

receptors but into a

due to the

amount of

mitigation can be

deeper cutting around

removal of the

additional

achieved.

the existing junction 16

traffic onto the

agricultural land,

and at Maes y Llan. With

extended link

the existing

mitigation in the form of

road which will

plantations would

screening barriers and

be set at a lower

be substantially

roadside planting the

level and

retained.

adverse effects can be

screened.

Improvement

mitigated. The grade

However it is

compared with

separated junction at

considered that

current variation.

16A would be elevated

this will not a

The retention of

and so more visible at a

significant

the plantation

considerable distance

impact overall.

will provide a

from receptors. Views

Therefore no

minimal benefit

from the Snowdonia

change to the

to visual impact

National Park would be

scoring.

and a more

adversely affected. With

+

There will be

+

No change

+

No change

+

Although the

significant

+

No change

+

No change as long

+
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Exhibited

Exhibited

scheme: Option

scheme: Option

A1 (with
Junction 16
Criteria

Junction 16 Option A

Updated

WelTAG Appraisal*

A*

Option A1 with
Extended Link

A1*

Road WelTAG

NMU Mini-

A1 +

Scheme

NMU*

Appraisal

Appraisal*

A1 with

roundabout at

Option A1 with

Option A1
(with auxiliary

J16)
A1 (Aux)

lane at J16A)

Note: Option

roundabout in

Orme

A1

combination

(round +

(round)

with

mainline

improvements

impr)

variation did

landscape.

planting, visual impacts

Therefore

of the A55 overall could

overall, there will

improve on the existing

be a minor

situation.

improvement

No changes made

compared to the

following the public

current variation.

consultation.

The movement of

(alt)

at J16A

Services area.
screening and roadside

Alternative Option

Orme

and slip road DfS

the Orme
benefit for

Services

address mainline

not impact on

mitigation, in the form of

Shell Orme

the junction with
Ysgurborwen
Road is closer to
the house would
affect 5
properties more
significantly and
the views out of
the rear of
properties (in
Maes Y Llan)
from a distance).
However, the
false cutting and
the existing
planting would
substantially
mitigate the
slight increase in
impact.
However, it does
not change the
scoring overall.
Historic

No heritage designations

environment

are directly affected, but
the extent of disturbance
of farmland, where there
will be a slightly
increased risk of
affecting currently

0

No change

0

No change

0

No change

0

No change

0

No change

0

No change

0

Ramboll - A55 Junctions 15 & 16 Improvements

Exhibited

Exhibited

scheme: Option

scheme: Option

A1 (with
Junction 16
Criteria

Junction 16 Option A

Updated

WelTAG Appraisal*

A*

Option A1 with
Extended Link

A1*

Road WelTAG

NMU Mini-

A1 +

Scheme

NMU*

Appraisal

Appraisal*

A1 with

roundabout at

Option A1 with

Option A1
(with auxiliary

J16)
A1 (Aux)

lane at J16A)

Note: Option

roundabout in

Orme

A1

combination

(round +

(round)

with

mainline

improvements

impr)

variation did

Shell Orme
Services
Alternative Option

Orme
(alt)

address mainline

not impact on

and slip road DfS

the Orme

at J16A

Services area.
unknown archaeological
sites. With mitigation,
including excavation of
discovered sites there
would be no change from
the existing situation.
The settings of
designated sites could be
adversely affected but
mitigation in the form of
roadside planting will
reduce the impacts to be
similar to the existing
situation.
No changes made
following the public
consultation.
Biodiversity

The scheme could cause

++

Removing the

++

No change

++

Slightly longer

++

Retention of the

++

No change

++

The arrangement

adverse impacts on

need for a new

bridge crossing

existing

would require less

European Protected

DCWW link over

over the Afon

plantation would

land take. The

Species (bats and otter)

Network Rail will

Gyrach to

have some

arrangement would

associated with a

mean that the

accommodate

benefit. It will

not require the

watercourse at

SAC will not be

the auxiliary

maintain the

auxiliary lane or the

Dwygyfylchi. However,

directly affected

lane. Minimal

connectivity

associated crossing

the scheme will create a

by the mitigated

change

along the

over the Afon

long coastal wildlife

option. However

scheme for

Gyrach.

corridor where mitigation

it is considered

habitat.

Notwithstanding the

and biodiversity

that this will

However, no

Wildlife corridor

enhancements under the

have a

change to

would potentially be

Environment Act could

significant

scoring overall.

narrower in places.

be implemented to

impact overall.

However, its

create foraging,

Therefore no

effectiveness in

commuting and nesting

change to the

connectivity would

habitat for a range of

scoring.

be the same.

species. Overall the

However, no change

effect would be beneficial

overall.

compared to the existing
situation.
Following the
environmental surveys,
which were carried out

++
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Exhibited

Exhibited

scheme: Option

scheme: Option

A1 (with
Junction 16
Criteria

Junction 16 Option A

Updated

WelTAG Appraisal*

A*

Option A1 with
Extended Link

A1*

Road WelTAG

NMU Mini-

A1 +

Scheme

NMU*

Appraisal

Appraisal*

A1 with

roundabout at

Option A1 with

Option A1
(with auxiliary

J16)
A1 (Aux)

lane at J16A)

Note: Option

roundabout in

Orme

A1

combination

(round +

(round)

with

mainline

improvements

impr)

variation did

Shell Orme
Services
Alternative Option

Orme
(alt)

address mainline

not impact on

and slip road DfS

the Orme

at J16A

Services area.
during the public
consultation period,
additional opportunities
for enhancement have
been identified and the
impact on biodiversity
has been assessed as
having a moderate
beneficial impact
(compared to the slight
beneficial impact
reported previously).
Water

Potential adverse effect

environment

on a watercourse due to

lane would

would result in a

would not require

culverting. Increased

require a further

larger area that

the auxiliary lane or

areas of paved surfaces

bridge crossing

would need to be

the associated

will be offset by

the Afon Gyrach.

paved. These

crossing over the

attenuation and pollution

The auxiliary

increased areas

Afon Gyrach.

control measures.

lane would

would be offset

It would result in a

No changes made

result in a larger

by attenuation

smaller area that

following the public

area that would

and pollution

would be paved. Any

consultation.

need to be

control

changes in areas

paved. These

measures.

would be offset by

increased areas

Therefore, no

attenuation and

would be offset

overall change in

pollution control

by attenuation

impact.

measures.

0

No change

0

No change

0

The auxiliary

0

The arrangement

0

No change

0

The arrangement

and pollution

The location and

control

arrangement of the

measures.

attenuation would be

Therefore, no

modified slightly.

overall change

However, no overall

in impact.

change in impact.

0

